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OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES
OMP POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.` PROMPT DELIVERIES' FRIENDLY SERVICE
LARGE S.A.E., 30p STAMPED FOR CURRENT LIST.

MP VARISPEED TURNTABLE CHASSIS.

Supplied ready built and tested.

Now enjoy a world-wide reputation for quality, reliability and

and Drive circuits to power compatible

P C B

Vu meter Open and shoe circuit proof

*
* ';'CARTRIDGE
* 405m *

NEON STROBE

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

SHELL

NEW SERIES

II

MOS-FET MODULES

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output power 110 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor, >300, Slew Rate 45V uS.
T.H.D. Typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S.N.R
- 125dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE £39.99 + £3.00 P&P.
OMP/MF200 Mos-Fet Output power 200 watts R.M.S
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz - 100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 50V uS.
T.H.D. Typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, S N. R
-130dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm.
PRICE £62.99 + £3.50 P&P.

'

OMP/61F300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts R.M.S.
into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 1Hz
100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60VNS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV,
S.N.R. -130dB. Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.
PRICE £79.99 + £4.50 P&P.

-

NOTE:- MOS-FET MODULES

PEC (PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPATABLEI

-

-

INPUT SENS. 500mV BAND WIDTH 100KHz
INPUT SENS, 775mV, BAND WIDTH 50KHz, ORDER STANDARD OR PEC

ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS. STANDARD

OPTIONAL MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES

*

*

REMOVABLE HEAD

*

POWER 220 240V

SUPPLIED WITH MOUNTING CUTOUT

GOLDRING G850

PRICE £16.99 + 50p P&P

PRICE £6.99 + 50o P8P

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS,

THOUSANDS PURCHASED
BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 (100w + 100w)
MXF400 (200W + 200W) MXF600 (300W + 300w)
All power ratings R.M.S. into 4 ohms.
Independent power supplies with two Toroidal Transformers * Twin L.E.D. Vu meters* Rotary
indended level controls * Illuminated omoff switch * XLR connectors * Standard 775mV inputs * Open and short
circuit proof
Latest Mos-Fets for stress free power delivery into virtually any load * High slew rate * Very low
distortion * Aluminium cases * MXF600 Fan Cooled with D.C. Loudspeaker and Thermal Protection.

FEATURES: *

*

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC.

H3'/e" (2U)xD11"

MXF 400 W19"xH5'/." (3U)xD12"
MXF 600 W19"xH51" (3U)xD13"

MXF200 £171.35
PRICES: MXF400 £228.85
MXF600 £322.00
SECURICOR DELIVERY £12.00 EACH

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABLE, INCLUDING CABINET FITTINGS, SPEAKER
GRILLES, CROSS-OVERS AND HIGH POWER, HIGH FREQUENCY BULLETS AND HORNS, LARGE S.A.E. (30p

OMP LINNET LOUDSPEAKERS
THE VERY BEST IN QUALITY AND VALUE

MADE ESPECIALLY
TO SUIT
TODAY'S
NEED
FOR
COMPACTNESS WITH HIGH OUTPUT
SOUND LEVELS. FINISHED IN
HARDWEARING BLACK VYNIDE
WITH PROTECTIVE CORNERS.
GRILLE AND CARRYING HANDLE,
INCORPORATES 12' DRIVER PLUS
HIGH FRED. HORN FOR FULL
FRED. RANGE: 45Hz-20KHz BOTH

STAMPED) FOR COMPLETE LIST.

McKENZIE:- INSTRUMENTS,

P.A., DISCO, ETC.
ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE
8" 100 WATT C8100GPM GEN. PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, EXCELLENT MID., DISCO.
PRICE £28.59 + £2.00 P&P.
RES, FRED, 80Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 14KHz. SENS, 99dB.
10. 100 WATT C10100GP GUITAR, VOICE. ORGAN, KEYBOARD. DISCO, EXCELLENT MID.
.... PRICE £34.70 + £2.50 PAP.
RES, FRED, 70Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 6KHz. SENS, 100dB.
1T 200 WATT C10200GP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWER MID.
PRICE £47.48 + £2.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ,45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS. 103dB.
1T 100 WATT C121000P HIGH POWER GEN, PURPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO.
PRICE £36.66 + £3.50 P&P.
RES, FRED, 45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS. 98dB.
100 WATT C12100TC TWIN CONE) HIGH POWER WIDE RESPONSE, PA., VOICE, DISCO.
PRICE £37.63 + £3.50 P&P.
RES,FRED,45Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 14KHz- SENS. 100dB.
12" 200 WATT C122008 HIGH POWER BAFS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P.A.
PRICE £64.17 + £3.50 P&P.
RES, FRED, 40Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 100dB
12" 300 WATT C12300GP HIGH POWER BASS LEAD GUITAR, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC.
PRICE £85.79 + £3.50 P&P.
RES, FRED, 45Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 100dB.
15" 100 WATT C15100BS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREQUENCY, P.A., DISCO.
PRICE £53.70 + £4.00 P&P.
RES, FRED, 40Hz. FRED. RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS, 98dß.
15" 200 WATT C15200BS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
PRICE £73.26 + C4.00 P&P.
RES FRED, 40Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 99dB.
15" 250 WATT C1525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS.
PRICE £80.53 + £4.50 P&P.
RES, FRED, 40Hz FREQ. RESP, TO4KHz. SENS, 99dB.
15" 400 WATT C15400BS VERY HIGH POWER. LOW FREQUENCY BASS
PRICE £94.12 + £4.50 P&P.
RES,FREQ, 40Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 4KHz. SENS, 102dB_..
18" 400 WATT C18404BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER, LOW FREQUENCY BASS
PRICE £167.85 + £5.00 P&P.
RES, FREO, 27Hz. FREQ. RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS. 99dB..

ir

HI-FI, STUDIO, IN -CAR, ETC.

ALL EARBENDER UNITS 8 OHMS EXCEPT EB8-50 AND EB10-50 DUAL 4 AND
BASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SURROUND

8 OHM.

8" 50 WATT EB8-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.

RES, FREQ, 40Hz FRED, RESP, TO 7KHz. SENS, 97dB.
PRICE £8.90
10" 50 WATT EB10-50 DUAL IMPEDENCE, TAPPED 4/8 OHM BASS, HI-FI, IN -CAR.
RES,FRED, 40HZ. FRED, RESP, TO 5KHz. SENS. 99dB
PRICE £12.00
1T 100 WATT EB10.100 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES, FRED, 35Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 96dB.
PRICE £27.50
12" 60 WATT E812.60 BASS, HI-FI, STUDIO.
RES,FRED, 28Hz. FRED, RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 92dB.
PRICE £21.00
1T 100 WATT EB12-100 BASS, STUDIO, HI-FI, EXCELLENT DISCO.
RES, FRED, 26Hz FREQ. RESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 93dB.
PRICE £32.00

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURROUND

60 WATT EB5-60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES,FRED, 63Hz. FREQ, RESP, TO 20KHz. SENS, 92dB.
PRICE £9.99
6W 60 WATT EB6.60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI-ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES, FREQ, 38Hz FREQ, RESP, TO 2OKHz. SENS. 94dB.
PRICE £10.99
8" 60 WATT EB8-6OTC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES, FRED, 40Hz FREQ. RESP, TO 18KHz. SENS, 89dB.
PRICE £12.99
10" 60 WATT EB10.60TC (TWIN CONE) HI-FI, MULTI -ARRAY DISCO ETC.
RES. FREQ, 35Hz FREQ. RESP. TO t 2KHz SENS, 86dB
PRICE £16.49

+ £2.00 P&P.

+ £3.50 P&P.

CHOICE OF TWO MODELS

OMP 12-100 (100W 100dB) PRICE £159.99 PER PAIR
OMP 12-200 (200W 102dB) PRICE £209.99 PER PAIR
SECURICOR

DEL.:-

F12.00 PER PAIR

TRANSMITTER HOBBY KITS

-

2

3W FM TRANSMITTER

-

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS
MOTOROLA
Join the Piezo revolution. The low dynamic mass (no voice Will of a Piezo tweeter produces an improved transient
response with a lower distortion level than ordinary dynamic tweeters. As a crossover is not required these units can
be added to existing speaker systems of up to 100 watts (more if 2 put in series). FREE EXPLANATORY LEAFLETS
SUPPLIED WITH EACH TWEETER.
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E
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TYPE 'A' (KSN2036A) 3" round with protective wire
mesh, ideal for bookshelf and medium sized Hi-fi
speakers. Price £4.90 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'B' (KSN1005a) 31/2" super horn. For general
purpose speakers, disco and P.A. systems etc. Price
£5.00 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'C' (KSN6016A) 2" x 5" wide dispersion .norn. For
quality Hi-fi systems and quality discos etc. Price £6.99
each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'D' (KSN1025A) 2"x6" wide dispersion horn.
Upper frequency response retained extending down to
mid range (2KHz). Suitable for high quality Hi-fi systems
and quality discos. Price £9.99 each + 50p P&P.
TYPE 'E' (KSN1038A) 33/4" horn tweeter with attractive
silver finish trim. Suitable for Hi-fi monitor systems etc.
Price £5.99 each + 50p P&P.
LEVEL CONTROL Combines on a recessed mounting
plate, level control and cabinet input jack socket.
85x85mm. Price £3.99 + 50p P&P.

STEREO DISCO MIXER
STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & R
graphic equalisers and twin 10 segment L.E.D.
Vu Meters. Many outstanding features 5 Inputs
with individual faders providing a useful combination of the following:
3 Turntables (Mag). 3 Mics. 4 Line including CD
plus Mic with talk over switch Headphone Monitor Pan Pot L. & R. Master Output controls.
Output 775mV. Size 360x280x90mm. Supply
220-240v.
Price £134.99
£4.00 P&P

-

watt FM
Transmitter
3

VERY SENS FET MIC. RANGE 100-300m, SIZE 56 x 46mm. SUPPLY 9V BATT. PRICE
£8.62 + £1.00 P&P
POSTAL CHARGES PER ORDER t1 00 MINIMUM OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME FROM
SCHOOLS. COLLEGES. GOVT BODIES. ETC PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T SALES COUNTER.
VISA ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST. PHONE OR FAX.

BARCLAYCARD

5K H128eW76xD79mrn

PRICES:- 1K WATT (15.99
2.5K WATT C24.99
60p P&P

AAAAd

I

-

PROVEN TRANSMITTER DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH DUALITY COMPONENTS
COMPLETE WITH CIRCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

FULL 65mm SLIDE
TRAVEL
o NEON
MONITOR'INDICATOR
* FLASH OVERRIDE
BUTTON
o HIGH & LOW LEVEL
PRESETS
FULLY SUPPRESSED
TO BS 800
SIZES:
'KW H128x W40eD55mm

PIEZO ELECTRIC TWEETERS -MOTOROLA

+ £1.50 P&P.

+ £2.00 P&P.

'
'

POWER RATINGS QUOTED IN WATTS RMS FOR EACH CABINET

+ £3.50 P&P.

+ £1.50 P&P.

CONTROLS LOADS UP TO 1KW & 2.90W,
SUITABLE FOR RESISTIVE AND INDUCTIVE LOADS BLACK ANODISED CASE,
READILY FLUSH MOUNTED THROUGH
PANFI CABINET CUT-OUTS. ADVANCED
FEATURES INCLUDE,-

x 1312".

+ £3.00 P&P.

+ £1.50 P&P.

OMP SLIDE DIMMER
1K WATT & 2.5K WATT

MODELS 8 OHM. SIZE H18" x W15"

+ £2.50 P&P.

51/4"

FM MICRO TRANSMITTER IBUGI 100-108MHz VARICAP TUNED COMPLETE WITH

12" DIE CAST PLATTER

CUE LEVER

STANTON AL500

SIZES:- MXF 200 W19"x

LOUDSPEAKERS

80.108MHz. VARICAP CONTROLLED PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE, RANGE UP TO 3 MILES. SIZE 38 x 123mm. SUPPLY 12V ip 0.5AMP.
PRICE £14.49 + C1.00 P&P

*

PRICE £59.99 + £3.50 P&P.

HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

Vu METER Compatible with our four amplifiers detailed above. A very accurate visual
display employing 11 L.E.D. diodes (7 green, 4 red) plus an additional on off indicator.
Sophisticated logic control circuits for very fast rise and decay times. Tough moulded plastic
case, with tinted acrylic front. Size 84 x 27 x 45mm.
PRICE £8.50 + 50p P&P.

EARBENDERS:-

390

TEMPLATE

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONHIGH TORQUE SERVO

*
*

CALIBRATED BAL WEIGHT
FIXINGS

5060Hz

OMP100 Mk 11 Bi -Polar Output power 110 watts
R.M.S. into 4 ohms, Frequency Response 15Hz 30KHz -3dB, T.H.D. 0.01%, S.N.R. -118dB, Sens. for
Max. output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 115x65mm.
PRICE £33.99 + £3.00 P&P.

*

*

I.

Glass libre

**

*

MANUAL ARM
STEEL CHASSIS
TROL 33 & 45
VARI PITCH CONTROL
DRIVEN DC MOTOR
TRANSIT SCREWS

performance at a realistic price Four models available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market. i.e., Industry.
eisure. Instrumental and HI-FI etc. When companng prices, NOTE all models Include Toroidal power supply. Integral heat sink.
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Dept ET

UNIT 5, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX- SS2 6TR
TEL 0702-527572 FAX: 0702-420243

MAKING ELECTRONICS C.A.D. AFFORDABLE

--HAVEYOUACCESSTOANIBMPC/XT/AT
-- UPTO8
-- UPTOI6
----

HAVE YOU BEEN PUTTING OFF BUYING PCB CAD SOFTWARE?
ARE YOU STILL USING TAPES AND A LIGHT BOX?
OR CLONE?
WOULD YOU LIKE TO BE ABLE TO PRODUCE PCB LAYOUTS UP
TO 17" SQUARE?
WITH
TRACK LAYERS AND 2 SILK SCREEN LAYERS?
PLUS DRILL TEMPLATE AND SOLDER RESIST?
WITH UP TO 8 DIFFERENT TRACK WIDTHS ANYWHERE IN THE
RANGE .002 to .531"?
WITH
DIFFERENT PADSIZES FROM THE SAME RANGE?
WITH PAD SHAPES INCLUDING ROUND, OVAL, SQUARE, WITH
OR WITHOUT HOLE, AND EDGE CONNECTOR FINGERS?
WITH UP TO 1500 IC's PER BOARD, FROM UP TO 100 DIFFERENT
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OUTLINES?
WITH AUTO REPEATON TRACKS OR OTHER FEATURES
IDEAL
FOR MEMORY PLANES?
THAT CAN BE USED FOR SURFACE MOUNT COMPONENTS?
WITH THE ABILITY TO LOCATE COMPONENTS AND PADS ON
GRID OR TO .002" RESOLUTION?
WITH AN OPTIONAL AUTO -VIA FACILITY FOR MULTILAYER

0

0
0
o
0

P

BOARDS?b&L,,IM
WITH THE ABILITY TO CREATE ANDSAVE YOUR OWN SYMBOLS?
THAT IS AS GOOD AT CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS AS IT IS AT PCB's?
THAT CAN BE USED WITH EITHER CURSOR KEYS OR MOUSE?
WHERE YOU CAN LEARN HOW TO USE IT IN AROUND HALF AN
HOUR?
WHICH WITH EASY-PLOT AND EASY-GERB CAN OUTPUT TO PENPLOTTER OR PHOTO -PLOTTER (VIA BUREAUX)
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THAT ONLY COSTS FROM £49 INC VAT?
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EXCELLENT QUALITY FROM DOT MATRIX PRINTER

WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FULL INFORMATION

TINY-PC, EASY-PC, TINY-PC, EASY-PC TINY-PC, EASY-PC, TINY-PC, EASY-PC

Number One Systems Ltd
Ref: ETI, HARDING WAY, SOMERSHAM ROAD
ST IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS PE17 4WR

r

FREE
NOW

EFQoo

-972_L.

WKSLAS
STACK

9

IICIP

Telephone: 0480 61778 (4 lines)

_,

100 PAGE COMPONENT
CATALOGUE

SEND OFF FOR YO4TR COPY TODAY...
WE STOCK AN UNRIVALLED RANGE

ALL OUR COMPONENTS ARE FIRST CLASS BRANDED ITEMS
\VE OFFER A SAME DAY SERVICE ON ALL STOCK ITEMS

-

NO MINIMUM ORDER IF YOU NEED ONE COMPONENT WE
CAN SUPPLY ONE COMPONENT

WE HAVE ADOPTED A NEW LOWER PRICING POLICY +
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS

JUST FILL IN THE COUPON OPPOSITE OR PHONE US ON
01-452 0161 FOR YOUR FREE COPY!

SEND OFF FOR YOUR FREE
CATALOGUE AND VOUCHERS TODAY
WOULD LIKETORECEIVE
(-OPY(COPIES)OF
1989 CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
COMPONENT CATALOGUE.
I

7 -HE

NAME

,1DDRFSS

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
40 CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 :(ET
TEL: 01-450 0995/452 0161
FAX: 01-208 1441
TELEX: 914977
I

ETI OCTOBER 1989

WOULD LIKE TO RECEIVE A FREE COPY OF YOUR
1989 CATALOGUE.
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ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

FEATURES/PROJECTS
Under
Surveillance
The Circuits

1:

Paul Chappell puts his ear to
the wall and picks up some
interesting designs for first-time
spyers

The Good IC
Guide
Paul Chappell announces the
merits of the L165V power op amp and puts it through Its
paces

PROJECT

Polybel
Tu n ewa re
Trevor Skeggs dumps his digital
ditties into last month's polyphonic programmable doorbell

-

with'Tuneware' and 'PBOS'
the Polybel Operating System

30

14

50

Less Logic

Under
Surveillance 2:
The Inside Story
Helen Armstrong talks to the

Andy French invites you to
join the exclusive OR club
as he wades his way through
Boolean simplification and
finds that there's really very
little to be scared about

surveillance experts who
supply the industry with
concealed equipment for
private eye or industrial

Page 59

MIDI Mapper
Robert Penfold crosses the
channel in the twinkling of a
clock period with this standalone unit to filter your musical
data stream

36

espionage

18

PROJECT

53

Testing Testing
Mike Barwise returns to the
pages of ETI with this first part of
a major new series examining
the problems associated with
basic and advanced test gear
and the often simple solutions
that can set your results to rights

PROJECT

Multimeter
Douglas Kennedy presents a
beginners' project for a budget
DC meter

40

59

Page 50

Page 53
S

And Then There
Were Transistors
John Linsley Hood closes the
gate on his two part look at the
evolution of the transistor

24
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PROJECT

Intruderbeam

CLOCK
OSCILLATOR

DIVIDE

OPTO
ISOLATOR

UART
(RECEIVE)

INPUT
CHANNEL

MAGNITUDE
COMP

MONOSTABLE

OUTPUT

TRISTATE
BUFFER

BY

R

If there are burglars at the bottom

of your garden, you can stop
them getting any closer with
Geoff Phillips' infra-red warning,/
deterrent system

44

INPUT

CHANNEL

UART
TRANSMIT)

TRISTATE
BUFFER

-

-o

OUTPUT

OSTAGEUTPUT

5 LINE
DECODER
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DAT FOR CHRISTMAS

TOUCH TECH

NEWS

Anew company has been formed to
meet the demands of the hi -tech
touch screen industry.
Based at Eastleigh in Hampshire,
Touch Screen Technologies Ltd will
design and supply touch screens and
interfaces, complete with software. It
has entered into a joint venture with
Gunze Ltd of Japan. to manufacture
touch screens for the European

NO SALE
he privatisation of the electricity
industry will not include the sale
of Britain's Magnox nuclear reactors,
because of the huge costs associated
with decommissioning.
The announcement came as the
bill approached the end of its passage
through the House of Lords and forced
an embarrasing U-turn on Baroness
Hooper. a junior energy minister and
representing the Government in the
House.
A proposal was made by Labour
Energy Spokesman Lord Williams that
the entire billbe held until the autumn
session. in the hope that the Government might more reliably finalise its
plans. After all" he said, "we are talking
nuclear power stations, not tiddlywinks".

The wisdom of including nuclear
power in the sell-off equation has
always been in doubt. The enormous
costs of building nuclear plants and the
inconceivable costs of compensation
in case of accident would make it
unlikely that private enterprise would
ever commission new power stations.
This would seem to directly contradict
the Government's committment to the
nuclear industry.
The Magnox decision only partly
solves the problem. As Lord Ezra,
former chairman of the National Coal
Board, was quick to point out in the
House of Lords, there has been no
reason given as to why the exemption
should not be extended to all nuclear

The much awaited Digital Audio
Tape machines will be generally

available to the public throughout
Europe by Christmas.

An agreement comes after
argument between the recording and
consumer electronics industries over
the infringement of copyright issue. It
now clears the way for the consumer to
make near perfect copies of live or
recorded material using DAT. but as a
concession the manufacturers agreed
that the tape machines will only be able

-a

to copy originals once
condition
the recording companies asked of the
manufacturers before the boycott
could be lifted. How this is to be
achieved is not yet clear.
The recording companies will not
receive a royalty for every DAT
machine sold as compensation for the
infringement of copyright. However,
talks will have to start all over again
when it comes to discussing the newest
technology the recordable compact
disc.

-

AIR-SEA POWER
the electricity privatisation bill is
passed in its present form, one
positive result should be the promotion
of renewable energy sources such as
If

wind and sea.
The Government has specified
that within ten years of privatisation,
some 600MW of the power fed to the
grid from nonfossil fuel should come
from renewable sources.
As a prelude to this, three
experimental wind turbines are to be

built under a £28m scheme announced by the CEGB, and to be funded
PowerGen and National Power
two generating companies that will be
formed from the CEGB) together with
the Department of Energy.

Ail

The three sites are at CapelCynon
in Dyfed, in North Cornwall andin the
northern Pennies. It is hoped that the
first of these will be operational by
1991, using 25 turbines to produce

between 7.5MW and 12.5MW.

adversely affect the entire privatisation
scheme.
It would appear that doubts over
the nuclear inclusion are not limited to
those in the industry. A recent National
Opinion Poll commissioned jointly by
Greenpeace and Friends of the Earth
indicated that while 17% of interviewees were considering buying
electricity shares, only half that number
would do so if nuclear power formed
part of the offer.
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computers. Touch screens in all shapes
and sizes are finding their way onto
calculators, personal organisers and
into diaries.
For further information, contact
Touch Screen Technologies Ltd on
(0703) 629545.
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SPEAKER TECHNIC
eefax. the BBC's teletext system.
is about to commence a relaunch

stations.
His questions were later echoed by
the Confederation of British Industry,
which urged the removal of all nuclear
power until the costs are more clearly
realised.
There are fears in the industry that
troubles with advanced gas-cooled
reactors (AGRs) may extend many
years beyond the anticipated run-in
period. The costs of decommissioning
and of reprocessing fuel are also
expected to climb rapidly. Unless the
Government makes firm guarantees of

support, or removes nuclear power
from the sell-off altogether, private
industry and the free market is likely to
spell the end of the British nuclear
industry and the general concern will

market.
The conductive coated film is a
metallic oxide coated polyester.
manufactured in the US and Japan.
With an overall thickness of only
0.75mm, the resistive touch screen is
simple to use and has already been
applied to the medical, processcontrol
and banking industries. They are also
considered ideal for airlines, tour
operators, hotels and any situation
requiring general public access to

-

operation or perhaps more appropriately a metamorphosis as the
changes are taking place slowly.
An estimated six million viewers
have teletext sets in this country and the
process of finding what you want can
be painfully slow at times. This is
because data is sent serially through a
few lines on the top of the screen of
your TV set. Ceefax is now going to use
more of these lines to convey the
information a little faster. This will be
done by increasing the number of
pages available and reducing the
number of subpages.

atest in the world of outrageous
speaker systems are these two
units from Technics. They have been
designed by Mr Technics himself. Mr
Obata. using complex space simulation programs to give the designs
shown here.
The SST-1 Sound Space Twin
Load Horn appears more like a musical
instrument than a speaker system. It
uses two different sized horns folded
and mounted on the back of the
speaker with an acoustic filter for midrange detail. The price is as spectacular

-

appearance not yet finalised
but expected to be around £1000 a
as the

pair.
The SST25Hz and SST35Hz must
be approaching the ultimate in sub woofer systems, a horn is folded back
at the centre of its length with acoustic
coupling in the upper portion. The
tentative prices are £1000 for the 35Hz
version and £ 1400 for the 25Hz.
For further details and sales contact
Technics. Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12
4FP. Tel: (0344) 853205.

It is in the subpage area where access
to information can take the time. At
present 99 subpages are available, but
only eight are used at any one time.
You can imagine the eternity it would
take to cycle through 99 pages!
Part of the change is that only three
subpages will be used, to reduce
waiting time. Subject areas of the
magazine are to be renumbered as

well. each getting its own 'hundred'
catagory. The travel section. for
example, is to be expanded and
updated more frequently by the new
BBC Travel service.
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TV GRAPHICS

CAD CIRCUITS

onventional television pictures
can now be combined with computer graphics on a fully interactive
scale, thanks to a breakthrough in
image processing from Videologic, a
British company based in Hertford-

Amachine code utility for designing
and printing circuit diagrams for
the Sinclair Spectrum (48k. 128k, + 2)
is now available from BESoft.

shire.
It is nothing new to overlay
computer text onto a full -screen image

displayed on a standard television
screen. There has also been some
success in digitising a continuous TV
picture for display on a conventional

computer monitor.
But the DVA4000 (Digital Video
Adapter) goes further. It allows realtime processing of the signal as a binary
array, enabling windowing, fades,
layering and so on. An entire image
could be reduced to icon size, to be
selected when required and 'pulled' to
the desired size. This form of video
integration requires very fast processing
some 25Mbits per second when
used with an IBM PS/2 machine.
The development of the DVA4000
has involved £1.5m research and
design using the custom chip CAD
facilities of VLSI in the US. and 8-layer
PCB manufacturing in the Netherlands.
It supports all 17 VGA modes so
needs no extra graphics card and uses
a single expansion slot.
For more details contact Video logic. Home Park Ind. Estate. Kings
Langley. Hens WD48LZ. Tel: (09277)
60511.

-

CHIP SPEAK
Cogent Technology's modular
speech synthesis system can give
you a microchip that can add a human
voice to your products.
The system interfaces to machine
I/O ports producing any number of
different speech output combinations.
It can give single words or sentences
and react to real time situations. A
simple system, using 10 to 20 keywords in different combinations will
cost a few tens of pounds when produced in quanitities of a hundred or
more.
The speech is stored on EPROM in
the form of digitally recorded and
compressed speech. The intonation
and inflection of the male or female
voice can be changed if required. As
the package is miniturised it can be
used in anything from a hand held
meter to a large machine tool.
Contact Cogent Technology Ltd.
Dock Lane. Melton, Suffolk IP121PE.
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Anew Video 8 recorder/player is
now available from Sony's new
range of industrial 8mm audio and

video products.
A growing number of Video 8
camcorders are being used in areas
such as education, training, travel and
research. With the growing acceptance
of 8mm format and the ever increasing
base of 8mm camcorders, Sony
believes the new recorder/player will
find a niche in non specialist areas
within industry and commerce.
In the industrial sector, Video 8 is
now being used for test bed rzcording,
production line monitoring and
operational analysis.

LASER WORM
Mitsubishi is introducing a new

opticaldisc storage system into
the UK.
The MW -5U1 is a laser action
WORM drive (Write Once Read Many
times) and comes complete with the
standard small computer system
interface (SCSI) for your PC.
Mitsubishi wants to target the
package at places where high volumes
of permanent storage are -equired.
These include CAD graph cs, database storage and archival systems for
legal, financial. scientific and medical
organisations. The disc drive can store
300MB on each side of the optical disc
cartridge and the software allows
standard DOS or MS-DOS read/ write
access to any PC.
The drive is said to be the fastest
available anywhere with random
access times of 80ms. track to track
times of lms and average positioning
times of 63ms. Data transfer rate is
5.5Mbits per sec.
The MU -5U1 package comes
complete with a 600MB optical disc
cartridge and retails at £25C0.
For further informatior contact
Mitsubishi Electric UK Ltd., E ectronics
Division, Travellers Lane. Hatfield,
HertsAL108XB. Tel: (07072) 76100.

AUDIO PARTS
Graham Nalty. the man that gave
you the Virtuoso Power amplifier
way back in 1988 can supply you with
a list of upgraded components for your
JLH Audio Design amplifier through
Audiokits Precision compor ents.
A list of components is available

from Audiokits,

6 Mill Close,
Borrowash. Derby DE7 3GU. Tel:
(0332) 674929.

Its chief advantage is its small size.
The Video 8 tape is no bigger than an
audio cassette.
The EVO 520P is a rugged
industrial version of its consumer
counterpart and being a front loader.
it can be rack mounted. The machine
has an auto repeat function and in
search mode, recognisable colour
pictures can be followed with ease, a
useful function. The player operates on
AC or DC, and the low voltage DC
gives the flexibility of usage in field
work. The price tag on the EVO 520P
is £795.00.
Further information from (0256)
474011 ext 3603.

The software package offers
facilities for drawing, editing, storing
and printing of diagrams. The user
friendly system includes 50 standard
circuit symbols and associated logic
gates with 400 more user -definable
symbols. The symbols can be rotated
or flipped to give the correct orientation
and then moved into the correct
position.
Labelling of text includes Greek
characters and a magnifying facility
gives four times the normal size around
the area of the cursor. The printer
interface options are ZX or Alphacom
32 type, Centronics Interface and
Interface 1 -RS232 output.
Prices are £17.50 (cassette
version) £19.00 (microdrive). Both
include postage and packing.
Further information from BESoft,
20 Ashfield Road, Leytonstone.
London El14DT. Tel: 01-588 3469.

GIANT LEP FOR MANKIND
Large Electron Positron
collider, LEP. built in Geneva, is
about ready to shoot its load. The
accelerator has a 17 -mile circumference and is 11ft wide, burrowing
through the border between France
truly international
and Switzerland
project funded by the 14 member
countries of CERN, the European
Centre for Particle Physics.
The

-a

High on the list of priorities for LEP
study of the particles that
transmit the weak nuclear force, the socalled Z particles.
These have been seen before but
not in sufficient quantities to allow
analysis.
There is also. as always, the hope
of spotting new particles such as the
elusive Higgs boson.
is a systematic

ROCKING ROBOTS

ock Circus, a new permanent
exhibition of static and animated
rock stars, opened in London last
month.
The Tussauds Group, famous for
its wax figures, decided there was a
need for an exhibition of rock music
history.
To display such a vibrant part of our
culture was a challenge, so they
developed and patented the robotics
or audio animatronics section of the
show. Their movements, lighting,

sound and effects are all controlled by
two powerful computers.
Walking around the show. you can
hear the full hi-fi sound through
cordless infra -red headphones. Many
spectacular effects await you on your
journey through pop history. A full
review of this and the exhibition will be
given in next month's ETI.
The show is open daily loam to
10pm at the London Pavilion,
Piccadilly Circus. Prices are £4.20 for
adults and £3.15 for children.
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John Linsley Hood 80W
MOSFET POWER AMPLIFIER.

Subscribe to ETI and win

a

What better way is there
of making sure you never miss another
copy of ETI than by ordering an annual subscription
for only £18.00*?
Each issue is delivered direct to your door at no extra cost. For

a

limited period you now have the chance to win,

in our exclusive competition.
To win this complete kit, order your subscription using the
Each is taken from the cover of ETI in the last six months.

coupon provided and study the four pictures below.
Simply write in the correct cover date next to the
relevant letter on the coupon and you could be the winner of this spectacular prize.

John Linsley Hoods 80W Audio Design MOSFET Power Amplifier was featured in the May 1989 issue of ETI and
the kit is produced by Hart Electronics as the flagship of its pedigree audio range. It combines the excellent
performance one expects from a Linsley Hood design, with a versatility unusual in power amplifiers. The passive
input stage with gain and balance allows direct imput not only from a pre -amp but from CD and tape decks
direct.
This offer is also open to current ETI subscribers who wish to renew or extend their current subscription but they
must do so using the order form provided. The lucky winner will be the first correct form drawn. A photocopy of
the order form will be acceptable is so desired.
'All prices refer to

UK

subscriptions only

These four pictures
were each shown on
the front covers of:

issue. enclose
Please commence my subscription to ETI with the
Cheque/money order for £18.00 made payable to ARGUS SPECIALIST PUBLICATIONS
I

This offer closes on Friday 29th September
and is open to UK residents only. Subscriptions
received using the order form provided and
showing the correct competition answers will
be entered into the DRAW. No cash alternative
will be available to the winner. The winner will
be announced in a future issue of ETI. The

judges decision is final. Full details of the
terms and conditions of entry into this
promotion are available on request.

Or Debit my Access/Barclaycard number

]

New subscriber

]

Post Code

Subscription renewal/extension (delete as applicable)

Return this order with your remittance to: The Subscription Manager,
A.S.P. Argus House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7ST.
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PLAYBACK
the last couple of months I
have introduced the concepts of
Pulse Density Modulation (Philips)
and Pulse Width Modulation (Technics) as applied to D/A reconstruction
in modern CD players.
Well the pace of technology has
not let up since, for no less than two
new D/A convertors have been introduced in the last few weeks.
The first of these is a new 16 -bit
DAC from Philips who, for the time
being at least, appears to be covering
both multi and single -bit bases! First
seen in the sub -200 CD610 CD player.
this new economy' DAC has been
integrated down to an 8 -pin DIL
package. Imagine, a dual -channel
16 -bit convertor no larger than an
NE5532 op -amp!
Technically the TDA1543. as it is
known, falls behind the standards set
by their top TDA1541 convertors yet
some of its specs are quite remarkable.
THD and noise typically fall in the
80dB range at peak level (as
opposed to the TDA1541's <-100dB)
yet in terms of amplitude linearity its
90dB error of just -2.4dB represents tough competition.
Over

-

Oddly enough if the linearity of the
TDA1543 were assessed in terms of
s/n. as is the SAA7320 bitstream chip.
then a figure of 13 bits would seem
most appropriate. Howeverin terms of
amplitude its moderate low-level error
implies a practical linearity of some
15.6 bits.
Expect to see this new DAC crop
up in a number of budget players. Its
low 5V supply rating also makes it an
ideal candidate for portables and the
like.

Of greater surprise this month was
NA D's announcement of two new CD
players, the 5320 and 5325, which
have been designed around a new
hybrid DAC from Sanyo. The LC7881
is another low-cost chip yet it combines
the virtues of multi-bit operation with
the simplicity of a PWM glitchless
output.
The LC7881 incorporates two
independent D/A convertors which
latch the incoming 16 -bit data stream
and sub -divide it into three distinct bit words. Specifically the first 9 Most
Significant Bits (MSBs) are separated
to control a series-ladder of 512
resistors (2" = 512). Acting as a 9 -bit

THE VFM TOTAL KIT
Wilmslow Audio's new VFM speaker kit is remarkable
VALUE FOR MONEY! The design uses an Audax bass
unit and a Peerless dome tweeter integrated by a multi element crossover and gives excellent results for it's
modest cost.
The kit contains all the cabinet components (accurately
machined from smooth MDF for easy assembly).
speaker drive units, assembled crossovers, grille foam,
wadding, binding post connectors, screws, assembly
instructions, etc.
Dims: 310x206x24Omm
Amp. suitability:
10-50 watts.
Impedance: 8 ohms
Response: 70hz-20Khz

1/128.

(2l =

8) within the PWM output
DAC. These eight different pulse
widths determine the percentage of
time occupied by each of the V1 and
V2 voltages. necessitating a clock
frequency able to accommodate up to
16 different widths.
The maximum data rate is therefore 16 x 176.4kHz (the latter derived
from a 4x oversampling filter) =
2.8224MHz. However, as with previous PWM systems, each 176.4kHz
conversion sample must be subdrived
into nine equal time slices. This is
necessary to accommodate the maximum pulse width (equal to 8x the least
pulse width) plus one wait cycle (also
equal to a least pulse width). Therefore
the clock edge accuracy has to be
within 9 x 7.8224MHz or 25.4016

MHz. Sanyo actually specify
8.4672MHz because they claim a total
of 3 clock cycles per PWM conversion
cycle.

Either way this is a cost-effective
method of avoiding the non -mono
tonicity, zero -cross distortion and
glitches suffered by conventional
DACs. Perhaps other hybrid systems
Paul Miller
are on the horizon
-

Having accounted for the nine
MSBsand the four LSBs the remaining
three intermediate bits are employed
to generate eight different pulse widths

SIJRTEIILANCE
PROFESSIONAL IIUAI.Irl1Y KITS
leading UK security companies. all in-house designed
and produced, not to be confused with cheap imports. All kits come fully documented with
-up
concise assembly and setting
details. fibreglass PCB and all components All transmitters
are fully tuneable and can be monitored on a normal VHF radio or tuned higher for greater
security. All units available ready built if required.
A range of high quality kits as supplied to

MTX Micro -miniature audio transmitter. 17mm X 17mm. 9V operation 1000m range £12.95
VT500 Hi -power audio transmitter.250mW output. 20mm x 40mm. 9-12V operation. 2-3000m
range
£15.95
VOX75 Voice activated transmitter. Variable sensitivity 30mm x 40mm 9V operation. 1000m
range
£18.95

CTX900 Sub -carrier scrambled audio transmitter. Cannot be monitored without decoder fitted

x 40mm. 9V operation. 1000m range
£21.95
DSX900 Sub-carrier decoder unit for monitoring CTX900 Connects to radio earphone socket
Provides output for headphones. 35mm x 50mm. 9-12V operation
£21.95
HVX400 Mains powered audio transmitter. Connects directly to 240e AC supply. 30mm x 35
mm. 500m range
.. £18.95
XT89 Crystal controlled audio transmitter. High performance. 100mW output Supplied with
xtal for 108MHz. Others available to 116MHz 85mm x 28mm. 9V operation. 2-3000m
range
£36.95
TKX900 Tracker/Bleepertransmitter. Transmits continuous stream of audio pulses. Variable
tone and rate. Powerful 200mW output. 63mm x 25mm 9V operation. 2-3000m range £21.95
to radio. 30mm

PRICE:
£69.95 per pair

ATR2 Micro size telephone recording interface. Connects between telephone lines ( anywhere
and cassette recorder. Tape switches automatically with use of phone. All conversations
£12.95
...
recorded. Powered from line. 10mm x 35mm
TLX700 Micro miniature telephone transmitter. Connects to line (anywhere) switches on and
off with phone use. All conversations transmitted. 20mm x 20mm. Powered from line. 1000m

plus carr/ins £8

range

telephone credit card orders

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD.
35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
SK9 lAS Tel: 0625 529599
Call and see us for a great deal on HiFi
(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker catalogue £1.50 post free (export $6)
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switch this DAC generates two output
voltages. V1 and V2. that correspond
to levels slightly above and slightly
below that described by the 9 -bit word.
For truly monotonic conversionthe
resistance chain of a 9 -bit DAC
demands an accuracy of less than one
part in 512. In a conventional 16 -bit
DAC the 65536 available quantisation
levels require an accuracy 128 times as
great for monotonic conversion. This
is all well and good but there is little to
be gained by truncating the 16 -bit code
for simplicity of operation if the original
98dB linearity is still desired.
Sanyo has solved this problem by
employing the 4 Least Significant Bits
(LSBs) to control two variable resistors
that are connected in series with the
two ends of the 512R chain. These are
used totrim the R -string 9 -bit convertor
outputs such that the total voltage
across both variable resistors remains
constant but that the unit resistance of
the main R -string alters in steps of

....

.

£12.95

XML900 RF bug detector. Variable sensitivity Triggers LED and bleeper when in presence of
RF field. Detects MTX 15-20 feet. 55mm x 55mm. 9V operation
£26.95
XL7000 Professional bug detector/locator. Variable sensitivity. Twin mode ten segment LED
readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper. Second mode AUDIO CONFIRM
distinguishes between localised bug transmission and normal legitimate signal such as pagers
cellular etc. 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation
£54.95
UK customers please send cheques, PO's or registered cash Please add £1 50 per order for
P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque clearance. Overseas customers send

sterling bank draft or Eurocheque and add £5.00 per order for shipment. Credit card orders
accepted on 0827 714476. Full catalogue available on receipt of 28p stamp. Trade enquiries
welcome.
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DESIGNS

THE WORKSHOPS
95 MAIN RD, BAXTERLEY
NR. ATHERSTONE

WARKS CV9 2LE

0827 714476
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BLUEPRINT
Pr his Blueprint and the one or two
following are to be somewhat
different from usual. ETI has received
an enquiry from the Dyfed Wildlife
Trust for help in providing an amplifier
to play amplified recordings of bird
calls in the hope of attracting migrating

birds to re-establish a colony. The
project is larger than would be normal
for a Blueprint, but it is technically
interesting and A Good Cause so I
decided to see what can be done.
There is limited technical backup
at the wildlife trust, so the plan is for
ETI to provide the parts and for me to
assemble the necessary modules.
while explaining in print the rationale
behind the design.

Shearwaters
Manx Shearwaters are sea birds which
land only to breed, and they seem to
do this at night. They nest in burrows,
as a result of which the colony on
Cardigan Island were exterminated in
the 1930s when rats escaped from the
wrecked steamer Hereford. Now that
the rats have been eradicated from the
island the Dyfed Wildlife Trust
(sponsored by Cresta Holdings of the
Isle of Man) are trying to encourage
a new colony of Shearwaters to form.
Previous attempts have involved
taking birds too young to fly and
transporting them to the island in the
hope that once they can fly they will
return in the normal migration pattern. This has not worked apparently
because the lack of a flourishing
colony on the island has meant that
the island is quiet and hence not
attractive for their return.
The strategy now is to play recordings of the call of the shearwater in the
hope of attracting birds to the island.
If it works this would eventually

become self sustaining, but some time
might be required for the colony to
build up to this point.

Power
The island is uninhabited and has
difficult access. It is just about possible
to land by boat, but impossible armed
with tools and electronic equipment.
Consequently any electronic equipment installed must be very reliable
and able to function without intervention for long periods of time. The
use of any power source requiring
periodic attention is ruled out. which
leaves wind or solar power as the two
obvious choices. Power from such
sources can vary greatly due to our
renowned British weather.
The equipment will initially be
delivered by helicopter but maintenance visits could be a problem!
A solar power system by BP Solar
is being used. This can be guaranteed
to provide 10AH/day at 12V over the
period from January to October, with
more available in practice over the
middle part of the year if the weather
is good. The original request was to
provide 60W audio output for the
whole night, a demand clearly beyond
the capability of the power source. In
addition it was initially thought that the
signal source was to be a highly
reliable environmentally sealed
automatic tape machine provided by
Racal Recorders, consuming 24W.
Erk alors!
Subsequently they have provided
a CMOS RAM store. The power
consumption of this unit is too small
to consider, so that what power is
available will be able to be fed to the
amplifier. Even so, it is quite possible
that over 100W will be required to
provide an output of 60W. The

The Blueprint column is a service to our

readers to provide electronic designs to
order. Many a project never gets further than
the drawing board because of difficuties with
one small part. If you're stuck for a circuit or
technique, let the ETI expert help you out. The
requests that are selected for publication are
likely to be of possible general use or interest
to other readers. Enquiries such as 'my
oscilloscope is broken, how do I fix it?' are not
really suitable for Blueprint. If you have an
enquiry, send it with as much detail as possible
to ETI Blueprint, Argus House, Boundary
Way, Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST.
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average power consumption depends

an unobvious snag. This is a case in

on the waveform of course. and the
current consumption will not be as
much as if the output were a 60W
continuous sinewave.
The exact time for which the unit
can run over each period of 24 hours
depends on the efficiency, but at least
an hour should be possible. The
ornithologist confirms that short

point.
JLH's amplifier design is in two
parts. First of all there is an inverter
which increases the battery voltage to
55V. then in a separate module is a
simple but sturdy single rail power
amplifier. The modules could almost
be used as they are designed but
certain alterations can improve their
applicability to the specific project. At
the time of writing this I am hoping to
be able to use the PCBs originally
designed for the project courtesy of
the ET! PCB Service.
One special requirement is that
the amplifier system must be capable

periods of sound rather than
continuous bird calls is likely to be
effective, so that the project is now
possible within the constraints of the
laws of physics.
Now we get to the electronic
questions. A pair of 8R horn loudspeakers are available, each rated at
40W. If these were connected in
parallel the voltage required to provide
a power of 60W would be 15.5V
RMS. which translates to 43.8V peak
to peak. Any practical amplifier which
is to provide 43.8V peak -to -peak will
need approximately a 50V supply to
do it. As an alternative, one might
deliver the required power to the
loudspeakers by using a step-up
transformer on the output of the
amplifier and running the amplifier on
the 12V supply.
The disadvantage of running the
amplifier on a 12V supply is that.
using tried and tested circuit techniques, one is unlikely to swing the
output closer to the power supplies
than within 2V. The waste of a total of
4V out of a possible output swing of
12V would lower the efficiency of the
circuit too much.
Various compromise solutions,
using bridge amplifiers for example,
were considered and rejected. Some
of the solutions considered were
technically interesting but the prime
requirement is that the equipment
shall be reliable. It is simply not
practical as an amateur project to
design fancy circuits from scratch and
be confident of leaving them to run
unattended for months on end. For a
project of this nature well known and
understood technology is needed.

Inversion
The design stategy which I am
following is to adapt, with his kind
permission, a design done by John
Linsley Hood. The April and May
1986 issues of ETI published his
design for the 55W power amplifier to
run from 12V. This has been carefully
designed for the purpose and has
probably had more design time applied to it so far than is available before
the equipment is to be installed. John
Linsley Hood makes the point that the
sensible designer will look through his
files of other people's designs to see
what has been done in a particular
area, and perhaps thereby avoid reinventing the wheel or falling foul of

of being switched on and off automatically. perhaps at intervals of five
minutes, without making any sort of
power up thump which may startle
the birds. It may therefore be necessary to add a slow startup circuit to the
55V inverter. Further, it is preferable
if the volume rises over a period of
several seconds rather than the sound
starting abruptly. again to avoid startling the birds and defeating the object
of the exercise.
The frequency range of the bird
calls is rather limited, so a full
bandwidth is not required from the
amplifier. The range is 400Hz to
1.2kHz and for such a narrow range
there may be some advantage to be
gained by limiting the response of the
amplifier. This should become clear
on careful examination of the circuit.
As well (if it can be done simply),
it might be a good idea to sense the
battery voltage and to shut down if it
falls too low. Deta/Leda batteries (DJ
Batteries in Stoke) donated the solar
batteries which are rated for deep discharge, but it would still be possible to
damage them if they were utterly
flattened and kept that way by too
heavy a load. Lead acid batteries,
used here for power storage, are
vulnerable to the formation of lead
sulphate, which is insoluble once
formed. This removes lead and active
electrolyte from any utility. In severe
cases the crystals of lead sulphate can
buckle the plates and cause a short
circuit. Temperature cycling a partially
discharged battery accelerates this
process.
Wide temperature swings may be
expected, and it is unrealistic to expect
the batteries to be fully charged all the
time, so they are specially designed to
survive this kind of treatment. Nevertheless, their long term utility could be
impaired if, due perhaps to a corroded
connection to a solar cell, the batteries
were flattened and left that way.
Hence the consideration of a cutout
circuit.
Next month I hope to cover such
design adaptations as were necessary,
and to report on tests of the modules.

Andrew Armstrong
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OPEN CHANNEL
are anywhere near
true, British Telecom is about to
forge ahead with a revised method of
applying videotex. BTs own Preste)
the videotex originator designed and
developed by BT long before anyone
else had even considered videotex
has never even scratched the surface
of potential in the UK.
Prestel is ten years old this year
and hasn't changed much since it
started. When it opened for service,
it was the golden goose of the nation
but now it's more a lame duck. But
I've argued this before I hear you say.
Yes, back in the November 1988 issue
of ETI I gave a lengthy sermon, aimed
specifically at BT, showing it how to go
about revitalising videotex.
In that text I showed how videotex
can make good and indeed has in the
French videotex system known as
Minitel. The French equivalent of BT
known, would you believe, as France
Telecom, has more than four million
Minitel terminals in use. Contrasted
with Prestel's meagre eighty thousand
terminals, this looks fairly impressive.
So what makes Minitel so much
If all

accounts

-

-

-

Practical Digital
Electronics Handbook
Tooley
1988

ISBN

208 pages
1

216

870775 00 7

x

138mm

£6.95

* For enthusiasts, technicians and
students
* Nine test gear projects
* CMOS and TTL pinouts
* Tables of reference data

Introduces digital circuits, logic gates,
bistables and timers, microprocessors,
etc. With nine constructional projects.
'A very useful book' Elektor
'A useful low cost guide' REW

Electronics

- Build and Learn

second edition
t28 pages

1988

ISBN

*

*
*

t

RA Penfold
216 x 138mm

these up into useful circuits.

'Recommended' Prac Elec

Introducing Digital Audio:
CD, DAT and Sampling
112

pages

216

ISBN 1870775 058

*

minals) and Tandata (manufacturer of
current Prestel terminals), all of which
bodes well for UK videotex. Rumours
abound that these terminals will be
subsidised by BT to be a giveaway or
at least very cheap. They'll need to be.

But giving terminals away is not
the only thing required if Prestel is to
be the figurehead for increased
revenue. Even if the terminals are free,
who would want to use Preste)? It's not
a particularly nice videotex system. for
a number of reasons.
First, the videotex services currently provided are virtually irrelevant
to the majority of the British public.
Minitel has many more services not
yet found on Prestel. For example, the
computerised French national telephone directory is available via Minitel. BT is always struggling to keep its
dialled directory services up to the
particularly in the
level of demand
so why not put it on Prestel?
cities
What about bus, plane and train timelocal, regional, national and
tables

-

-

Computers and Music
An introduction
RA Penfold
184 pages 216 x 138mm
£7.95
* Explains the basics of

ISBN

computing
* No computer knowledge
needed
* Covers music software
This book will help you learn the
basics of musical computing,
running applications programs
like sequencers, notation
programs, voice filers etc
wiring up a MIDI system and
using it to good effect, in fact just
about everything you need to
know about hardware and the

-

-

1

x

international? What about home
shopping. home banking, business
information? True Prestel does supply
some of these services but it still hasn't
got it right!
Second. technically Prestel is a
page -based system which is extremely
slow and unwieldy to get around
Minitel, in comparison, is menu -

-

based.

Historically. Prestel has suffered
because it was the first videotext
system. Everyone else learned from
our mistakes. Now it looks as though
we're about to get a second chance.
Please Mr Valiance, can we learn from
everyone else's mistakes and make
ours an even better system than theirs.
If we get it right, the public and BT

will benefit. But getting it right means
having the desired services and the
terminals to use those services economically. If the services aren't the
ones we need and the terminals are
expensive, we'll end up with another
useless videotex system. The phoenix
arising from the ashes of Preste) may
just be another lame duck!

Keith Brindley

'Readable and informative' HSR
'Well worth a read' Gramophone

870775 07 4

Practical MIDI Handbook

* Set up a MIDI based

1988

*

RA Penfold

computer music system
Glossary of terms

programs, with no previous
knowledge of computing needed
or assumed. It describes the best
computers for musical
applications, and will help you
choose the right components for
a system to suit your personal
needs, as well as equipping you
to fully exploit that system.

216

Ian R Sinclair

138mm

6.95

For technicians and students
Non mathematical introduction
Covers CD and DAT

The principles and methods of digital
audio are explained non -mathematically.
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Comps and Music (£7.95)
Prac Dig Elec Hbk (£6.95)
Elect Bld & Lrn (£5.95)
Intro Digi Audio (£5.95)
Prac MIDI Hbk (£5.95)
Dig Log Gates (£8.951
Short Wave (£4.95)

Quantity

Please add Sop to the
total cost of your order
to cover post and
packing (£t.5o
overseas).

made payable to
enclose a cheque/postal order for £
PC Publishing, at 4 Brook Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 2PJ.
I

Name
Address

ISBN

t

870775

10 4 ' £5.95

*

For enthusiasts students, technicians

*

Tables of

MIDI codes and reference
data
Explains what MIDI can do, how to
exploit it to the full, and how to connect
up a working system.
'Recommended' HSR
'Excellent' Yamaha XPress
'Excellently informative book' Prac Eke
Digital Logic Gates and Flip-flops
Ian R Sinclair

216mm x 138mm
870775 06 6 £8.95

208 pages

1989

Please supply

i6o pages

reprinted 1989
138mm

ISBN

Gives full constructional details of a
demonstrator unit that is then used to
introduce resistors, capacitors, diodes,
transistors, etc. Describes how to build

*
*

-

BT is currently in negotiations with
number of companies. including
Alcatel (manufacturer of Minitel tera

870775155^' 6.95

For beginner and student
Combines theory with practice
Practical tests and experiments

1988

better than Prestel that four million
French people want to buy it. Well, for
starters, they don't have to buy it!
Minitel terminals are given away by
the terminals are
France Telecom
a loss leader, which presumably can
be written off against tax anyway.
Terminals earn their real worth by
increasing the the usage of the French
telephone system, bringing in many
more times their value in revenue
created by the extra telephone calls
which are generated. In more monetary terms, France Telecom has estimated that every terminal pays for
itself in extra calls within a year. With
everyone in the country expected to
have a terminal by the end of the
century. this means steady growth in
telephone traffic (currently growing at
over 20 per cent a year) and enormously increased revenue throughout.
Just to contrast with this situation,
even BT's boss lain Valiance has said
that he expects the growth of British
telephone traffic to slow down to nil
over the near future. Something must
be done to counteract this.

J

1

* For technicians and enthusiasts
* Design and troubleshoot
Treats gates and flip-flops from basics.
Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping
explained and used extensively. Also
explains microprocessors as used in digital
logic.

Short Wave Frequency List
Cor Both
1987

Paperback

175 x

120mm

96 pages

£4.95

* Pocket sized reference book
* Lists the world's short wave stations
Enables radio enthusiasts to identify
stations from all corners of the globe.
Includes stations on 2260 kHz to 21810
kHz at 1kW or more.
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BOOK LOOK
Electronics Engineers
Handbook 3rd Edition
Edited by Donald G Fink &
Donald Christiansen
Published by McGraw Hill
ISBN 0-07-020982-0
Price £79.95

of the book. The book is well indexed

detailed contents list, which supplements the brief description at the front

and arranged to enable the reader to
locate any topic quickly, a necessary
point rendered more so as there is
more in the book than in several
ordinary textbooks.
It is not possible to do full justice
to such a work in a short review, so I
will examine sections which exemplify
the standard of it. Section 1 starts by
defining the subject of electronics and
carries onto cover relevant aspects of
particle physics. It also gives good
coverage of electrostatics, magnetism
and electromagnetic waves among
other items. The derivations of formulae, so beloved of college professors,
are not included. If you have some
familiarity with a subject area then you
will be able to use this book for
reference. It will not, however, serve
to teach a subject area from scratch.'
Clearly some sections have been
more thoroughly or more recently updated or rewritten than others. There

Lightwave Technology,

well and truly smashed. The field of

An Introduction

modern optics is generally considered
to be abstruse and beyond the average
man's comprehension. Here then is
the antidote. In little more than 300
pages Mr. Chaimowicz takes us from
basic concepts of light rays and lenses,
via optical semiconductors, lasers,
holography and fibre optics into the as
yet uncharted fields of integrated
optics. Throughout, he provides a
wealth of real -world example, and the
mathematics is mostly not even

The Electronic Engineers Handbook, revised in 1989, is a

weighty tome covering everything
from the basic physics and maths
relevant to electronics to applications
such as digital audio. It is written in
twenty nine sections, grouped in four

parts under the general headings:
Principles Employed In Electronics
Engineering.
Materials, Devices, Components and
Assemblies.
Electronic Circuits and Functions.
Electronic Systems and Applications.
Each section commences with a

Chaimowicz J C A
Butterworths Press
Price £27.50
Seldom, in this age of book after
book after book on technology,
do I wax even faintly lyrical about any
new title. I mostly find them very
similar and somewhat lacking. It is
most refreshing to discover a new
book which breaks the mould.
In this case the mould has been

are a couple of valve circuits in the
subsection covering audio amplifiers.
This said, most of the information is
either of a fundamental nature and
thus becomes out of date slowly (if at
all), or is up to date at the time of
publication. Examples of the former
would be the sections on mathematics
or radio wave propagation, while the
section on computer softwave is as up
to date as is plausible for a book rather
than a magazine. Even in this section,
more weight has 'been placed on
general concepts likely to remain valid
even after specific programming languages have evolved or fallen out of
use.
Who would benefit from this
book? The beginner in electronics is
unlikely to be able to make enough
use of the work to justify its cost. There
are no simple designs which the constructor can build or adapt easily. At
the other end of the scale, the expert
in one narrow field is unlikely to find

the book of any use in his or her field
of expertise, because it does not go
deeply enough into individual topics
to teach the experts.
Serious students of electronics,
people who produce subtle and complex project designs, and above all
engineers working over a wide range
of disciplines are likely to find the book
valuable. It is clearly designed as a
reference book for the professional
who may not to able to remember
necessary information about a subject
area which is only occasionally
necessary to his work. The book has
already proved its worth tome in this
manner, though it contains some sections to which I shall probably never
need to refer. would recommend this
book for committed students or for
engineers who want a reference book
covering almost everything they need
to know and may otherwise have difficulty in finding out.

beyond me.
What makes this book specially
exciting however, is the breadth of
scholarship the author has brought to
bear: not only are we presented with
technology (fascinating though it is),
but here and there we find derivations
of terminology in half -a -dozen languages and notes on photosynthesis,
plus historical background and industrial applications, all expressed in a
delightfully readable manner which
constantly challenges one to look

further. What can one do but read on
when presented with the initial proposition that "all light rays are invisible"?
All in all, an excellent book for
interested amateurs and students to
BSc level. Well worth its price, and
guaranteed to stimulate further interest in modern optics. My only reservation is that for a couple of quid
more, hardback binding would have
stood up better to the use this book is
likely to get
on my bookshelf at
least.
Mike Barwise

Wave Memory samples) for the attack and CWM (Customised Wave
Modulation
advanced FM) for sustain.

-
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Andrew Armstrong

-

Olympia was packed to the galleries with exhibitors bringing
increasingly complex music technology to the marketplace at decreasingly frightening prices.
Nowhere was this more apparent

and retails at £399.
But perhaps the most remarkable
performances were handed in by
Kawai. The technology that brought
huge success last year to Kawai's K1
keyboard (and sons) has been blown
wholesale into preset sound chips and

than the arena of the budget

released

keyboard. This is a market once held
almost exclusively by Casio, more
recently joined by Yamaha's tumbling priced FM units. Yamaha now has
some well turned -out units at most
reasonable prices. The YS100 (£349)
and YS200 (£449) have velocity
sensitive keyboards and ten on -board
digital effects to plump up those
4 -operator sounds.
Those who have not yet rushed
out to buy Yamaha's remarkable
EMT-10 AWM sample expander
(£250) might wish to examine the new
AVS-10 before they do so. This has
been produced to slot into the

keyboards.
The PH50 has some 200 of the
K1's best sounds and allows you to
layer them in the manner of the K1's
multi -sounds
at a price of £299.
And the technology has even gone
into the kid's toys
press the big blue
buttons and you can come out with an
impressive string sound.
Lastly Roland deserves a mention
for
its
computer -orientated
expanders. Designed in 'IBM beige,
the CM32L (£369) is similar to the
MT32 but bigger, with 128 sounds,
32 -voice polyphony and 9 -channel
multitimbrality. The CM32P (£445)
contains 64 PCM sampled sounds
and takes U110 ROM cards. It has
31 -voice polyphony and 6 -channel
multitimbral operation. The CM64
(£789) has both in a single rather
understated box.
Colin Cat

At

The PSR3500 and PSR4500, top of Yamaha's new home keyboards
using the DAS synthesis system. DAS combines AWM (Advanced

I

the 1989 British Music Fair,

Electone Home Keyboard and
consequently looks dreadful. The
samples, however, are close to

-

perfection piano, choir, strings and
timpani ruling the roost. The AVS-10
has 3 -channel multitimbral operation

in

a

range of home

-

-
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T HE

,00wÁ T SPEAKER

f60.00

£1 BARGAIN PACKS
BUY 10 GET 1 FREE

Please state pack(s) required
Qty =Quantity per pack
No= Order No.

RESPONSE: 55Hz-20kHz
BASS POLYMER CONE D: 22cm

No
Qty
BP010
2 61/2" Speaker 811 10 watt
2 61/2' Speaker 411 10 watt
BP012
BP013
3 8"x5" Speaker 4116 watt made by E.M.I.
BP015A 1 51/2" full range 12 watt 41t speaker with matching
grill. For small p.a. or in car use.
1
81,01513
30 watt, dome tweeter. Size 90x66mi1

DOME TWEETER: 14mm
OVERALL SIZE

IHWDI: 382,252,204mm
RECOMMENDEDAMP POWER:
10-100 watts per channel

The performance standard achieved in this

compact design is distinctively superior to anything else available at the
price. The drive units
used are of sophisticated
design and have been
carefully integrated with a
Complex
Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with a
well focussed sound stage and sharp resolution
of detail. Distortion throughout the frequency
range is low even at quite high power input and
this gives a great sense of dynamic range and
openness especially when used in bi -wired
mode.
Supplied with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS, 2 BASS MIDRANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GRILLE CLOTH, SCREW TERMINALS AND
SCREWS.
CROSSOVER KIT. To build 2 sets of crossovers
£11+£1.75 post. (Featured in Everyday Electronics -May 1989 issue). Reprint Free with Kits

AMPHONIC 125+125 POWER AMPLIFIER

125 watt per channel stereo power amplifier

with independent volume controls, professional
19" rack mount and silent running cooling fan for
extra reliability.
Output power .... 125W RMS max. per channel
4 to 16 ohms
Output impedance
(max. power into 4 ohms)
450V
at 22K ohms
Sensitivity
Protection .... Electronic short-circuit and fuses
Power
Chassis dim

220-240V a.c. 50Hz

435x 125x280mm
10kg approx

Weight

£124.99+£7.0o p&p

BP016

6

BP017

3

BP018

3

BP019
BP020
BP021

20

BP022

5

BP023
BP024

6
2

BP025

4

BP026
BP027
BP028
BP029
BP030

4
10

4

30
10
6
2

BP031

6

BP032

4

BP033

2

ßP034

3

BP034A

2

BP034B

1

BP035
BP036

6

BP037

6

6

BP038 20
BP039
6
BP041
3
2
BP042
BP043 30
BP044
2
BP045

2

BP046

4

BP047

1

BP049

10

BP050
BP051

30

JAPAN made
22000 can type Electrolytic 25V d.c computer
grade made in UK by PHILIPS
330000 16V d.c. electrolytic high quality
computer grade UK made
2000µi 50V d.c. electrolytic high quality
computer grade made in USA
20 ceramic trimmers
Tuning capacitors, 2 gang dielectric a.m. type
3 position, 8 tag slide switch 3 amp rated
125V a.c. made in USA
Push-button switches, push on push off, 2 pole
change over. PC mount JAPAN made
2 pole 2 way rotary switch
Right angle, PCB mounting rotary switch,
4 pole, 3 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
3 pole, 3 way miniature rotary switch with one
extra position off (open frame YAXLEY type)
4 pole, 2 way rotary switch UK made by LORLIN
Mixed control knobs
Slide potentiometers (popular values)
Stereo rotary potentiometers
100k wire wound double precision
potentiometers UK made
Single 100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap
tuners UK made by PHILIPS
UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and
untested UK made by PHILIPS
FM stereo decoder modules with diagram
UK made by PHILIPS
AM IF modules with diagram
UK made by PHILIPS
AM -FM tuner head modules.
UK made by MULLARD
Hi-Fi stereo pre -amp module inputs for CD, tuner
tape, magnetic cartridge with diagram.
UK made by MULLARD
All metal co -axial aerial plugs
Fuse holders, panel mounting 20mm type
JAPAN made
In line fuse holders 20mm type
UK made by BULGIN
5 pin din, 180' chassis socket
Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2.8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains flex
Large VU meters JAPAN made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridge with 78 and
LP styli JAPAN made
Stereo cassette record and play heads
JAPAN made
6-0-6 4VA mains transformers, P.C. mount
UK made
24V 750mA mains power supply. Brand new
boxed UK made by MULLARD
0C44 transistors. Remove paint from top and it
becomes a photo -electric cell (or P12)
UK made by MULLARD
Low signal transistors n.p.n., p.n.p. types

watt output transistors. 3
complimentary pairs in T066 case
(Ideal replacement for AD 161 and 162s)
BP052A 1 Tape deck pre -amp IC with recor&replay
switching No LM1818 with diagram
5 watt audio ICs. No TBA800 (ATEZ)
BP053
5
BP054 10 Motor speed control ICs, as used with most
cassette and record player motors
BP055
1
Digital DVM meter I.C. made by PLESSEY
as used by THANDAR with diagram
4
BP056
7 segment 0.3 LED display (R.E.D.)
BP057
8
Bridge rectifiers, amp, 24V
BP058 200 Assorted carbon resistors
Power supply PCB with 30V 4V A transformer.
BP059
1
MC7818CT IC & bridge rectifier: Size 4"x23/á'
Transcription record player motor 150orpm
BP060
1
6
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1

J.B.L.

BOLIVA

10" HI -Fl BASS

UNIT

PLIANT, RE -INFO
LED FOAM E
DANCE

4th" 100
AND
60

C

t
`

S

NENT SPEAKERS

VOICE COIL, HIGH COMLDED PAPER CONE, ROLBIG 41/2" MAGNET 612 IMPE£18.73

NGE 1" VOICE COIL, PAPER CONED
EDGE FITTED WITH A 31/2" MAGNET.

£5.33

41

EDGE

ETER 1/4' VOICE COIL, PA" CONE WITH FOAM
£6.33
MAGNET, 6f1 IMPEDENCE
POSTAGE £4.70 PER ORDER

52W 2 -WAY COMPONENT SPEAKER
SYSTEM £3.95

Comprises` 8in rolled surround bass unit and 2Vain
tweeter for In -Car or Hi-Fi use. 4 ohm. Made by Sanyo.
8

OHM HI-FI COMPONENT SPEAKER £4.95
6',2in. Audax 60w. Res freq. 45Hz bass -mid

8in SOUND LAB 60W £12.95
Res freq. 38Hz full range
12in DANTEX 100W £21.75

Res freq. 23Hz bass unit
Postage E3.20 each order

Batteries

C

*

30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

SPECIAL PURCHASE

size NiCad 2.2 Ah EVERY -READY AN220
£1.98 each

ETI OCTOBER 1989

An easy to build amplifier with a good specification. All the components are mounted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and

backprinted.

30W x 2 (DIN 4 ohm)
CD/Aux, tape I, tape

II, tuner and phono
inputs.
Separate treble and bass
Headphone jack
Size (H.W.D.) 75x400x 195mm
Kit enclosed: case, P.C.B., all components, scale
and knobs £36.80. post £3.50
(Featured project in Everyday Electronics April
1989 issue). Reprint Free with kit.

TV SOUND TUNER

In the

cut-throat world of consumer electronics,

one of the questions designers apparently ponder over is "Will anyone notice if we save money
by chopping this out?" In the domestic TV set,
one of the first casualties seems to be the sound
quality. Small speakers and no tone controls are
quite common and that really is quite sad, as the
TV companies do their best to transmit the highest quality sound. Given this background a compact independent TV tuner that connects direct
to your Hi -Fl is a must for quality reproduction.
The unit is mains operated. This TV SOUND
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 5 preselected tuning controls. It can also be used in
conjunction with your video recorder.
£29.50 +£2,50 p&p

As above but with built-in stereo head-

phone amplifier for the hard of hearing

You can tune into the TV channel you want while
still receiving the picture on your TV set. In fact it
is rather like a second television, but without the
screen. So that the ordinary TV can be placed for
everyone to see, and the volume on it can be
comfortable for others, while the sound tuner
can be placed where you can control it. You will
need to plug in one of your own listening aids
such as headphones or an induction loop to hear
the sound. The tuner is mains operated, has 5
pre-selected tuning controls and can be used in

conjunction with a video recorder.
£35.90
Size: 270x192x65mm.

F2.50 p&p

A.M. F.M. STEREO TUNER
KIT

°SPECIAL OFFER!
Plus £2.50 p&p
This easy to build 3 band stereo AM'FM tuner kit
is designed in conjunction with Practical Elec-

£8.95

tronics
For ease of construction and alignment it incorBP063
porates three Mullard modules and an I.C. I.F.
BP064 12
System.
BP065
FEATURES: VHF, MW, LW Bands, interstation
muting and AFC on VHF, Tuning meter. Two
back printed PCB's. Ready made chassis and
MULTIBAND RADIO scale.
Aerial: AM -Ferrite rod, FM-75 or 300
VHF 54-176 MHz + AM CB BANDS 1-80 ohms. Stabilised power supply with 'C' core
Listen to: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL, mains transformer. All components supplied
AIRCRAFT, RADAR are to strict P.E. specification. Front scale size:
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Complete with diagram and
101/2"x
AND instructions.
RADIO
E
ANIY MANY
POSTAGE £2.85
transport
deck
cassette
stereo
SQUELCH CONTROL Hi-Fi
"RUBBER DUCK AERIAL" mechanism, complete with 3 digit rev counter
and tape heads, 12V d.c. operation. Unused
manufacturers surplus JAPAN made
RADIO and TV COMPONENTS ACTON LTD
2 for £10 +£2.50 P&P
£6.20 +£1.50 P&P
21 HIGH STREET, ACTON LONDON W36NG
240V a.c.

BP061

5

5

1

6.35mm Mono jack plugs
6.35mm stereo switched jack sockets
Coax chassis mount sockets
3mtr Euro -mains lead with a matching
chassis socket

£15.95

MORATEURS

MAIL ORDER TERMS. POSTAL ORDERS and or CHEQUES
with orders. Orders under £20 add £3.00 service charge. Nett
mòhthly accounts to Schools, Colleges and P.L.C. only.
ACCESS r VISA. Phone orders between 9.30 & 12pm please
Phone: 01-723 8432 or 01-9928430
Callers 323 Edgware Road, London W2

EXTRACTABLE HOUSING FOR YOUR CAR STEREO * SIZE DIN E
* HANDLE INCLUDED * SPACE FOR MEMORY BATTERY * 4 OR
2 SPEAKER SYSTEM.
ENABLES YOU TO REMOVE YOUR VALUED STEREO FROM YOUR
CAR (WITHOUT THE AID OF A HAMMER AND CHISEL. CHAINSAW
£9.95 postage 12.50
ETC).
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Paul Chappell lifts the
blinds surrounding the

problems and
solutions in electronic
surveillance

A

selection of off -the -shelf surveillance equipment available from Lorraine Electronics Surveillance.

1-3 discreet transmitter housings; 4,8,9,13-15,18 telephone surveillance devices; 5,12 amplifiers;
6,7,10,11,16,17 transmitters.

1:

Electronics Bugs: theory and circuits

efore the clamp down on the sale and
use of bugging equipment in the USA,
there were over sixty companies
supporting themselves entirely by the
sale of such things. It couldn't happen
here, could it? To find the answer you won't need to
join some underground organisation
look no
further than the pages of the Exchange & Mart, for
heaven's sake! There it all is, openly advertised for
anyone to buy.
In this and the following articles I'll be looking at
some aspects of the surveillance industry and, since
this is a practical magazine, giving you some circuits
to try out for yourselves. You should be aware that,
according to how you use them, you may fall foul of
the law. A Paul's eye view of the current legal position
follows but although the facts are basically correct,
there's no way we can help you if you do something
silly and get caught doing it. Let's face it, most people
don't take at all kindly to being bugged and if you plant
one in your boss's office, he'll give you the boot and
have every right to do so. You may end up in court too.
On the other hand, if you use the circuits for a
bit of fun, as long as you don't interfere with anyone

-

14

VHF broadcasts, nobody will bother
legally they could, but they'll be unlikely to do
so (this again is Paul's opinion, you understand).
Enough of the lecture. You're all big boys now, so off
you go and enjoy the rest of the article.
else's reception of

you

-

The Legal Position
Although the planting of bugs and tapping of phones
theoretically contravenes all manner of rules and
regulations, hauling the 'buggers' through the courts
doesn't seem particularly high on anyone's list of
priorities. This can be attributed to a very low public

-

awareness of the subject
the general consensus
seems to be that you have to be Russian, a member
of CND or a brewer to qualify for a bugging. Since
most people are none of these, they don't feel
paricularly threatened by the prospect.
For room bugs, the current situation seems to be
this: as long as you enter the premises by some
legitimate means (that is, you don't resort to breaking
and entering), plant your bug and then retire to a safe
distance to listen, the naughtiest thing you have done
so far is to contravene the Wireless Telegraphy Act.
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MICROPHONE

L1

(SEE TEXT)

BATTI
1V3

le)

MERCURY
CELL

G1
GENERAL
PURPOSE

Cl

D1

MICROPHONE
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If anyone is insistent enough to have you up in court,
it's a slap on the wrist affair. A small fine and you're
away.
The thing that is technically illegal is to make use
of any information you acquire in this way. This is quite
a tricky one because 'one of the semi -legitimate uses
of bugging equipment is for internal investigations. If
it is suspected that someone in a company is, let's say,
giving away marketing plans to a competitor, the only
way to prove it might be to bug his office or his home.
The trouble is that if the information is used, even in
court, there's the embarrassing question of where it
came from. Those who use it are on the wrong side
of the law too. The strategy of the good guys will
probably be to confront the bad guy with the evidence
and persuade him to pack his bags and go. It seems
to work.
Tapping phone lines is another matter altogether.
This comes under the 1985 Interception of Communications Act which protects letters, telephone calls
and various other services licensed by the DTI
Vodaphone, for instance. The very installation of the
equipment in the first place is illegal in the case of
phone taps.
Having said that, the prospect of suffering the
rigour of the law doesn't seem to deter those who
make a living from such activities. One or two have
even given blow by blow accounts of their activities
for the TV cameras. No public outrage, no calls for
a tightening of the law or the prosecution of the
offenders. Just a mild curiosity at the wacky old things
that some people get up to.
A recent development has been the attempt by
James Cran to introduce a bill to control electronic
surveillance devices. The yawns of his Conservative
colleagues have been overwhelming, and although
at the time of writing there's still the possibility of a
second reading in a few weeks' time, for my money
the whole thing will be gone and forgotten by the time
you read this.

-
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Room Bugs
These are the devices with the Hollywood superspy
tiny microtransmitters, totally invisible if
image
planted by the good guys, always leaving some telltale
sign if planted by the bad guys. Somehow the
Hollywood versions only pick up relevant information
too. None of this 'What's for dinner?' or 'Have you seen
the new Batman movie yet?' kind of chit chat. Always
'Right, let's talk about the secret plan. You know, the
one where we drive into the nuclear widget plant at
exactly ten o'clock tomorrow morning disguised as
plumbers in the blue van, registration number ETI
1989
' You know the kind of stuff.
Real life ain't like that. The first difference, often
quite disappointing to those with romantic notions
about the business, is that most bugs aren't all that
small. The reason is obvious when you think about
it. 1f the bugging operation is going to be worth the
aggro, the transmissions have to carry for a reasonable
distance. If they only carry to the next room, you might
as well just put your ear to the wall or use a simple
microphone and tape recorder set-up. If the transmissions are to carry for any worthwhile distance, the
bug needs to poke out 10mW or so, which requires
a fair sized battery to supply the juice. And if you need
a big battery, there's not a lot of point in going all out
to miniaturise the electronics.
all kinds of ingenious
Tiny bugs do exist
methods have been devised to overcome the power
problem and to some extent the deficiencies of the
transmitter can be overcome by using a super -sensitive
but they tend to be temperamental,
receiver
expensive (by which I mean very expensive) and
unreliable. Those who earn their beans on toast from
planting the things will, for choice, go for the more
substantial and reliable ones every time.
Having said all that, Fig.1 shows a circuit that
gives scope for being made as small as you could ever
want it, simply by virtue of having very few

-
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The antenna may need some experiment. A
straight piece of wire will be fine
the output power
will vary with the length, generally increasing as the
wire gets longer but hitting various maxima and
minima on the way as the ratio of wire length to
wavelength varies. A few inches will do for a start. If
you're going all out for small size, you can't worry too
much about the niceties of tuning the antenna
you'll
have to rely on any available metal surface to radiate
the RF. The metal pen cap, for example.
If you decide to go for a longer antenna, begin
with a piece about 21/zft long and snip small pieces
from the end until you hit maximum output. Use an
ordinary FM receiver for the test tune it to a clear
spot on the dial, then adjust C3 until you hear a
feedback whistle. Because the circuit is very crude, it
will radiate to some extent at multiples of the Cl/L1
resonant frequency, so keep checking for better results
even after hearing the first whistle.
When installing the long antenna version. try to
keep the antenna straight and vertical if at all possible.
If not, don't curl it around. Tape it in a zig -zag. For best
range, don't plant it close to the floor the higher the
better. And, if possible, put it near an external wall of
the building the less masonry the signal has to travel
through, the stronger it will be. One last thing: bear
in mind that anything you can pick up on an FM radio,
everyone else in the area can too
including the
buggee. It might just give the game away if he tuned
across the FM band and heard
himself! Best
modify the receiver a little and use a frequency just
outside the broadcast band.
Although the circuit of Fig.la will work, a lot of
improvements can be made without increasing the
component count unduly. Buffering the microphone
increases the modulation and so the sensitivity
a
circuit for this is shown in Fig.lb. There are several
ways of attempting to increase the output by tweaking
up the matching between diode, tuned circuit and
antenna. Figure lc and onwards show various ways
and means. They increase coil winding complexity but
needn't increase the size of the bug unduly if you're
careful. In each case the basic winding of L1 remains
the same. Extra turns are wound over the top of the
cold end for the antenna in variations one and three,
and Ll is tapped at one to two turns in variations two
and three. If you really want to go to town on the
output stage, you can even add another variable cap
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Fig. 2 (a) Simple single transistor bug circuit
(b) Improved circuit

lc) A commercial bug circuit, vintage
late 1960s.

components. The RF oscillation is sustained by D1
which is a tunnel diode
it won't work with a
1N4148: R1 and R2 serve to bias the diode into the
negative resistance region and the microphone
modulates the signal by, in effect, shifting the bias point
at audio frequency. The whole thing runs from a 1.3V
mercury cell.
For the smallest possible size you could try
tracking down a hearing aid microphone. These
sometimes can be had from surplus component
suppliers
if not, you'll have to go to a hearing aid
manufacturer and pay the price of a new one. The
tuned circuit C3/L1 can be made in a variety of ways.
If you're building the thing into a fountain pen, for
example, it may be possible to wind Ll around a
former that slips into the body of the pen. At 3/8in
diameter you'll need about five or six turns to hit the
FM broadcast band. The rest of the circuit can be built
long and narrow to slip inside Ll. Otherwise, you can
save a little space by making Cl a fixed ceramic
capacitor of about 6p8 and using a small coil with a
ferrite tuning slug for Ll.

-
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Fig. 4 Simple crystal controlled bug
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across the antenna coil. The mods will all give varying
degrees of improvement to the basic circuit, but if
you're not an experimenter at heart, just stick to la
or lb. The circuit can be, and often has been, used

surveillance industry: a completely passive bug.
Undetectable because it sits there doing nothing unless
activated from outside. No batteries to run down, so
it's there for good. Worth the bother? That's not for me

earnest.
Having gone into some detail over the tunnel
diode circuit, here are a few transistor ones. For setting
up, selecting an antenna and placing the bug, all the
same comments apply.
First of all, Fig.2a shows the simplest possible
if you are
circuit. Almost the simplest anyway
willing to choose R1 by trial and error to suit the
particular sample of Ql you use, R2 can be missed
out! The microphone has to be a dynamic of similar
type
low impedance and low DC resistance
the
latter because all Ql's current passes through the
microphone itself. At the cost of an extra resistor and
capacitor, Fig.2b is almost as simple.
Figure 2c shows a circuit that was commercially
available in the USA until the hoo-hah over Watergate
put a stop to such things. Legend has it that the whole
thing, including battery, was packed into a volume not
much larger than a sugar cube, which just goes to
show how small components were in those days. With
surface mount components it would just about be
possible, although you'd need delicate fingers to wind
yourself a tiny 10mH choke. Stick to the tunnel diode,

to say.

in

-

-

-
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say.

With the higher voltage transistor circuits, you
can do away with the antenna altogether by winding
Li around the edge of the PCB, or even by etching
it onto the board. Two square turns about 1/4in on each
side will do the trick. The range won't be as good, but
you'll avoid the problem of where to put the dangling
wires.
Although pretty basic, circuits similar to the ones
already described probably account for over 90% of
the bugs that are ever used. Most of the time nothing
more complex is required. There are those odd

occasions, though

..

.

For long term monitoring, the power supply
problem raises its ugly head again. Every house and
office has at least two sources of endless power: the
mains wiring and the telephone line. If either of these
can be tapped, the bug is there for good. The phone
line I'll put aside for the moment. For the mains, Fig.3
shows a convenient way to derive power. A capacitor
can be smaller than the smallest mains transformer.
The basic bug can be any of the circuits shown so far
and the complete circuit can be built into a plug
adaptor, a light fitting or whatever. If you have access
to the mains, there's no need for radiated RF: the
wiring can carry the signal for you. Just use any of the
mains intercom circuits that are published from time
to time, or get hold of a data sheet on the LM1893
carrier current transceiver (National Semiconductors
Linear Databook 3).
For those with sufficient money and resources to
develop exotic and impractical devices, all kinds of
power sources can and have been tried. As an
example, one source of power is the output of
commercial radio stations. In most areas you can suck
enough power from the air to drive a crystal earpiece,
so why not use that very same power to drive a bug?
Because it will have a transmission range of about six
inches is as good a reason as any not to bother. But
suppose you incorporate a very low current standby
switch, store up the power when the bug is not in use
and turn it on when the sound exceeds a certain
threshold. In conjunction with a highly sensitive
receiver this might just be on the borderline of
feasibility. The next stage is not to rely on the
background RF but to generate a strong RF field
yourself. Then you have the great holy grail of the
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The other problem with long term surveillance
either of
that the simpler bugs will drift off tune
their own accord, or because of a change in their
environment.
The effects of somebody walking past might be
enough to have you reaching for the tuning dial.
Unless you have the patience of a saint and a massive
coffee budget, you're not going to sit there with the
headphones on just in case somebody speaks. Far
better to have a tape recorder with voice operated
switch and let the thing take care of itself. In this case
about the
a crystal controlled bug is called for
simplest circuit you can get away with is shown in
Fig.4. Modulation is from a variable capacitance diode
not
driven directly by a crystal microphone
designed according to the highest standards, but it will
work! R1 is best chosen on a trial and error basis (or
sounds much
select -on -test as we say in the trade
better, doesn't it?). Just pop a meter in series with the
battery and select for a current of around 5mA. The
battery can be any voltage from 1.3V upwards the
only component you'll need to change will be Rl.
Beyond this you get to the real high tech stuff.
Given access to any device known to man or the
facilities and finances to develop bugs as complicated
as you choose, there's no end to what might be done.
There are very few occasions when anything more
sophisticated than a plain radio microphone is really
needed the stakes are only raised when the buggee
is aware of the possibility of being bugged and is likely
to know how to track and destroy the things, or at least
to detect their presence. In this case the battle can raise
itself onto ever higher technical planes, with the bugs
ideally to make it
perhaps encrypting the sound
appear to be noise if picked up on an ordinary receiver
or perhaps lying dormant until activated by one
event or another. Maybe it will transmit on a frequency
which coincides exactly with that of a broadcast
station, so that an RF frequency analyser in unskilled
hands will not show anything out of the ordinary. The
bug sound could then be recovered by subtracting the
broadcast signal picked up by a second receiver from
the sum of broadcast and bug picked up by one within
range of the bug.
Next time around I'll be looking at the other side:
how to detect and locate bugs if somebody is
unfriendly enough to try bugging you.

-
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2: The Inside Story
Helen Armstrong
Mankind has been eavesdropping on its

neighbour since long before the cave
was invented. A hollowed -out mammoth tusk pressed to the party wall of
the cave in 20.000 BC perhaps. or a
hand-picked slave planted as a bathroom -suite
accessory in ancient Egypt. The first true eavesdropper probably fell out of the rafters onto a far
conclave of Hittites, doubtless to face a decisive
decommissioning by their counter -surveillance team.
And so to the present day, when several tons of
SR -71 screaming at Mach 3 through the troposphere
mimics the achievements of stealth and silence get
in. get theguff and get out before they see you
coming.

-
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More convenient ways of finding out what foes
and relations are up to are available over the counter
available as you have seen in this very ETI indeed.
Whether or not you wish to actively partake. covert
have entered legend
'bugs'
surveillance devices
as surely as the Trojan horse and Watergate.
Where would a spy be without his briefcase of
miniature radio transmitters, where foreign policy
without its regular expulsions of diplomatic personnel
for undiplomatic behavour?
All this is in the hands of Governments and not
for the likes of us. but then the likes of us still have our
targets, say those in the business. For the business is
in erring spouses and conniving associates.
Lorraine Electronics Surveillance develops and
markets both 'surveillance tools' plus counter -surveillance tools and services, a combination which director
David Benn is quick to rationalise. Not, you would
think, that much rationalisation is needed for
producing bugs and de -bugs (nobody is surprised
when a computer programmer carries out a similar
process, after all) but surveillance has an air of heroes
and villains about it, and offering both services can
look like wearing the black hat and white hat at the
same time.
Suffice it to say that any de -bugging consultancy
is likely to be looking for rival bugs, as well as its own.
"Contrary to common belief," says David Benn,
"surveillance as such is rarely used for espionage or
'spying'. Industrial espionage has been going on since
the year dot, mostly by bribing someone
say a
secretary or a junior manager." Somebody who is
under pressure to live up to a career image but doesn't
earn enough and might weaken in the face of a brown
"It's
envelope full of used fifties. Sound familiar?
perhaps more prevalent today, when people in very
responsible jobs need more money and where
financial information is valuable. Loss of information
is more dangerous than money or stock. Stolen
information is invisible until your competitors have it."
Result: managements suspecting that confidential information is going astray need to know where,
how, and by whom. In other words. businesses are
more likely to bug their own premises than the
opposition's.

-

-

-
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In other words, the executive to look out for is
the one who takes his briefcase to the gents during the
second coffee break to turn the tape over. It is a handy
alternative to relying on the Minutes to record what
was actually said.
Monitoring conversations that you are not
supposed to overhear is easy if you can get access to
the room in question. Small recorders can be hidden
easily but there are maintenance problems, especally
for long-term eavesdropping. Tape recorders can click
or rumble, tape needs collecting and changing. Radio
transmitters have the advantage that once in place
they can be left almost indefinitely. Most bugs
'discovered' in buildings are long dead and abandoned, found by accident when the place is
refurbished.
Lorraine supplies VHF and UHF transmitters
built into solid-state desktop calculators, fountain
pens, 13A mains sockets and adaptors, indeed any
device which does not generate noise of its own (such
as a typewriter). If hardware provides its own mains
or battery supply, so much the better. The devices use
typically around 5mW and, although 'domestic band'
transmitters are available, these could be picked up
on passing car radios.
"We advise clients to go up on the air bands
where nobody will hear them" says Benn. VHF
transmitters are available in the range 129.448 to
139.97 MHz and UHF transmitters are available in the
range 390 to 450MHz.
Domestic band devices typically use the FM
broadcasting band. The advantages are that the
transmitter circuit will be very simple and receivers
readily available. The disadvantage is that it is easy
to check whether this sort of bugging is taking place.
Also the transmitted signal occupies a wider
bandwidth, making it more susceptible to detection,
so it could appear on a local household radio set.
The air band transmitters have the advantage of
being narrow band FM. and since the aircraft FM
signals are only an echo, you can hear the planes but
they can't hear you.

C1

Home Guard
"Out of thousands of customers, about 30% are large
PLCs checking on the loyalty of their staff," Benn
reckons. "Junior staff are the least of the problem.
They may have directors leaving to set up independently and taking company secrets with them, or there
may be corrupt buyers taking bribes"
He breaks operations down into three areas:
"recording conversation under difficult conditions"

-

meaning without being observed: "environmental
recording"
or monitoring whole rooms or offices:
and telephone monitoring.
The concealed portable tape recorder is a spying

-

staple. Let's call it a classic case: Lorraine's is built into
a 'recording briefcase'. Eschewing the obvious false
base or sides, the briefcase has most of its electronics,
including a microphone and automatic level controlled amplifier. built into the frame. The owner can
then choose between a small standard micro -format
cassette recorder which tucks out of sight behind the
document compartment, invisible to casual observation and standard security checks. Tapes are easy to
get hold of that will record for up to three hours,
attended or unattended, open or closed, before the
tape needs turning. Recording can be started
discreetly from outside the case by radio control. or
by sound activation.
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No Jam Today
One hears about radio stations and other transmissions being jammed by hostile agencies, but jamming
is not used by respectable security agents, for good
reasons, Besides being highly illegal and very
antisocial, it's a dead giveaway.
"If you know what frequency you are jamming
on, it is very easy", says Benn, "but if you are being
bugged, the chances are you don't know what
frequency and can only jam broadband, which will
interfere with anything in the area. We would not do
it, or allow our customers to do it."
Phone tapping is another area surrounded by
myth, some of which is true. If you have a rash of calls
which are wrong numbers, or have no apparent caller
when you pick up the receiver, or a sudden apparent
increase in the number of engineers or telesalespeople
on the line, you may be being bugged. It is more likely
that the lines are playing up, or the double -glazing
world is having a sales push. Crackles or buzzing is
unlikely to mean bugging, at least not by the police
or government. On the contrary, official bugging is
likely to guarantee you the cleanest line in the

neighbourhood.
Tapping usually means an interface which
switches on a tape recorder whenever the phone is
in use. The tape recorder itself can either be triggered
by the change in line current or voltage when the
receiver is lifted or by vox
the voice itself.
'Bugging' implies a transmitter connected to the
line, or mounted in the telephone socket itself.
Drawing a significant current from the line to operate
the transmitter would interfere with the proper
operation of the telephone
doubly so if the current
drain continued when the receiver was down. It is for
this reason such devices must be very low powered.
This, says Lorraine, restricts their range to about 100
feet (worst case). On the plus side, once installed they
can be left to get on with it, and only operate when
the telephone is in use. No batteries, no tapes.
An infinity device can operate over international
line distances by holding the line open once the
handset has been replaced, allowing the room beyond
to be monitored without the occupant's knowledge.

-

A similar means of holding open the line for telephone
lines serving high -sensitivity buildings is mentioned
in certain recent 'spy -and -tell' memoirs.
The actual method and site chosen for a bug will
depend much on whether the premises belong to the
client (giving free access) or to an adversary where
bugging must be done by stealth and with a minimum
of after -sales service.
There are other ways of getting information. RF
emissions from computer monitors, peripherals and
cabling has received a lot of publicity recently. A van
equipped with a fibre -glass top (or some other
structure transparent to radio frequencies) and
appropriate receiving equipment parked outside an
office block can frequently pick up the exact image
displayed on a computer inside the offices. This is a
leak which has only come to light with the proliferation
of desktop terminals.
'Tempest attack' is a name adopted for this
actually non-invasive method. It usually involves
picking up harmonics of the line and frame syncs from
a monitor on a low frequency receiver, and picking
up harmonics of the video on a VHF or UHF receiver.
Sync frequencies of 50Hz and 15625Hz do not
transmit far, but their harmonics interfere with radio
reception, like it or not. Similarly baseband video,
covering 50Hz to 5MHz typically, contains high
frequency harmonics which transmit over a considerable distance.
Lorraine provides an EMDAR (Electromagnetic
Data Analysing Recovery unit) which is not used for
stealing information of course. It consists of a scanning
receiver covering 25MHz to 2GHz with 100 memories
which automatically store the frequencies of the
strongest signals. There is also a display on which the
strongest received signal can be displayed. In this way
the offending computer can be identified. It is handy
for demonstrating to customers that data can seep out
in ways unthought of. The device costs £15,000.
"This is something that can only be used either
for espionage or to prove espionage can be effected"
says Benn. "We market it on restricted sale. All the
customers who have bought this from us are bona fide
security services or public bodies"
The idea is to find RF leaks, trace the source and
from individual compothen provide screening
nents to the whole room
to stop them. Companies
can also hire the EMDAR and do a check on their own
computers, and then call in the security company to
carry out screening.
Tempest -proof terminals and PCs are available,
according to trade press, but only to Government
approved companies. The rest must devise their own
security measures or risk data theft. Preventing
unwanted radiation from a display is not as simiple
as it might at first appear. The electronics can be
housed in an earthed metal case and all wires in and
out of the case screened. The screen for the cathode
ray tube is a mesh
about the best protection possible
without preventing anyone from seeing the display.
Other obvious means to minimise radiation
would include band limiting signals to minimise
harmonics and transmitting antiphase signals to
cancel such radiation as remains. There must be more
to it than this, or the availability of such terminals
would not be restricted.
Debugging is an industry in its own right. William
Parsons, who runs Lorraine's counter -surveillance
service, reckons that there is no easy way to find the
hidden ear.
"Counter -surveillance consists of going in with
the correct equipment and looking for devices,
checking for unusual cables, testing telephone wires
and looking for transmitters or hard -wired micro -

--
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phones. The attitude of the person who heads the
is crucial. For instance,
team
ours and the clients'
we probably carry more equipment than the average
counter -surveillance company, and I don't trust in
equipment alone, -so we do a full physical search as
well." Finding electronics devices by electronic means
is not straightforward at the professional level.
When high-level meetings are involved, the CS
team will do a sweep first as described, and then
monitor the location for RF signals during the meeting.
Many types of unauthorised device get attached
to the telephone system. Lorraine now uses a
telephone line analyser which was developed to try
to detect or imply the presence of every kind of
telephone tapper and bug known to Parsons, in one

-

-

box.

"Most analysers are not geared to find everything
accurately. This one has tests which people say don't
find things, such as time domain reflectometry they
don't use them. I know it does: with the 500 metre
version, a time domain used in the building will see
any series device and 50% of parallel devices
connected?'
A time domain reflectometer sends a pulse down
a line and looks for reflected echoes. A perfectly
uniform transmission line which is properly terminated
will give only a very low level echo, but if anything is
attached to the line its impedance at that point will be
changed, and a more obvious reflection will be
generated. The time between the sent and received
pulses gives an indication of how much cable is
between test instrument and tap. This is only an
indication, because the rate of propagation of a signal
along a transmission line is influenced by the line
characteristics, and may be about 70% of the speed
of light.
The way to avoid a tap from being detected by
a time domain reflectometer is to load the line very
lightly with a very high impedance parallel load taking
an indetectably small voltage and current, as a pure
audio lift-off. Bearing in mind that a telephone line
is not a uniform transmission line but has built in
irregularities, such a load applied to the line will not
be detectable. Of course, a series connected tap will
almost certainly disturb the line enough to be detected.
The telephone bug detector also has a function
an increase means
for measuring line capacitance
that extra cable has been added. It also has a low
frequency receiver, an active line test and a line sweep
test. The receiver is to detect carrier signals transmitted
along the line, and the active line test measures the
line voltages with the phone on and off hook. A bug
powered from the line may disturb these voltages. The
line sweep test applies a voltage to a disconnected line.
The voltage is varied from 0-10V and accurate voltage
and current meters indicate if any devices start drawing
power.

-
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Export
Much of Lorraine's equipment is sold for export only,
as most RF surveillance devices are not type
approved, putting them beyond the necessary
licensing required for RF in the UK. Likewise,
attaching listening devices to the telephone system is
in breach of various acts covering everything from
interception of communications to interfering with BT
wiring. It is not illegal to supply the, stuff, only to use
it. But clearly much is destined for home use. Do Benn
and people like him get aggravation from The
Authorities on this front?
"Authorities are among our customers as well"
he emphasises. "We provide an excellent service for
industry and commerce and this is recognised by
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certain people. There are certain situations in which
electronic surveillance is the only option available" He
can't be specific, only saying "I think there is a general
recognition that we benefit managements rather than
harm them"
Why isn't this stuff type approved? The answer
will be familiar enough to anyone developing RF or
telecomms equipment. "Because it would be horrifically expensive?' But there is a simpler, more poetic
explanation in the nature of the goods. RF equipment
is restricted by law because it can cause catastrophic
interference to other services. Bugs, by definition,
must be invisible.
"If someone knows you're using it, you're not
using it correctly" says Benn. "Surveillance devices,
including those for telephones, are typically narrow
nuisance -free. We sell devices
band, about 5mW
across the board, but customers are strongly advised
not to use broadband FM products. We advise
customers never to use domestic frequencies'"
What about the legality of eavesdropping?
another
"There are no privacy laws in the UK"
subject of much public debate in recent months
"although the situation is different in the United States"
Benn points out.
So you can eavesdrop to your heart's content,
if you can get away without prosecution under the
various Wireless Telegraphy and Communications
Acts. And if you conceal a wholly legal tape recorder
in a rival's premises, there is always Theft of Electricity
and possibly Trespass. In practice, prosecutions rarely
happen, for reasons we will shortly see.
Tim Jinks of Suma Designs provides design and
consultancy on covert surveillance. He looks on
international spying with a practical eye.
"It goes on. Ministries won't admit it, but it goes
on in a big way and it's good for national security. It's
mostly propaganda
we like to hear that everything's

-

-

-

-

OK"

But the person in the street, he says, feels guilty
about using bugs and doesn't like the idea until they
have a specific problem which they are desperate to
solve.
"It's like contraceptives. They won't come in and
say I want to bug my business partner or I think my
wife's doing this and that, but they do end up telling
you quite a lot" If the company suspects unethical use,
he says, they will decline to supply by winding the
price up or claiming that their services are unsuitable.
Telephone conversations are best for monitoring,
says Jinks. People feel vulnerable in the open and
room systems must be voice or remote activated with
the risk of noise from the machinery. People say more
"most bad deals are done on the
on the telephone
phone". Likewise RF transmitters are more trouble -free
than local tape recorders, much easier to conceal and
can be left for ever.
How easy are bugs to detect? I asked. "When was
the last time you looked under your desk?" he
countered, adding that I should be looking upwards

-

under the rim, not downwards into the floor filing
system.
Touché. This is the low end or cheap and
people are always talking about
cheerful approach

-

being bugged, but they rarely suspect it. In that
respect, he says, people are gullible.
"The low end is easy to find visually, but the target
is unlikely to try and find it. On the other hand, taps
can be done in various positions along the line. In
up
theory you don't have to go into the building
a telegraph pole or into the street junction box" Yes,
in theory, the chaps in overalls and hard hats poking
about in the street junction box could be tapping your
phone. "In that case, you have no chance visually"

-
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He tells of a man who bugged his wife and later
confronted her with his findings. "She phoned the DTI
and he was done under the Wireless Telegraphy Act.
He got a stiff fine but the information he got enabled
him to carry out investigations which saved him
thousands of pounds in a divorce case?'

A

Hard Life

De -bugging premises is the real challenge.
"The bugger has it much easier than the debugger," Jinks says. once challenged by a television
company to hide some bugs and then have a countersurveillance company locate them
all on camera.
The debugger failed.
Even when devices are activated, the power
involved is very low and the frequencies in a
sophisticated device are obscure, although 100 to
140MHz FM remains popular
"up to 90%".
A good commercial bug tracer uses a phase
locked loop high frequency receiver to sweep across
a comparatively narrow band, searching for harmonics of the lower frequency bands. If a signal
exceeds the detection threshold, it gives a numerical
code which the operator can then enter, locking the
device in on the signal. Once locked on, the receiver
can analyse the signal and demodulate AM or FM,

-

Lorraine's less than innocent
calculator and pen set

Open Door
On the other hand, most people at the 'high end' in
the professional bugging category are wise to the
possibilities. Many companies have their own counter surveillance officers. Concealing room transmitters
from people who are likely to be suspicious must be
done with care. Cavity doors are a gift
just knock
a piece out of the top rail, weight the aerial wire to that
it hangs straight down, fix the thing in and leave it.
There's an air gap at the top, acoustics are usually
perfect. There is no real need to stop up the hole
unless the housekeeper is going to check the top of
the doors for dust.
Plasterboard ceilings could be called the modern
equivalent of eaves where eavesdropping is concerned. Roll up the carpet, rip up a floorboard, gouge
out the plasterboard until about 1/16in is left
(something of an art) and leave the device. A
transmitter could be on a board the size of a postage
it won't drop through the
stamp, including batteries
ceiling. Ideal. Coffee tables with false bottoms are
good for meaty long -life battery packs, skirting boards
are almost purpose-built for concealing extra wiring
(especially when tack -down carpet -fixing strip is
added), and clock radios provide not only their own
mains power but aerials as well. Not so good when
the radio is on, but otherwise ideal.
The home and office would seem like an audio
paradise for the potential secret -snatcher. Except the
bathroom. Running water is pure white noise, the
perfect, no -nuisance. all-purpose jammer. Perhaps
the most successful bad deals are done in the WC.
Ripping up floorboards is only a reliable option
if the customer owns the building
even then, access
can be a problem. "I've never been given a disguise
other than a corporation name tag," says Jinks. "We
say give us free time to install it. We mustn't be seen
and we mustn't be working against the clock"
Sometimes the ethics have to be viewed at an
angle.
"We were asked to do a house of ill -repute
saunas, solaria, the lot once" he admits. "We thought
the client was the vice squad, but it turned out to be
the owner checking if the girls were doing a bit of
private business?'
Recorded information will not be accepted as
evidence by courts unless the recording was done on
a sealed tape provided and signed for by a solicitor.
Clients and targets rarely meet in court.
"Once somebody is confronted with the fact that
somebody else knows what he's up to, they usually
,
back down" says Jinks.
"They could probably prosecute the person who
bugged them, but people don't know the law inside out and if they do, there are usually things they want
to keep hidden."

-

-

-

-
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and check for subcarrier.
Another device tunes slowly through the lower
bands searching for the signal rather than its
harmonics. It gives a click like a bat, which can be
picked up and re -transmitted by a bug. The timing of
the return click indicates how near the bug is to the
tracer.
But Jinks has higher ambitions than installing his
own bugs, "hard, dirty, boring, down -on -the -knees
work," and winkling out other people's
he wants
a better bug.
"Frequency hopping is the real challenge. Every
time a transmitter is about to make a frequency jump,
it sends a signal to lock its receiver on to a new
frequency. You'd have a job catching that?'
The real love of his drawing board is 'time slot
transmission', where the transmitter monitors for 30
seconds and then compresses the information and
transmits it in a millisecond. Properly synchronised,
the receiver would hear a smooth conversation.
"Nothing on earth can detect that".
What are the chances you are on the right
frequency and, if you are, what do you hear?
"You still have to decode it. The idea's still on the
bench" He adds that the battery size will have to come
down, as well. Of such things is electronic development made.
Like it or not, listening to other people's secrets
clearly has a social role. Benn (who may be being
optimistic) reckons that about 1% of products sold are
mis-applied
used for theft of information that does
not rightfully belong or appertain to the client. This
provides a useful justification for the counter surveillance consultancy, if any justification were
needed. Company managements are more likely to
the
be searching for outsider bugs than their own
massed staff of ETI, for instance, have yet to march
on Argus Towers searching for management bugs. In
an open-plan office you can hear every blessed thing
everyone says anyway.
This didn't stop me asking David Benn whether
he would sell bugs to people like me. "Fleet Street?",
he said (kindly), "they certainly rank among our more
interesting customers. What would they do without

-

-

-

us?"
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Wizard Kit -Packs
THIS MONTH'S WIZARDRY
100 Linotronix 'The Lights Fantastic. RL4850 5mm Red LEDs at

METEX & TEST LAB INSTRUMENTS
£8.50

_.

GEC STEREO CASSETTE UNIT
Record/Playback. Dolby. Speed 4.75cm (1'e in) per sec. 40-12, 500Hz. Twin VU meters. With
Price £12.00 or 2 for £20.00 p&p £3.00
service manual. Brand new!

WIZARD PSU KIT
13.8volts dc at up to 10amps. Contents of the kit. 1 off main PCB. 1 off 12v dc fan. 1 off 15V
Zener.
off 25 amp bridge rectifier. 2 off 10.000 pF electrolytic. 1 off 100 ohms wow resistor.
2 off capacitor clips. 2 off fuse holders. 1 off mains transformer. 1 off mains filter. ' off mains
1

switch

off heatsink

1

1

Price £25.76

off set of data sheets.

WIZARD'S DEN

IN THE

YOU PAY
TRADE PRICES!

We have. from time to time, the following new and s/h stock: Printers. Monitors (Mono/Colour).
PSUs Valve Amps. Lots of odds and ends.

-

MORE DATA
Send a 19p Stamp for Latest List.
Ring the Wizard on 0225 706886 Fax 0225 708594 for more information or a visit tothe works.
PAYMENT
Access, Cheque. PO and Cash. Post and packing on components £1.50 or £1.00 for orders
over £20.00. Please add VAT to total

MERLIN SYSTEMS

Merlin Way, Bowerhill Trg Est, Melksham, Wiltshire SN12 6TJ

31/2 AND 41/2

8031

64180

80188

ALL WITH CONTINUITY TEST

LOW COST CONTROL MODULES
Module
uE31

uE180
uE188

--

CPU
8031
64180
80188

RAM
32k
32k
32k

-

EPROM
32k
32k
32k

I/O

-

40
48
48

Cost from
£45.95
£69.95
£79.95

BPS 5 volt P/S
Backplane
RS232
uE
uE
OPTO 8 channel Optically isolated input
RLY 5 Channel Relay board
uE
PC Host
SB51
8031 Cross Assembler

-

GNC ELECTRONICS
Tel: 0379 644285
Unit 2B Gilray Road

Diss

-

£49.95
£59.95
£39.95
£39.95
VISA

Norfolk IP22 3EU

DIGIT Dmms

1* With Capacitance + With

With Freq.)

Me

PRO SERIES METEX

STANDARD SERIES

31fí&4'(4DIGIT

31h

All With Case. 20A AC/DC
17mm Display 13800 12mm)

2315817 Range

3800 32 Range 0.5°i° (+)
3610 30 Range 0.3% (*)
3630 30 Range 0.3% (+*)
3650 30 Range 0.3% (+*o)
36508 as 3650 with Bargraph
46308 41/2 Digit 30 Range Data
Hold 0.05°% (+*1
4650 as 4630 Plus Range Freq.

£29. 40
£38. 86
£46. 90
£50. 90
£57. 60
£69. 68

£72 36

DIGIT 12 mm DISPLAYS

10 ADC
23188 23 Range 10ADC (+)
2335 31 Range 10A AC/DC (*)
232532 Range 10A AC/DC (**)

235532 Range 10A AC/DC (+*o)
236538 Range 10A AC/DC )..v)
Plus Logic Probe

£19.43
£22.78
£26.80
£29.40
£33.50
£36.00

Metex M80 21 mm Display
1"j
£59 92
Digit Autorange. Datahold

Also
33/4

TEST INSTRUMENTS
3000 LCR AC Bridge
M3002A AC Millivolt Meter 1MHZ
2020 500 KHZ Function Generator
41 62A0 150 MHZ Fr Gen. Plus 6 Digit

Counter
2603801 MHZ At Gen. plus 6 Digit
Counter
TE200 150 MHZ Rf Gen.
(350 MHZ Harmonic)

£93.80
£80.40
£85.76

TE220
MHZ Audio Generator
3300 Autorange Digital Cap Meter
1

6100 Signal Tracer/Injector
5250 150 MHZ 7 Digit Frequency

£154.00

Counter

£159.00

OST5M 5 MHZ Bench Scope
243 0/24V 0/3A Variable PSU

£80.00

2450/24V 0/5A Variable PSU
1544/ 15V 0/4A Variable PSU

£87.00
£64.00
£52.30
£64.50
£144.00
£50.65
£63.65
£36.05

HOBBYKIT introduces
The smart kit range of over
120 electronic kits

"POCKET" TEST INSTRUMENTS
F20 Dual Scale Sound Level

Meter

120dB

Each smart kit has been tried and tested
having been available in europe for the
last 8 years

SMART KITS ARE EDUCATIONAL

EN

SMART KITS ARE RECREATIONAL
NO PRIOR

KNOWLEDGE

225V VHS Video Head Tester
1065 Digital Lux Meter - 3 Ranges

Logic Probe
M625 Logic Probe/Pulser
300/310 AC Clamp Meter 600A/300V/
Resis
£32.83
M265 Add on AC Clamp Probe
for Dmm's
£16.48
501 Electronic Insulation Tester 500V £53.00
504 Electronic Insulation Tester 1000V£65.00
£45.02
KOM6 TR Dip Meter 1.5 to 250 MHZ
£35.50
1062 LCD Temperature 8 data hold
07

ISLLECTRO
NECESSARY

HOBBYKIT LTD
UNIT 19 CAPITOL INDUSTRIAL PARK
CAPITOL WAY LONDON NW9 OEO
FAX: 01-205 0603

ETI OCTOBER 1989

£34.74

Tack Ranges

£49.58

KT50 LCD 8 Range Capacitance Meter £33.50
6060 LCD Digital True Power Meter
6KW 19
£64.00
207019 Range Multimeter 1OADC Buzz
£11.35
2030E7 27 Range 10A AC/DC. Cap
H1e

Temp Buzz

5050E 41 Range FET mm
OM5 Wallet Autorange Dorm
YF120 Pen Type Autorange Dmm

£35.30
£25.33
£17.95
£29.21

INSTRUMENT DISTRIBUTORS FOR
FLIGHT
BLACKSTAR
HAMEG

else is provided in each blister packed
smart kit

Please send 28p s.a.e. to:

302K LCD Temperature Two 1/P
3900T0 LCD Omm With Dwell And

AUDIO -ELECTRONICS ARE

All you need is a soldering iron everything

Comprehensive catalogue available
including special introductory offer

£33.87
£30.39
£47.78
£6.10
£14.74

THURLBY
THANDAR
ALTAI
LEADER AND HITACHI
CROTECH
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES.
ADD 15°i° VAT
(UK ONLY

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER WITH VISA/ACCESS
OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK FOR CALLERS

AUDIO ELECTROf1ICS
301 Edgware Road, London W2 1 BN
Tel: 01-724 3584 Fax: 01-724 0322

Sales office 01-2581831
TRADE/EDUCATION ORDER ACCEPTED.
EDUCATION AND QUANTITY PRICES AVAILABLE
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John Linsley Hood
continues his

semiconductor
analysis with the
evolution of the
transistor

Having dealt with the range of
semiconductors and how they are
produced, we now move on the basic
p -n junction technology and how this
has been extended to provide a whole
family of amplifying and switching devices.

Point Contact Diodes And
Transistors
The point contact diode is a device of venerable age,
dating back to the 'crystal and cat's whisker' types of
early radio receivers, and coming into commercial use
with the small silicon and germanium diodes used in
war -time radar gear.
The physics of its operation had been worked out
during the 1930s and it was known that a metallic
point in contact with the surface of a semiconductor
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Junction Transistors
Although we use the same names for its electrodes
and the same circuit symbol in drawings, the modern
bipolar junction transistor is a very different device,
and will usually be made as shown in Fig. 2, starting

CONTACT

Cri

would cause a 'depletion zone, especially if reverse
biased. This is shown in Fig. la.
This led Bardeen, Brattain and Shockley of the
Bell Telephone Labs to try the experiment of bringing
another sharp edged conductor in contact with the
base semiconductor slab, as shown in Fig. lb, which
happened to be next to a reverse biased probe. Lo and
behold, the current which was injected by the emitter
probe into the depletion region was swept up by the
collector.
This has given us both the terms we use for the
electrodes (emitter, base and collector) and also the
circuit symbol we use. Point contact transistors were
never much more than museum pieces, but once the
idea had registered, better devices were soon made.

Point contact devices

with a very high purity single crystal slice of silicon.
In the case of an npn transistor, the crystal slice
will contain a carefully controlled proportion of an n type impurity, usually either phosphorus or arsenic,
and a further dose of n -type impurity will then be
diffused into the rear surface too provide an n + layer
for the collector contact.
A thin p -type layer will then be 'epitaxially' (one
sided) grown on to the upper surface. By a process
of masking, etching and vapour phase diffusion, a
series of fairly heavily doped n + patches will be
diffused into this upper face, which after metallising
and slicing up into tiny dies (0.5mm square for a
typical small signal device), will give individual
transistors that look like Fig. 3.
If the collector is biased positively with respect
to the p -type base region the depletion region will
extend all the way through the base layer and because
it is a reverse biased junction, only a very small leakage

SILICA
PASSIVATION

EMITTER

METALLISING

BASE

SLICING POINT

I

CONTACT

Q
N

N.

N.LIQ

1

N+y

p

N

I

N+

N

N

N+

N

{

0.25mm
THICK

COON
LLECTOACTR

0.5-1mm

Fig. 2 Typical construction of modern epitaxial base npb transistor (prior to slicing)
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current will flow.
However, if the emitter

(the only kind through which current can flow), can
be made either wider or narrower by changing the
negative bias applied to the gate.

made negative with
respect to the base, or if the base is made positive with
respect to the emitter (which amounts to the same
thing once the forward voltage exceeds the pn
junction potential barrier) electrons will flow from the
emitter into the base, and nearly all of them will
promptly be swept up by the collector.
With good geometries and careful control of
impurity levels, upwards of 99% of the emitted
electrons will be captured by the collector. Looking
at it another way, less than 1% of the base current will
control 99% of the collector flow. If the base is not
forward biased with regard to the emitter, neither
emitter nor collector current can occur.
The same argument will apply for pnp transistors
if one substitutes the concept of 'holes' for electrons.
The way that the collector changes as a function
of base voltage and collector voltage, for a typical
junction transistor is shown in Fig. 4.
is

This allows the current flow through the device
to be controlled by the gate voltage, in just the same
way as the anode current of a valve can be controlled
by the grid voltage. Also like a valve, the gate electrode
is normally non -conducting, unless it is biased in a

Junction Field Effect Transistors

'forward' direction.
The only minor complication in this device is that
the voltage at the 'drain' electrode will increase the
reverse bias on the gate with respect to the drain, and
make the shape of the depletion zone lop -sided,
increasing in thickness at the drain end Fig. 5.
If more than a few volts is applied to the drain,
the gate depletion regions will tend to increase so that
they 'pinch off' the channel entirely. When this
happens, the voltage drop due to current flow at the
source end of the channel will disappear leaving only
a narrow neck of channel as shown in Fig. 6, and then
electrons will tunnel through this.
Because of the way in which the pinch -off
becomes tighter as the drain voltage is increased, the

just about the simplest
semiconductor device there is. Its action depends
upon the way the depletion zone at a pn junction will
grow wider or narrower as the reverse voltage is
inceased or respectively decreased.
So, if we take a thin slice of n -type silicon,
connect a terminal at either end and diffuse a couple
of p -type (gate) regions on either side of it, as shown
in Fig. 5. The possible channel of non -depleted silicon

drain current remains constant with increasing voltage,
as shown in Fig. 7a. A fairly typical drain current vs
gate voltage characteristic for an n -channel junction
FET is shown in Fig. 7b.
Two final points about junction FETs. Firstly, the
gate region is just a pair of quite normal junction
diodes, they are not prone to damage due to static
electricity any more than any other PN junction. Static
is a problem only with insulated gate type MOSFETs.

In

principle, this

is
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Fig. 4 Junction transistor b/c voltage characteristics

Fig. 3 Section through npn epitaxial base transistor
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Fig. 5 Schematic layout of n -channel junction FET
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Secondly, the capacitance between gate and
drain will be a few picofarads, but rather more between
gate and source because the depletion zone width is
less at this end. Like any other pn junction the
depletion zone, which acts like the insulating dielectric
layer in a capacitor, will vary with voltage
and so
will the capacitance across it. This is a phenomenon
which occurs in all reverse biased p -n junctions and
is exploited in 'varicap' diodes.
Owing to the relatively long and thin conducting
path from source to drain, the conducting resistance
of junction FETs is fairly high. This varies from a few
hundred ohms typically in the 'on' state, to many
megaohms when turned 'off. They can be used as
switches in an audio channel but it is prudent to put
a 'swamping resistance' in series with the source -drain
channel to minimise the possible audio distortion

which could be introduced, shown in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 9 Schematic layout of n -channel MOSFET
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This is the most recent type of transistor and one
which is growing in importance because of its very
high input (gate) impedance, its very good linearity,
and its high operating speed. Ironically, it was also one
of the first types of transistor which the early
experimenters tried to make. They were defeated
because they were unable to produce semiconductor
material of adequate purity, or surfaces adequately
free of contamination.
The way these devices are made, in principle, is
to take a slice of very lightly doped n -type silicon, and
diffuse a couple of p -type zones into it at either end,
to serve as `source' and `drain' connections, shown in
Fig. 9. Normally, the source connector metallising is
extended so that it connects to the substrate as well.
A thin layer of a good insulator, usually either
silica or silicon nitrade, is then formed over the region
between the source and the drain. A further metallised
region (the gate) is applied on top of this insulator.
If the drain is made positive with respect to the
source and substate, no current will flow, because the
drain/substrate connection is a reverse biased p -n
junction. However, if a sufficient positive voltage is
applied to the gate electrode, it will induce a layer of
negative charges (electrons) immediately underneath
the gate electrode and these electrons will move, just
like any other electrons would, towards the drain. So
current will flow.
The very good linearity of this type of device
arises because there is a direct relationship between
the voltage applied to the gate and the amount of
charge induced in the channel between the source
and drain.
They are fast in action because the charge under
the gate insulator will appear instantly the gate voltage
is applied and will disappear again as soon as it is
removed. The only practical problems are that if the
gate insulation is too thick, it will take a lot of applied
voltage to induce electrons in the source -drain
channel, whereas if it is too thin it could easily break
down if the gate voltage is too high
even briefly.
Also, the conducting path between source and
rain is very thin, and consequently its 'on' resistance
is very high indeed. The device has to be designed
so that there are a lot of drain -source channels
connected in parallel.
The sort of gadget shown in Fig. 9 would be
described as an n -channel lateral enhancement
MOSFET. 'n -channel' because the current flow is due
to electrons (n -type carriers), 'lateral' because the
current flow is from side to side across the chip, as
distinct from downwards through the chip as would

-
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be the case in a junction transistor, and 'enhancement'
because the current starts off at zero and increases as

the gate is made more positive.
Finally, the 'MOSFET' term, which has now
become almost universal as the type name for these
devices, is derived from 'metal -oxide -semiconductor
FET', because of the way that the early devices were
made.
If a thin layer of more highly doped (n + ) silicon
is formed as a channel before the gate insulating layer
is grown, this will conduct electricity from source to
drain even without any positive voltage being applied
to the gate. The current can then be turned off by a
negative gate voltage which will repel the negative
charges (free electrons) away from the channel. Such
a device is shown in Fig. 10, and this is called an 'n channel depletion MOSFET'. Comparative drain
current vs gate voltage curves for a normal small -signal
n -channel junction FET, an n -channel depletion
MOSFET, and an n -channel enhancement MOSFET,
are shown in Fig. 11. The junction FET will usually
have the higher slope.
Both junction FETs and MOSFETs can also be
made in `complementary' p -channel versions by
reversing the types of doping. as shown in Figs. 12a
and 12b. However, because of the rather slower
movement of holes compared with the motion of
electrons, they are not quite as fast in operating speed.

Dual Gate MOSFETs
The very good high frequency response of MOSFETs
makes their use as RF amplifiers an attractive

may cause gate breakdown, and the circuit designer
should take care to avoid this possibility.
The big advantage of the 'T-MOS' design is that
it allows both n -channel and p -channel devices to be
made, though the higher voltage one are still more
commonly of the n -channel type. 'T-MOS' transistors
are a bit slower in operating speed than the original
'V-MOS' or 'U-MOS' types because of the time it may
take the current carriers to get through the 'drift' region.
However, they are still a great deal faster than the
best of the junction power transistors, and this shows
in the clarity and transparency of the upper treble
region in audio amplifiers in which they are used, in
comparison with those based on bipolar junction
transistors.

Thyristors And Triacs
devices discussed so far have been essentially
linear amplifying components,. though they can be
used as switches. There is a wide range of useful
components based on the same semiconductor
technology. They are used as fast acting electronic
switches in power control applications.
The first of these to come into widespread use
was the 'silicon controlled rectifier' or SCR as it is most
by
commonly known. It is also called a `thyristor'
analogy with the 'thyratron' valve which operates in
a similar manner.
The SCR is basically a pair of transistors, one
npn, the other pnp, connected as in Fig. 15. Clearly,
if Ql isn't conducting, no current flows from its
collector into Q2 base and so Q2 doesn't conduct
either. No current flows from its collector into Q2 base
All the

0

-

U7

proposition. Unfortunately, the gate/drain

capacitance is much too high, at a few pF, for stability
in RF applications.
A dual gate MOSFET with another gate junction
interposed between source and drain, shown in
Fig. 13, has therefore been introduced. In this, the
gate/drain capacitance is only of the order of 0.02pF.
These MOSFETs are always of 'depletion' type.
In addition to their usefulness as RF amplifiers,
these transistors are very convenient as signal mixers,
or signal switches, for both radio and audio
applications.

SOURCE

Because of their growing use in high quality audio
for which, in my opinion, they beat
amplifiers
the actual
hands down
transistors
junction
construction and characteristics of these transistors has
received quite a lot of attention in recent years, and
I don't propose to add to this.
The only comment I would make here is that
with the growing skills of manufacturers in making
very precise diffusion and etching masks, the 'T-MOS'
type of power MOSFET of the kind shown in Fig. 14,
is becoming much more widely used. Here, the
channel length is controlled as in the standard 'lateral'
MOSFET by the spacings between the surface
diffusion regions. The drain region is placed below the
gate, so that the current flow is in a 'T' shape. Hence
the name 'T-MOS'. The very lightly doped n -region
which separates the gate from the drain proper is
called the `drift' region, and it is essential that the bulk
of the source -drain voltage drop appears across this,
otherwise the gate -drain voltage would exceed the
breakdown voltage of the thin gate insulating layer.
This condition may not be met at very high drain
current levels, because the drift region may contain
secondary carriers due to collisions. So the combination of high drain currents and high drain voltages

-
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Fig. 14 Construction and current flow in
T-MOS (or D-MOS) transistor

and so Q2 doesn't conduct either and no current flows
from its collector into Ql base.
If either transistor should be turned on, however
briefly, then each will drive the other into conduction
and both will then remain 'on' until either the supply
voltage is removed or the base of one or other
transistor is connected to its emitter to bypass its input
drive.
This little circuit makes a very useful 'trip'
mechanism, which can be put together from any
available pnp/npn transistor pair. With normal
transistors the cumulative loop gain will be so high that
it is liable to trip inadvertently, so the resistors Rl and
R2 are needed to tame its 'hair trigger' qualities.
Commercial SCRs are effectively two separate
low -gain transistors merged together into a four -layer
device, in the manner shown in Fig. 16a and 16b. The

Si

GATE,----,
METALLISING

II
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P

DRIFT REGION

Ibl

v

Fig. 15 Simple two -transistor

'thyristor' circuit
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Fig. 16 Evolution of 4 -layer thyristor or SCR

actual construction of the cieyic° k more like that
shown in Fig. 16c.
This is normally non -conducting in both
directions but can be triggered into conduction in its
forward mode if a brief pulse of input current is fed
into its gate. This results in the kind of conduction
curve shown in Fig. 17.
There is an AC version of this, which can be
triggered into conduction in both directions, called a
'triac'. This is just a pair of SCRs joined together as
shown in Fig. 18a and 186,, which results in the
practical structure shown in Fig. 18c. and the type of

17

conduction curve shown in Fig. 19. Triacs are very
useful for light dimming and other forms of AC current
control, but they are not available in quite such high
power versions as SCRs.
Also, because the component `transistors' within
the triac or SCR are driven hard on, a lot of minority
carriers (holes in the n -type region and electrons in
the p -type) are produced, and current flow will not
stop until all of these have recombined. This means
that the high frequency switching performance of both
types of these devices isn't very good
perhaps
15-20kHz at the most.

-
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HART AUDIO KITS
YOUR VALUE FOR MONEY ROUTE TO ULTIMATE HI-FI

HIGH DUALITY REPLACEMENT CASSETTE HEADS

ALPS PRECISION LOW-NOISE STEREO POTS
Just arrived in stock Exciting new range of precision audio pots in values
to cover most quality amplifier applications. All in 2 -gang stereo format.

Yes, you too can afford the very best in real hi-fi equipment by building
a HART kit. With a HART kit you can avoid the hilanous prices and magical

claims of the 'oxygen free grain oriented copper' brigade and the flashy
exterior and mundane interior of the mass market products. With every
HART kit you get the benefit of circuit design by woad leaders in their field,
men of the calibre of John Linsley Hood for instance who has been in the
forefront of audio design for many years. This circuit expertise is harnessed
to realise its full potential by HART engineering standards which have
been famous in the kit field since 1961. The HART approach is simply
to five you the best value in hi-ti by combining the best circuit concepts
with the latest and best components within a unit carefully designed to
bring out your hidden skills as an equipment builder

Units in the HART audio range are carefully designed to form matched
stacks of identially sized cases, in many cases even the control pitches
are also lined up from unit to unit for a cohesive look to your customised
ensemble.
Flagship of our range, and the ideal powerhouse for your ultimate system
is the new AUDIO DESIGN 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIER, described in
the May issue of 'Electronics Today International'. This complete stereo
power amplifier has so many features that your really need our list to
browse through them all. Glossing over its technical merits, which its
pedigree guarantees anyway. it is a power amp with the extra versatility
of a built-in passive input stage giving three switched inputs, volume and
balance controls. Tape or CD players may therefore be directly connected
along with a standard pm -amp output, indeed your system may not need
a pre -amp at all with the well balanced output of competent CD players.

Throw out those noisy ill -matched carbon pots and replace with the real
hi-fi components only used selectively in the very top flight of World class
amplifiers.
Values available are 10K and 100K Log, 100K Lin and 10K Special Balance
(Zero loss in centre position). Our prices are incredibly low for pots of this
quality due to large purchases for our quality kits.
£6.30
_..
_. £7.20
Special Balance, zero crosstalk and zero centre loss £7.80
We are so impressed with these new controls that we will include them
in our new 80 watt power amplifier kits AT NO EXTRA CHARGE until
November 1989.
2

-Gang Lin

2 -Gang Log
2 -Gang

SOLENOID CONTROLLED FRONT LOAD CASSETTE DECK TN3600

The 400 SERIES John Linsley Hood Audiophile Tuner range now
incorporates the very latest updated stereo decoder circuit which can also
be retro -fitted to existing tuners with our 'Tuner Enhancement Package'
Also listed are many exciting new products for the serious audiophile such
as our Gold plated phono and XLR plugs and sockets and ultimate quality
connection leads for CD audio or digital signals.

HS16 Sendust Alloy Stereo Head. High quality head with excellent
frequency response and hyperbolic face for good tape to head contact
£17.86
HC40 NEW RANGE High Beta Permalloy Stereo head. Modern space
save design for easy fitting and lows cost. Suitable for chrome metal and
ferric tapes, truly a universal replacement head for hi-fi decks to car players
and at an incredible price too!
£6.65
HX100 Special Offer Stereo Permalloy Head
£2.86
HRP373 Downstream Monitor Stereo Combination Head
£44.39
H0551 4ltack Record & Play Permalloy Head for auto -reverse car
players or quadraphonic recording
£16.79
H524 Standard Erase Head
£2.59
£12.60
SM166 2/2 AC Erase Head, Standard Mount
£8.70
HS9510 2/4 Stereo DC Erase Head
H0751E 4/4 AC Erase Head, tracks compatible with H0551
£57.06
We can supply card reader heads for OEMs at very keen prices.

REEL TO REEL HEADS
999R 2/4 Record/Play 110mH. Suits Stuart Tape Circuits
998E 2/4 Erase Head 1mH. Universal Mount. Suits Stuart

£13.34
£11.96

TAPE RECORDER CARE PRODUCTS
HART TC1 TEST CASSETTE Our famous triple purpose test cassette.
£5.36
Sets tape azimuth, VU level and tape speed
DEMI Mains Powered Tape Head Demagnetiser. prevents noise on
£4.08
playback due to residual head magnetisation

Send for our new FREE Spring '89 List. It has full information on this new
amplifier as well as details of improvements to other kits in our range.

Our 300 SERIES amplifiers for instance now feature optional phono input
sockets and double size LCR power supply capacitors.

Do your tapes lack treble? A worn head could be the problem. Fitting one
of our replacement heads could restore performance to better than new!
Standard inductances and mounting make fitting easy on nearly all
machines and our TC1 Test Cassette helps you set the azimuth spot on.
As we are the actual importers you get prime parts at lower prices, compare
our prices with other suppliers and see! All our heads are suitable for use
with any Dolby system and are normally available ex stock. We also stock
a wide range of special heads for home construction and industrial users.

High quality (008%W&F) successor to our very popular SF925F. A very
useful high quality cassette mechanism for domestic or industrial use.
Otters all standard facilities plus cue and revue modes all under remote,
logic or software control. The power and control requirements are very
simple with 12V solenoids and 12v Motor with built in speed control. Deck
is supplied as standard fitted with a very nice 10KHz R/P head and a 15mH
erase head.
TN3600 Deck with stereo head
INF340 Full manufacturers data

QUALITY AUDIO KITS

£48.53
£2.90

24hr SALES LINE

(0691) 652894

I

DEM115 Electronic, Cassette type, demagnetiser

£8.81

Our new SPRING' 89 List is FREE. Send for your copy now Overseas
customers welcome, please send 2 IRCs to cover surface post. or 5 for
Airmail.
Please add part cost of carriage and insurance as follows:
£150; Orders over
INLAND: Orders up to £10 f1; Orders f10 to f49
f50
£2.50: Express Courier -£9.
OVERSEAS: Please see the ordering
information with our lists.
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ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
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DEALERS IN SURPLUS ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT,
TEST

EQUIPMENT AMATEUR RADIO
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OSCILLOSCOPE'S
£150

PHILIP'S PM 3232. 10MHZ TRUE DUAL BEAM

COSSOR CDU 150. COMPACT 35MHZ DUAL BEAM SCOPE'S
DELAYED SWEEP. LARGE 8CM x 10CM DISPLAY + Xl AND X10
PROBE KIT IN FRONT COVER. SPECIAL PRICE

e

FULL SERVICE MANUAL £10 EXTRA

£275
£300
£450

x 11CM DISPLAY
TEKTRONIX 466 100MHZ STORAGE SCOPE
TEKTRONIX 475 200MHZ DUAL BEAM SCOPE'S. DELAYED
SWEEP. HIGH SPEC. SPECIAL PRICE

.
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£65
£95
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£500
£150

SYNCHRONISER
RACAL RA17 RECEIVER'S 500KCS TO 30MHZ

ateJQQ\Sre

£ 30
DATONG FL1 AUDIO FILTER'S
RF DUMMY LOAD'S EX MOD. 504 NTYPE CONNECTOR 300
ONLY £ 20
WATT'S CONT' 0 - 250 MHZ
£ 25
BRADLEY ELECTRONIC TESTMETER'S RF TO 1200MHZ
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MARCONI TF995 "EX MOD" VERSION 1.5MHZ to 220MHZ AM
FM CW WITH (LEAD'S 50Q + 750 PAD'S) SPECIAL PRICE
MARCONI TF 2002 10KHZ TO 72MHZ GENERATOR'S
MARCONI TF 2012 UHF GENERATOR 400MHZ TO 520MHZ
MARCONI TF 2008 AMFM IOKHZ TO 510MHZ WITH BUILT IN
SWEEPER HIGH SPEC. WITH RF TEST LEAD KIT
MARCONI TF2015/TF2171 AMFM 10MHZ TO 520MHZ WITH

86 Bishopgate Street
Leeds
LS1 4BB
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SIGNAL GENERATOR'S

ALL PRICES PLUS VAT
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TELEQUIPMENT D755. 50MHZ DUAL BEAM SCOPE'S. SOLID
STATE DELAYED SWEEP (EX MOD VERSION OF D75)
TELEQUIPMENT D83. 50MHZ AS ABOVE BUT HAS LARGE 8CM
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Bare Board
£17.50

(plus postage and VAT)

3,0

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER "SBC-1"

computer doesn't have to look like you'd expect a computer to look.
have to have a keyboard and a screen and floppy disks and

A

It doesn't
SO on.

The SBC-1 has the bare minimum of chips a Z80 computer can have
and still be a computer: A 4MHz Z80A-CPU chip, an EPROM chip (up
to 32K), a static RAM chip (up to 32K) and a pair of 8255A I/O (input
output) chips giving 48 individual lines to waggle up and down. There
are one or two additional "glue" chips included. but these are simple
"74LS" or "HC" parts.
A star feature is that no special or custom chips (ie PALs, ULAs, ASICs
and thus there are no secrets. The Z80A is the fastest
etc) are used
possibly the
and best established of all the 8-bit microprocessors
cheapest too!
Although no serial interface is included, it is easy for a Z80A to waggle
the cost is a few pence
one bit up or down at the appropriate rate
wortt of code in the program: why buy hardware when software will do?
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Please supply photocopies of the
ETI (complete in block capitals):

following articles from

Month

Year

Page (if

known)

Year

Page (if

known)

Year

Page (if

known)

Title

Month
Title

Month
Title

enclose a cheque/postal order made out to ASP Ltd. to
the value of £1.50 per photocopy ordered.
I

I

Applications already identified include: Magnetic Card reader, mini
printer interface, printer buffer, push button keypad, LCD alphanumeric
panel interface, 40 -zone security system, modem interface for auto
sending of security alarms, code converter (eg IBM PC keyboard
codes to regular ASCII), real time clock (with plug in module),
automatic horticultural irrigation controller.
By disabling the on -board Z80A-CPU this card will plug into our
Interak CP/M Plus disk -based development systems, so if you
don't fancy hand -assembling Z80 machine code you don't have to!
The idea is (if you are a manufacturer) you buy just one
development system and then turn out the cheap SBC-1
systems by the hundred. If you are really lazy we can write
the program for you and assemble the SBC-1 cards so
you can get on with manufacturing your product,
leaving all your control problems to us.

Total remittance £

Date

Name

Address

I

Greenbank
For more details write or phone us:
Greenbank Electronics, Dept. (T10E). 460 New Chester Road,
Rock Ferry, Birkenhead, Merseyside L42 2AE. Tel: 051-645 3391.
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Postcode
Send the completed form and your remittance to:

Photocopy Service
Argus House
Boundary Way
Hemel Hempstead
Herts HP2 7ST
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THE GOOD
IC GUIDE
Paul Chappell
announces the ETI
Chip Of The Month
Award and sees what
this power op -amp can
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Fig. 2 The slew rate required to reproduce a sine
wave depends on the amplitude of the wave
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Fig. 3 Large signal frequency response of L165V
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L165V pin connections and spacing

he L165V power op -amp is the IC for this
month. Of all the power op-amps currently
available, the L165V probably represents
the best compromise between price and
performance for a general purpose device.
Its output current capability of ±3A makes it beefy
enough to cope with most situations, and the price
tag of a few pounds means you won't have to re mortgage your house to buy one.
First of all, what's the competition? On the cheap
cheerful side there are devices like the Fairchild
1.A759 with an output current capability of about
±300mA, general specifications similar to a 741 and
a price tag not much smaller than the L165. On the
upmarket side, you could have a National Semicon-

30

ductors LM12 for around £25. This will give you the
means to make an audio amp of hi-fi, though not
super -fi, specifications. Downhill with the wind behind
it. it might touch 150W RMS. What you have to weigh
up is whether you could, by using discrete components, do the same rather cheaper, or do better for
the same outlay. At the moment I'm sure you could,
but the LM12 is relatively new and if it proves popular
in industry the price is bound to fall. Keep an eye on
that one!

The Data
An op -amp needs five connections: two for the power
supply, two for the inputs and one for the output. The
L165 has exactly that, no more and no less. The pin
connections are shown in Fig. 1. The pin spacing,
which you'll want to know for laying out PCBs, is
illustrated in the side view of the IC. Pins 1, 3 and 5
are in a row about 0.15in ahead of pins 2 and 4.
The actual spacing between adjacent pins doesn't
work out to anything sensible in any scale of
measurement that I can discover, but the pins can be
bent just a little without stressing the IC and the hole
spacings shown will work out fine if you're laying out
on a Olin grid. The pins are all bent towards the front
of the IC so that it can be mounted at the edge of the
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Fig. 4b Matchbox Amplifier circuit

Fig. 4a Basic amplifier circuit
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board with the tab bolted to a vertical heatsink
possibly the wall of the case if you're using a metal one.
The first thing you'll find on the data sheet, after
the obligatory 'Hey! Look what this IC (or some
samples of it, anyway) can do!', is a list of absolute
maximum ratings as in Table 1. These aren't intended
as a guide to operating conditions, they're more by
way of warning; exceeding these figures may damage
the IC's health.
To some extent the figures are fairly arbitrary. The
36V rating for absolute maximum supply voltage, for
instance, doesn't mean that at 35.9V everything is
tickety-boo, but at 36.1V the IC smokes. What it does
mean is that at anything over 36V the strain on the
IC's insides rises very rapidly and is likely to cause an
unacceptably high failure rate. Some ICs will fail if you
stick exactly to the 36V. some will still fail if you never
exceed 30V but it will be a darn sight fewer in the later
case. Go up to 40V and you may find that, say, 10%
pop immediately, and a large proportion of the rest
fail within a fairly short time. Some may soldier on for
the usual life of the equipment.
The point is, there isn't really any totally safe level.
It's all a matter of statistics and the reliability level you're
prepared to accept. Having said all that, exceeding
the maximum ratings is asking for trouble and unless
you're prepared to replace a lot of ICs, stay well within
the quoted figures.
The differential voltage rating is, for most
purposes, a technicality. The action of op -amp circuits
is normally to maintain the two inputs at the same
voltage, so unless you're using the IC as a comparator
there's not much chance of the inputs being anything
like 30V apart. It's possible to envisage situations
where this has a chance of occurring: if you were to
feed a very high amplitude signal at a frequency too
high for the feedback circuit to deal with properly, the
inputs just might end up being 30V apart. But you're
not going to do that, are you?
On the next line you see that either input can go
as high as Vs (which means to either supply rail)
without harming the IC. As long as the other input
is within 30V of it, that is.
The next line speaks for itself: if you try to take
more than 31/2A from the IC the internal limiting
comes into operation and begins to remove drive from
the output transistors. The IC has safe operating area
protection, which means that it tries not to allow
conditions which would lead to overstressing of the
IC. Lest this should give you a false sense of security.
let me say now that it's a good safety measure but by
no means certain to keep the IC from harm no matter
what. Under static conditions you can put just about
any load on the IC, even a short circuit, and it should
be OK. But under dynamic conditions it's possible for
a situation to arise that the protection circuit can't cope
bye bye IC.
with

-
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The last two lines give an idea of the maximum
power and temperature the IC can survive. Note that
the 20W figure refers to the dissipation of internally
generated heat, not to how much power it will deliver
if used as, say, an audio amplifier. The 20W figure
could, in fact, be derived from other information: the
absolute maximum junction temperature is 150°C,
the junction case thermal resistance (from Table 2) is
3°C, so for a case temperature of 90° you would
calculate a maximum junction to case temperature
difference of 150°-90°. The thermal resistance figure
tells you that for each 3° temperature difference. 1W
will pass from junction to case, so with a 60°
temperature difference the dissipation will be
60=3=20W. And there you have it.
Table 2 is a different matter. The figures here are
mostly measured at the recommended operating
conditions, so you can take them as a guide to how
to use the IC comfortably within its limits. The first line
is self explanatory: if you use a supply of less than 12V,
FS1

500mA DELAY
T1

L

120

0V

120

N

NOTE:
IC1 = 7815 (or 7818 for absolute max mum power
IC2 = 7915 (or 7918 for absolute max mum power
60V 5A BRIDGE RECTIFIERS
BR1,2

Fig. 5a Power supply for Matchbox amp
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Fig. 5b Pre amplifier and tone control for Matchbox Amp
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Parameter

Test conditions

Vs

Supply voltage

la

Quiescent drain current

lb

Input bias current

Vos

Input offset voltage

los

Input offset current

SR

Slew -Rate

Min

Vs

=±18V

a=10

Output voltage swing

Input resistance (pin

Ge

Voltage gain (open loop)

eN

Input noise voltage

iN

Input noise current

60

mA
pA

±10

mV

±20

±200

nA

Vlµs

=0.3A

27

=3A

24

lo

=0.3A

27

lo

=3A

t=1KHz

Vop

23

Vpp

500

K2

80

dB

2

pV

100

pA

70

dB

60

dB

40

dB

8=10 to 10000Hz

SVR Supply voltage rejection

Ro

Gv=30dB

=220; Voppie=0.5Vrms

G0=10

f ripple =100Hz

Thermal shut -down case

1

±2

lo

100

R910K0

Efficiency

0.2

lo

1)

CMR Common mode rejection

temperature

V

6

f=1kHz

R

Tso

Unit

±

8

f=10kHz

o

Max

40

G,=1
Vo

Typ

±6

G0

=100

f=1kHz

lo

=1.6A; Po=5W

70

%

R1=40

Ip=3A; Po=18W

60

%

Prot

=12W

Plot

=6W

110

130
NOTE: Vs=±15V; Ti= 25°C un ess specified.

Table

1

Absolute maximum ratings for L165V
Parameter

Max

Unit

±18

V

VCE

36

V

VCE

36

V

Vs

Supply voltage

V5 -V4

Upper power transistor

Vi -V3

Lower power transistor

V;

Input voltage

V;

Differential input voltage

±15

V

lo

Peak output current (internally limited)

3.5

A

Plot

Power dissipation at Tom =90°C

Ts19, Ti

Storage and junction temperature

Vs

20

-40 to

W
150

°C

Table 2 Electrical Characteristics of L165V

the IC won't perform too well (it won't stop working
altogether
I've had one operating at 9V with

- -
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Ú E-1
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tolerable results but the results won't be too good).
Usually, the maximum supply voltage in this table is
also the absolute maximum supply voltage. It's more
usual to specify a recommended operating voltage
range and to put the maximum somewhat less than
the absolute maximum to leave a safety margin for
supply spikes and ripples, and so on.
Quiescent drain current comes next. This is just
the current the IC takes to operate its own internal
circuitry when it's not doing any amplifying or
supplying any current to the load. The typical figure
can be ignored: if you reckon up the size of your
heatsink or the capacity of the power supply, or
whatever, on the basis of typical figures, you'll wish
you hadn't when you discover that the devices you've
used are all above the 'typical'.
Now the bias and offset section. Once again,
unless you belong to the groundless optimism school
of design, you can ignore the typical figures. Take the
worst case, assume that the actual IC you've got is as
bad as they come and all your surprises will be nice
ones! The bias current is the current supplied from
outside to bias the input circuitry of the op -amp. In
this device it actually flows out of the terminal. It's
useful to know because you can immediately estimate

the voltage drop across the bias resistors: if you're
using resistors of the order of IMO for instance, they
could drop about 1V each. The significance of the
offset voltages and currents I delved into with the op amps series last year, so go look it up!
Slew rate. This tells you how fast the output
voltage can move if it's really in a hurry. Suppose you
apply a voltage step to the input. In an ideal world
there'd be a corresponding step at the output, but in
a real L165 the output will move at a certain speed
set mainly by the time it takes the output transistors
to get their act together. In the case of a step resulting
in a 10V difference in voltage between input terminals,
the 'typical' slew rate will be 8V per micro -second.
That is, if the output begins by being hard against the
lower supply and has to make it all the way to the
upper supply voltage, it could take 4µs to get there.
Interestingly there are no minimum slew rate figures
specified. I'm not sure whether this is because they are
so embarrassingly low, or whether the production
spreads are so wide that the manufacturers don't want
to commit themselves.
The slew rate has a bearing on the large signal
frequency response. Let's suppose we're trying to
amplify up a 100kHz signal and really wham it out into
the load at maximum voltage. Let's suppose the
headroom is 27V (from the next line down in the table
it would seem to be a reasonble figure). OK, so we're
going to try our darndest to pump out 100kHz at 27V
p -p into the load.
Just take a look at Fig. 2 if you've forgotten what
a sine wave looks like. Where it crosses the axis it's
moving at one helluva rate, and the higher the
frequency, the higher that rate will be. It's a simple
matter to calculate: for a sine wave of amplitude A and
frequency f, the fastest voltage change anywhere on
the wave is 2irfA. In this case, bearing in mind that
the p -p voltage is twice the amplitude, it works out to
be about 8.5V per µs. Assuming that the slew rate is
indeed 8V per µs, it's not quite going to make it.
Now, look at Fig. 2 again. The second sine wave
is at a lower amplitude but still at the same frequency.
And it doesn't shift quite so fast in voltage as it crosses
the axis. So although the L165 can't quite cope with
the 27V 100kHz wave, it may well manage one of the
same frequency but slightly smaller amplitude. In fact,
we should bet about 251/2V maximum at 100kHz,
which is in fact in fairly good agreement with the
published large signal frequency response graph
(Fig. 3), which is quite surprising bearing in mind all
the assumptions I've made! You get the general idea,
though. The large signal frequency response can be
worse than the small signal one, and can vary with the
load too.
I hardly need comment on the input resistance
and open loop again. Noise voltages and currents I've
had my say about quite recently. Which brings us to
the common mode rejection. Ideally an op -amp
should amplify differences in the voltage between the
two inputs. Any voltage common to both should be
ignored. The common mode rejection figure gives an
indication of how well the IC manages it
there will
always be some amplification of common mode
signals, but the less the better. The figure of 70dB is
quite respectable for an op -amp, although only a
typical figure is given (very naughty) and, more
worrying still, there's no indication of the frequency
at which the measurement was made. A lot of lCs can
turn in good figures at low frequency, but they're often
pretty dire at any practical audio -type frequency.
Supply voltage rejection is a similar kind of
animal: if ripple or noise appears on the power lines,
the IC should ignore it. These figures tell you how well
it manages it. Once again, a figure for a single
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Fig. 6a Power oscillator circuit

frequency doesn't tell the whole story: at higher
frequencies the rejection can fall off quite dramatically.
Always decouple (my boy) no matter what those
crafty IC manufacturers may tell you.
The efficiency figure essentially gives you an idea
of how much power you can deliver to the load
without overheating the IC. If it's popping out 18W
at an efficiency of 60%, you can reckon on about two
thirds of this figure (12W) for internal heating and
arrange your heatsink accordingly. It also tells you
how much extra oomph the power supply needs over
and above the power délivered to the load. If the IC
is going to get warm, somebody has to supply the
power to heat it! In the 18W output case, it means you
need a minimum of 30VA available from the supply,
once you've added the extra 12W of heat.
The thermal shutdown temperature is once again
something you need to know for choosing a heatsink.
Let's do a rough calculation for an 18W audio amp.
The IC has to get rid of 12W of heat and since we'd
rather not have the thermal shutdown coming on let's
keep the junction temperature to less than 100°C. At
a junction to case thermal resistance of 3°C per watt,
the case must be kept to 36° below the junction
that is, to not more than 64°. Let's
temperature
assume quite a high ambient temperature (it's been
hot this summer!) of 28°. We need the whole
heatsinking assembly to give a temperature difference
between the IC cases and the surrounding air of not
more than 36°. That is, we want a thermal resistance
for the whole works of not more than 3°C/W.
That rules out any of the small PCB fixing heat
sinks but, even allowing for a mica washer, should be
a doddle for any of the larger heatsinks or a reasonable
thickness of case metal. And we're being rather
cautious anyway, unless you use your amp to
reproduce maximum power sine waves, the heating
will be very much less.

-

Circuits
The basic amplifier circuit, straight from the
manufacturer's data, is shown in Fig. 4a. There's not
much more to it than an ordinary op -amp non inverting amplifier. Rl and R2 are the usual feedback
resistors, Cl and C2 decouple the supply rails at
higher frequencies than the rejection can cope with,
Dl and D2 prevent the output from going beyond the
supply voltage if an inductive load is connected, R3
and C3 serve to make an inductive load look more
resistive and to smooth out impedance changes, and
LS is the loudspeaker. That's all there is to it.
Figure 4b shows a practical version of the same
ETI's Matchbox Amplifier from way back in
circuit
April 1986. With a 32V supply and four ohm speaker,
it will pump out about 20W and makes an excellent

-
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Fig. 6b Motor speed control circuit

bench test amplifier of hi-fi module. And yes, it can
be made to fit in a matchbox if the IC is bent parallel
to the board!
A suitable power supply for the amplifier module
is shown in Fig. 5a. This will allow the full 20W to be
used and will power two modules, but if you're not
interested in going to maximum power just about any
old supply from 12V to 36V (if you want to risk it) will
do. If you use an unregulated supply, bear in mind
when you do your sums that the smaller transformers
will give a substantially higher voltage than you expect
perhaps 15 to 20% higher under lightly loaded
conditions. The output voltage will usually be
specified for full load, and the difference between this
and the lightly loaded voltage will be much greater for
a small transformer than for a large one. Just to
complete the picture, a simple flat response preamplifier is shown in Fig. 5b. Now you've got a
complete audio amplifier. Go for it!
Figures 6a and 6b are both borrowed from the
data book, to give an example of some non -amplifier
applications. There's an oscillator, not much different
from the standard op -amp one that appears again and
again. This one does have the added sophistication
of a duty cycle control, which works by putting a
different resistance in the charge and discharge paths

-
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Cl.

Then there's a motor speed controller. The idea
that RV1 provides a voltage to the inverting input
of the IC which slams the output against one or other
of the supply rails. The motor then accelerates smartly,
or shudders to a halt and zips back the other way
depending on what it was doing previously and carries
on accelerating until the tacho output cancels out the
RV1 voltage and everything settles down to a nice,
steady speed. Or so goes the theory. It looks to me
like one of those circuits that works fine on the bench
and oscillates like crazy if you try to do anything useful
with it. Do remember to connect the tacho the right
way around or the motor will go screaming off into
ultrasound!
Although the L165 has been around for some
time, there still doesn't seem to be that many
enthusiast suppliers willing to supply it. To make things
easy we've arranged a little deal with Specialist
Semiconductors: they will supply the IC, with a data
sheet too, at £2.90, which includes postage and VAT.
Their normal all -in price for the IC is £5.40, so this
sounds like a bargain to me! A complete parts set for
the Matchbox Amp module is available from the same
source at £8.40 inclusive. Orders to: Colette Marshall,
is

Specialist Semiconductors, Founders House,
Redbrook, Monmouth, Gwent NP5 4LU. Tel: (0600)
3715.
Maplin do the L165 as well at a catalogue price
of £3.10. Tel: (0702) 554161.
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THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
BARGAINS GALORE
NEW 51/4 inch from £29.95!

SPECIAL PURCHASE
V22 1200 baud modems

POWER SUPPLIES

All PSUs 220-240vac Input and are BRAND NEW unless
stated. Many types ranging from 3v to 10kv always In stock.
Byte 80301 Suris @ 1.6a. 12vdc @ 1.5a.Perfect for disk drives;
Massive purchases of standard 51/4' drives enables us to with Molex sockets.Very attractveiy cased.11lum. sw. £19.50(B)
present prime product at Industry beating low prices) All units Greendale 19ABOE 60 watts switch mode.+5v @ 6a,112v @
(unless stated) are removed from often brand new equipment a,i 15v @ a. RF E and fully tested.1 x 20 x5.5cros. £24.95(C)
and are fully tested,allgned and shipped to you with a 90 day Convey AC130. 130 watt hl -grade VDE spec.Switch mode.+5v
guarantee and operate from +5 & +12vdc, are of standard size @ 15a, -5v @ a,il2v @ 6a.27 o 12.5 x 6.Scros
£49.95(C)
and accept the standard 34 way connector.
Boahert 13090.Switch mode.fdeal for drives 8 system. +5v@
SHUGART SA405. BRAND NEW
£29.95(B) 6a, +12v @ 2.5a, -12v @ 0.5a, -5v @ 0.5a.
£29.95(B)
TANDON TM100.2A IBM compatible DS
£39.95(8)
Famed G6/40A. Switch mode. 5v @ 40a.Encased £95.00(C)
TANDON TM101-4 80 Track DS
£49.95(B)
£55.00(C)
£75.00)B) Famed G24/5S. As above but 24v @ 5a.
CANON,TEC etc.DS half height.State 40 or 80T
TEAC FD-55-F.40-80 DS half height. BRAND NEW £99.00(B)
SPECIAL EXPERIMENTERS PSU's
Built to BT's rigorous standards.We have no data so units are
31/42 INCH BRAND NEW AT £19.95!!
supplied for experimentation. EPSU1:+5v 2a, -12v 1a,+24v
Never before seen price fora 312' drive. Standard size believed la,+5v fully floating Soma. EPSU2:+5v 6a,+12v 1a, -12v 0.5a &
mint condition' 40 5 others.30-7ovdc Input.Parts alone valuel
to be by Canon. Brand new and packaged
track SS, run from +5 & +12vdc with standard power connecEPSU1
£16.95(c) EPSU2
£9.95(C)
tor Only
£19-95 or 2 for £34.50(B)
!

We got a tremendous buy on further stocks of this popular
Master Systems 2/12 microprocessor controlled V22 full duplex
1200 baud modem we can now bring them to you at half last
advertised price! Fully BT approved unit, provides standard
V22 high speed data Comm, which at 120 cps, can save your
phone bill and connect time by a staggering 75%1 Ultra slim 45
mm high. Full featured with LED status indicators and remote
error diagnostics. Sync or Async use; speech or data switching;
built In 240v mains supply and 2 wire connection to BT. Units
are In used but good condition. Fully tested prior despatch, with
data and a full 90 day guarantee. What more can you ask for and at this pricell
ONLY £69 (D)
-

MONITORS
COLOUR MONITORS

1

1

-

Decca 16" 80 series budget range colour monitors. Features
include PIL tube, an attractive teak style case and guaranteed
80 column resolution, features which are only normally seen on
colour monitors costing 3 times our price) ft Is absolutely ready
to connect to a host of computer or video outputs. Manufacturers
fully tested surplus, sold In little or hardly used condition with 90
day lull RTB guarantee.
Decca 80 RGB TTL and sync Input for BBC and similar type
Interface etc.
Decca 80 COMPO 75 ohm composite video input with Integral
audio amp 8 speaker. Ideal for use with video recorder or our
Telebox ST, or any other audio visual use.

CHOOSE YOUR 8 INCH!
Shugart 800/801 SS refurbished & tested
Shugart 851 double sided refurbished 8 tested
Mitsubishi M2%4-63 double sided swltchable

£125.00(E)
£195.00(E)

hard or soft sectors- BRAND NEW

£250.00)E(

20",22" and 26" AV SPECIALS

Iva teak style case. Perfect for Schools,Shops,Disco, Clubs.
In EXCELLENT little used condition with full 90 day guarantee.

20"....£155 22"....£170 26"....£185
MONOCHROME MONITORS

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL!

ONLY

[ EACH
£69.00

31nirch

AC. 112" thick
AC ETRI slimline.Only 1' thick.
AC 110/240v 112" thick.
AC 112' thick
Round.312 thick. Rotron 110v
DC 1' thick. No.812 for 6/12v.814 24v
DC 12v. 19 mm thick.
DC 12v. 12e 112' thick
DC 24v 8w. 1' thick.

RECHARGEABLE

-

SPECIAL OFFER!

IBM KEYBOARD DEAL
A replacement or backup keyboard for IBM PC, PC -XT or
PC -AT, all In onel It has a switch on the rear to convert betwen
models) LED indicators for Caps,Scroll & Num Locks. Standard
10 function keys plus 56 on the main bank and 19 on the keypad,
85 In all. Made by NCR for the English 8 US markets. Absolutely
standard. Brand new & boxed with manual and key template for
user slogans on the function keys. Attractive beige,grey and
cream finish, with the usual retractable legs underneath. A
generous length of curly cord, terminating in the standard 5 pin
DIN plug A beautiful clean piece of manufacturers surplus. What
a deal' BRAND NEW AND BOXED ONLY.....
£59 (B)

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
TATUNG PC2000. Big brother of the famous Einstein. The
TPC2000 Professional 3 piece system comprises: Quality high
resolution Green 12' monitor. Sculptured 92 key keyboard and
plinth unit containing Z80A CPU and all control circuits. PLUS 2
Integral TEAC 5.25 80 track double sided disk drives. Generous
other features include dual 8' IBM format disk drive support.
Serial and parallel outputs. full expansion port, 64K ram and
ready to run software. Supplied complete with CM, Wordstar
and Basic. Brand new and covered by our famous 90 day
guarantee and backup. Normal price of this unit is over £14001
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Parcels contain almost any type of boards including ICs,
memory, logic, passives and vast assortments of paesi
10 bawd parcel....£7.50(B) 20 board parcel...£13.95(C)

WRITE FOR ITEMS YOU
DON'T SEE, OUR SHOP AND
WAREHOUSE ARE FULL TO
BURSTING!

(E)

THE AMAZING TELEBOX!

Converts your colour monitor into

(E)

a

QUALITY COLOUR TV!!

£ 8.50(B)
£ 9.95(B)

£10.95(B)
white compact chassis measur- 4 inch
£ 9.95(B)
ing only 11.6H x 12W x 22D. Ideal for CCTV or computer 41nch
£10.95(B)
Inch
10
applications. Accepts standard composite or Individual H & V
£15.95(A)
syncs. Needs 12vdc at only 0.8a. Some units may have minor 62 mm
£10.95(A)
92
mm
screen blemishes. Fully tested with 30 day guarantee and full
£1250(B)
£29.00(C) 4 Inch
data.
£14.50(B)
4
Fully cased as above in attractive moulded desk standing Inch
239.00)C)
swivel. Dim 12 x 14.5 x 26cm.
BATTERIES
JVC 751 ultra compact chassis monitor for 12vdc 0.7a. Dim 111
x 14 x 18cm. Simple DIY data included to convert to composite
LEAD ACID
£65.00(B)
video input .Full data. BRAND NEW
Maintenance free sealed long life, all type A300.
20" Black & white monitors by Aztek, Cotron & National. All 12 volts
£13.95(A)
12 volts 3 amp/hcurs
solid state, fully cased monitors ideal for all types of AV or CCTV 6 volts
£ 9.95(A)
6 volts3 amp/hours
applications. Standard composite video inputs with integral 606 volts Centre tapped 1.8 amp hours
£ 5.95(A)
audio amp and speaker. Sold in good used condition fully tested 12 volts
£29.00(B)
12 volts 24 amp hours. A200. RFE.
í85.00(F)
with 90 day guarantee.

N

(E)

Its stock taking time once more so we have made up a lot of our
famous bargain parcels again) These parcels represent the best
value for money available and the greatest bargains of the
century - a mai thrill to open them up when you find that you
have bought equipment and components (mostly brand new)
for well under a third of our normal low pricelli
Mix of general electronic parts & equipment:
5klos weight for.... £8.95(B) 20 klos weight for __ 722.50(D)

version for £79 or Green for

(F)

&

He*

ONLY £799.00

BARGAIN PARTS & BOARDS PACKS

Very high resolution,tuliy cased,14' green or amber screen =new with'.
non -glare screen & swivelrtitt base. The very latest technology at the very lowest price! Fay compatible PC type input to plug direct to HERCULES care
outputs,enabling superb grrphias and resolution at give away prices!! The many
features include aux +58r 12v DC output's to power at least 2 disk drives
or other equipment. Supplied BRAND NEW & Boxed. Amber screen/

WRITE FOR OUR EIGHT
WEEKLY BARGAIN SHEET &
GET ON OUR MAILING LIST FREE!

£299

FLASH!

Boards Parcels for parta recovery:

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL all solid state colour
monitors,compiete with composite video & sound inputs.Attraji

Our Price ...only

+

Lowest ever priced 8 mhz PC -AT 286 clone with 20 mb hard
disk and one 5.25' 360k floppy. Complete with a regular type
keyboard and very hi -res 14" mono green screen monitor and
Hercules graphic card. Guaranteed for 90 daysl

SPECIAL OFFERS!!

Dual 8" drives with 2 megabyte capacity housed in a smart case
with built in power supply)
Onlyy £499.00 (F)
Ideal as exterior drives)
Any type only £99.00 (E)
End of line purchase scoopl Brand new NEC D2246 8" 85
of hard dish storagel Full CPU control and industry
HI-DEFINITION COLOUR MONITORS megabyte
standard SMD Interface. Ultra hi speed transfer and access time
Brand new Centronic 14' monitor for IBM PC and compatibles leaves the good old ST506 interface standing. In mint condition
at a lower than ever price! Completely CGA equivalent. Hl -res and comes complete with manual. Only ........................£399(E)
Mlsubushi 0.42 dot pitch giving 669 x 507 pixels. Big 28 Mhz
bandwidth. A super monitor in attractive style moulded case.Full
COOLING FANS
Only
£149 (E)
90 day guarantee.
Please specify 110 or 240 volta for AC fans.

Motorola M1000.1005"black

1

1

TV SOUND

rs.®ox2

&

-t s

t>ss»'s»:

VIDEO

TUNER!

Brand new high quality, fully cased, 7 channel UHF PAL TV tuner
system. Unit simply connects to your TV aerial socket and colou
video monitor turning same into a fabulous colour TV. Dont worry
if your monitor does'nt have sound, the TELEBOX even has an
integral audio amp for driving a speaker plus an auxiliary output
for Headphones or Hi R system etc. Many other features: LED
Status indicator, Smart moulded case, Mains powered. Built to
BS safety specs. Many other uses for TV sound or video etc.
Supplied BRAND NEW with full year guarantee.
Telebox ST for composite video input monitors....._.. 629.95(B)
Telebox STL as ST but with integral speaker
£34.95(B)
Telebox RGB for analogue RGB monitors
£59.95(B)
NOT suitable for IBM done type colour monitors.
1

100 amp/hours at 6 vott! Brand new Chloride Powersafe
3VB11. Leakproof with additional snap-on security lid. Perfect
for unlnterruptable power supplies, portable power source, Epson MX-80 F/T One of the most popular printers aroundl
£39 (E) Bi-directional printing with full logic seeking. 9 x 9 dot matrix for
caravans etc. Normally costs £801
enlarged,bold,condensed etc. Standard parallel Interlace. Brand
NICKEL CADMIUM
Duality 12v 4ah cell pack. Originally made for the Technicololor label removed from front. Handles tractor,fanfold and individual
Paler. OK with IBM PC and most others. A tremendous buyl
nlcad
cells
in
a
Contains
10
GE
top
quality
D
video company.
£129.00 (E)
smart robust case with a DC output connector. Ideal for portable
Hazeltine Esprint small desktop.100 cps with RS232 and
619.95(B)
equipment. Brardrew.
Ex -equipment NICAD cells by GE. Removed from equipment standard parallel. Full pin addressable and 6 user selectable
£149.00(E)
4 for £5(B) fonts. Up to 9.5" paper. Sheet 8 tractor feed.
and In good, used condition: D size 4ah
6 for 68(B) Centronics 150 series. Always known for their retiabilty in conF size 7ah
tinuous use real workhorses in any environment. Fast 150 cps
SPECIAL INTEREST
with 4 fonts and choice of Interfaces.
£155.00(E(
Racal-Redac real time colour drafting PCB layout system. In. 150 -SN up to 9.5" paper
£199.00(E)
dudes furniture and huge monitor.Complete ready to got £3950 150 -SW up to 14.5" paper
DEC VAX11/750 Inc. 2 Meg Ram DZ and full documentation, in
Specify whether serial or parallel required
£3900
brand new condition)
FOR THE MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
£ 650
plotter
Large
INCLUDING DAISY WHEELS.
£ 300
Tektronix M529 Waveform Monitor
£ 950
1.5kw115v 60hz power source.
Visit our Shop - Technical help always on hand
Wayne Kerr RA200 audio real time Ireq.res.analyser. £3000
£3750
VG Electronics 1033 Teletext Bridge
plus many un -advertised specials. You can buy a
£ 875
Tektronica R140 NTSC TV test signal standard.
colour television for as little as £29! Come and
£1500
Versatele V80 Printer plotter
Join the gang at 215 Whitehorse Lane!
£ 150
DEC LS11/02 CPU board

BRAND NEW PRINTERS

-

CalcompCALL

MAIL ORDER/OFFICES
Open Mon-Fr19.30-5.30
32 BIggln Way,
Upper Norwood,
London SE19 3XF.

LONDON SHOP
100's of bargains for

callers!
Open Mon-Sat 9-5.30
215 Whitehorse Lane,
South Norwood,

DISTEL iS The Original
Free dial -up database!
1000's of Items+lnfo On Lina
300bd01-679-1888,1200/75
01-679-6183,1200/1200
01-679-8769

ALL ENQUIRIES

01-679-4414
Fax-01-679-1927

Telex 894502

Visa

UK Mainland. UK customers ADD 15% VAT to total order amount. Minimum order £10 PO orden: from Gveemmerf,Universities,Sctools a Local Authorities
welcome-minimum account order £25 Carriage charges (A)-£1.50. (a)r£3.50. (C)..£6.50. (0).£9 .50. (Ei O2.50 (F)=£15. (G) -Cali All goods supplied subject to or.
standard Condtions of Sale and Ness otherwise stated guaranteed for 90 days. All guarantees given on a return to base basis We reserve the right to change prices &
specifications without prior notice. Orders accepted subject to dockoietations willingly given br higher quantities than those stated.
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ETI

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

PCB

TELEPHONE
ORDERS
may be made on

SERVICE

ACCESS or VISA

October

Price

Price
code

(inc.
VAT)

£1.80
£2.50
£3.25
£4.00
£4.75
£5.50
£6.62
£7.20
£8.80
£ 10.60
£13.10
£15.80
£17.90
£21.80
£23.90
£25.90
£29.00
£32.20
£35.80
£37.90
£40.70

C

D

H

E8910-1 Multimeter
E8910-2 MIDI Mapper

(0442)
66551

E
F

M

G

PCBs for the remaining projects are available from the companies listed

in

H

Buylines.

J
K
L
M
N

Use the form or a photocopy for your order. Please fill out all parts of the form, Make sure you use the board reference
numbers. This not only identifies the board but also tells you when the project was published. The first two numbers
are the year. the next two are the month.
Terms are strictly payment with order. We cannot accept official orders but we can supply a proforma invoice
if required. Such orders will not be processed until paymert is received.

O

P
E8807-6
E8808-1
E8808-2
E8808-3
E8808-4
E8809-1
E8809-2
E8809-3

Breath Rate Display Board
Breath Rate Main Board
Breath Rate Switch Board

Telephone Recorder
Analogue Computer Main Board (2 bds)
Spectrum EPROM Emulator
Frequency Meter (2 bds)
Travellers' Aerial Amp
E8810-1 Gerrada Marweh Bikebell
E8810-2 Peak Programme Meter (2bds)
E8810-4 TV-to-RGB Converter
E8810-5 Electron RGB Buffer
E8811-1 NiCd Charger
E8811-2 Chronoscope (3 bds)
E8811-3 Digital Transistor Tester
E8812-1 Doppler Speed Gun (2 bds)
E8812-2 Small Fry Mini Amp
E8812-3 Thermostat
E8812-4 Burglar Buster Free PCB
E8812-5 Burglar Buster Power/relay Board
E8812-6 Burglar Buster Alarm Board
E8812-7 Burglar Buster Bleeper Board
E8901-1 EPROM Programmer mother board
E8901-2 Variat-lon updated Main Board
E8901-3 Variat-lon Emitter Board
E8901-4 In -car Power Supply
E8901-5 Granny's Hearing Booster
E8902-1 Compressor/Limiter/Gate
E8902-2 Ultrasonic Horn
E8902-3 Stepper Motor Driver Board
E8902-4 Quest -Ion (2bds)
E8903-1 Intelligent Plotter Solenoid Board
E8903-2 MIDI Programmer
E8903-3 Balanced Disc Input Stage
E8903-4 Digitally Tuned Radio
E8904-1 Camera Trigger
E8904-3 Intelligent Plotter Main Board
E8904-4 Kinetotie Tie Board
E8904-5 Kinetotie Control Board
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner
E8905-2 Camera Trigger Ultrasonics (2 boards)
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards)
E8906-1 PC edge connector
E8906-2 MIDI converter CPU
E8906-3 MIDI converter keyboard
E8906-4 MIDI converter control
E8906-5 AF signal generator
E8906-6 Mini bleeper
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller
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F

H
C
D
M
M
P

E
E
N
E
C
E
P

E8907-1
E8907-2
E8907-3
E8907-4
E8907-5
E8908-1
E8908-2
E8908-3
E8908-4
E8909-1
E8909-2
E8909-3
E8909-4
E8909-5

MIDI Patch Bay

G

Priority Quiz Switch
Camera Trigger Infra -reds (2 boards)
Aerial Amplifier main board
Aerial Amplifier power supply
Intercom master station
Intercom slave station
Intercom power mixer
Digital joystick -to -mouse conversion
Twin Loop Metal Locator
Trembler movement detector
Field power supply (spec 3)
Micro monitors active filter
Chronoscope auto -reset

E

Q
R

G

S

E
E

L

T
U
V

F

W

E
H

X

H
D
C
F

C

G
K
D
E
D
E

1

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS' SERVICES,

ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY,
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

C
C
M

Please supply:
Quantity
Ref. no.

H

Price Code

Price

Total Price

E

C
E
L
D

L
K
H
L

Post and packing

£0.75

Total enclosed

£

F

G
E

O
N
E
H

F
H
F
N
N
M

G
C
G

Please send my PCBs to:

(BLACK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name
Address

Postcode
CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.
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LESS LOGIC
Andy French takes his
NAND is his hand and
NORs his way through
to the simplest
solutions

Combinational logic is the wonderful
world of AND, NAND, OR and NOR
where Boolean algebra is king.
Whereas sequential logic produces
outputs that are a function of time,
combinational logic outputs are purely a function of
the input values and change immediately the inputs
change. If you get up to enormous speeds, things get
tougher as gate propagation delays get involved, but
otherwise things are eminently easy to handle.
As a result of its relative simplicity, most
enthusiasts adopt an 'intuitive' attitude to design,
building up gate by gate. The outcome of such cobbling will rarely be the optimum or cheapest solution
to a problem. Here we will look at the techniques that
can check a circuit's operation and minimise the number of gates used.

Boolean Algebra
Don't worry! Boolean algebra is really no more difficult
than ordinary arithmetic, although as with ordinary
arithmetic there are a few symbols to be learned first
four of them to be exact.
These symbols are best described in terms of the
logic gates that they represent, as shown in Fig. 1.
There is nothing magical about the symbols used, they
are just a convenient form of logical shorthand.
In a digital logic system there are only two valid
states, high or low voltage. We choose to represent
these two states with a 1 or a 0 respectively.
Now looking at the truth tables of Fig. 1 you will
see that there are columns on either side of a vertical
dividing line. Those on the left represent the input
information and those on the right the outputs. So for
the OR gate you will see that the output is low when
both inputs are low, and high when either input A or
B is high. The OR function is exactly the same as the
ordinary English language or, and is sometimes called
inclusive' OR.

-

often used as a comparator to test if two inputs are the
same.
Boolean expressions can represent only one of
two values
TRUE or FALSE
so don't confuse
the symbols with those used in ordinary arithmetic.
It is convenient to write the Boolean values as 1 or 0,
representing logic high (true) and logic low (false)
respectively, giving the familiar truth tables of Fig.1.
Using our Boolean signs with variables A, B and so
on, we can write equations to represent digital logic
systems.
For example, the circuit of Fig.2 can be described
by the equation:

-

-

Q=AB+CD.

Note that it is common to omit the AND dot, just
multiplication dot is often omitted from ordinary
arithmetic. Note also that the Boolean operators have
a strict order of priority, so all NOT functions should
be interpreted first, followed by AND and finally OR
and XOR (equal priority).
So, is AB+C the same as A. (B+C)? No it isn't.
If in doubt, use brackets
purists may raise their
noses but at least your equations will be correct.
as the

-

B

c

Fig.2 Simple logic circuit

It's The Law
So we can now express logic systems in terms of
Boolean equations. This is where the clever bits come
in. Using the list of laws in Table 1, equations can be
reduced to use less Boolean signs (which implies less
gates, less space, lower power consumption, less cost
and so on).
It should be noted that the laws are not all
independent
some are implied by or may be
derived from others. The laws in the right column are
said to be the 'duals' of those on the left and may be
obtained by replacing 1 with 0, 0 with 1 and + with ..

-

Communication Law A+B=B+A
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0a

Fig.1 Logic gates

o

1

1

o

- their symbols and truth tables

The other type of OR is the 'exclusive' OR, often
abbreviated to XOR. With this, the output is high when
either input goes high but you exclude the case where
they are both high. Because of this, the XOR gate is

A.B=B.A
A.1=A

Idempotency Law

A+0=A
A+A=A

Inverse Law

A+A=1

A.Á=O

Universal Bounds

A+1=1

A.0=0

Associative Law

A+(B+C1=IA+BI+C

AIB.C1=(A.BIC

Absorption Law

A+(A+BI=A

AIA.BI=A

Distributive Law

A+1B+C1=IA+BI+IA+CI AIB.C1=(A.BI.IA.CI

De Morgan's Law

(A(A+BI=Á.B

Involution Law

A=?,

Negation Law

0=1

Identity Law

Table

1

A.A=A

(A.BI=Á+B
1=0

Boolean laws

Most of the laws are quite obvious and easy to
prove. De Morgan's law is less so but is a very useful
law to know and it is worth working through the truth
tables as shown in Fig.3.
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INPUT
A

B

0 0
0 1
1
0
1

1

A B

A+B

A.

0

1

1

1

1

0

0
0
0

0 1
0 0

1

0
0
0

1
1

1

INPUT
A B

A

B

A+B

0 0
0 1
1
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0 1
0 0

1

0
0
0

0

1

1

1

A+B

A.B

A.B
1
1
1

0

Fig.3 Truth table proof of de Morgan's law

The best way to become familiar with these laws
and manipulating Boolean algebra is to practise. A
sound understanding here will help you understand
what is going on later.
Try following my example simplification in Table
2. If you think you can understand how I obtained the
result, then try covering up my working and deriving
for yourself.
As you can see, the end result is far less complex,
and is in fact just the exclusive OR function. You can
prove it by drawing the truth table.
it

Now that you've got your nice two dimensional
map, you should think of it as a three dimensional
surface! All this really means is that the right most
column should be thought of as being next to the left
most column. Likewise, the top row is next to the
bottom row. This 'edgewise adjacency' is important to

remember.
Now groups of cells can begin to be made into
clusters. Where ever there is a group of is together.
they should be circled in groups of one, two. four or
eight (powers of two). The idea is to circle all of the
ones into the largest groups possible. The example in
Fig.5 should clarify this.
The actual minimisation has now been performed and all that remains is to form the resultant
Boolean equation for the Karnaugh map. Each of the
groups of circled ones can be represented as an AND
term, which are ORed together to give the function.
In the four variable examples of Fig.5, the circled
group in the top row has the variable values B=1,
C=0, D = 0, and A can be either. The AND term for
this group is therefore BCD.
Q =

AB.A AB.B

By de Morgan's Law

Q =

ÁB.A + AB.B

Now expand the brackets

Q=AA+AB+AB+88

B

THREE VARIABLES

FOUR VARIABLES
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n

.

redundantterms using

Q=AB+AB

Table 2 Example of de Morgans calculations.

Boolean algebra is fine for proving the validity of a
solution system but it is not very practical as a method
of reducing logic systems. For a start, as the number
of variables (inputs) increases, it becomes more and
more likely that that an error will be made. Also, how
do we know when we have got the simplest solution
and can stop seeking further reductions?
Karnaugh mapping is an ingenious technique
which takes the hard work (and algebra!) out of
simplification. The Karnaugh map is a pictorial
representation of the Boolean equation, similar to a
truth table. The empty grids for two, three or four
variables are shown in Fig.4.
For each square or `cell' of the map, the required
result with that particular set of inputs is inserted. This
is made easier if a truth table is drawn first. (Beware
of transposing the inputs when you fill in the map, a
common error with disastrous consequences!).

TWO VARIABLES

Gm]

And finally cancelling the
the Inverse Law gives

Getting On The Map

0

Fig.4 Empty
Karnaugh Map
grids

AB
00

CD

01

11

10

00
01

11

10

onoo
ouoo

oOC

Q = BCD + ABD + BCD
Fig.5 Demonstration of Karnaugh grouping

In some applications, 'don't care' values occur
where the circuit specifications dictate that either a
particular set of input values cannot occur, or the
output state is irrelevant. An example of this is a BCD
to 7 -segment display decoder. Input values above
nine are illegal and so the output is meaningless.
When 'don't care' values arise, a 'd' is initially inserted
into the appropriate cell of the Karnaugh map. As the
is are grouped, it will become desirable to change this
to either a one or a zero, whichever produces the least
number of groups.
Also it sometimes happens that there are many
more ones than zeros in a Karnaugh map. If the zeros
are then grouped instead of the ones, the resulting
function will often be much simpler. Because the zeros
are grouped, the resulting function will be the
complement of the required function. An inverter will
be required at the output to obtain the valid function.
It is advisable, initially at least, to draw a truth
table of the simplified function and compare it with
the original to check the validity. A few moments
longer with pencil and paper can save hours with a
logic probe. Finally, note that the Karnaugh mapping
technique minimises the number of gates used in a
design, but that gates are usually packaged with
several others on a single chip. Therefore, unless
designing custom chips, the resulting design may
leave redundant gates. These gates can be put to good
use in reducing the chip count as we will see later.
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The Quine-McCluskey Method
The Karnaugh map is a simple and powerful method
of reduction which should be adequate for the needs
of most hobbyists. However, as the number of input
variables increases the size of the Karnaugh map
increases rapidly making the chances of errors
occurring also increase. For those of you planning to
build your own microprocessors from discrete TTL,
there is another method.
The Quine-McCluskey method is a tabular
technique based upon the inverse laws. It is
methodical, but tedious and error prone and so makes
ideal computer fodder. Describing the process is, as
with many things in life, more difficult than actually
performing it, but once understood you will have a
very powerful design tool so here we go..
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0
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0111

0

1000

1

1101

1001

0

1010

d

1110 -110
1111 1-10V
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d

1100

d

1101

d

1110
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d

11--

31011 -101

4

N

110-V

0110
BCD
CO

Idl

11-0
1-11
11-1

Fig.7 Reducing the prime implicants

111-V

First of all, draw up a truth table for the function
you wish to simplify. Pick out all of the input
combinations that result in either a 1 or a don't care
at the output and sort them into groups according to
the number of is they contain. Write these in a vertical
list such that any combinations with no is go into
group zero, those with one 1 go into group one and
so on. Each group should be labelled and separated
from each other by horizontal dividing lines as in Fig.6.
Don't worry if any group has no entries
just leave
it blank.
Now for every entry in each group compare it
with all of the entries in the group immediately below.
If any pair of entries differ by just one digit then they
are combinable. The terms are combined by replacing
the differing digit by a dash, so that 0010 and 0110
would be combined as 0-10.
A new column is made for the combined terms,
again in groups according to the number of ones. As
the two terms are combined a tick is made next to their
entries in the original list. If two identical entries arise
in the new column then one of them may be crossed
out.
In a similar way the second column entries are
now compared with each other, but remember that
the dashes must be in the same place if the entries are
to be combinable. Make a third column of combined
entries and tick those that were combined.
Continue this procedure creating new columns

-

LJ

BC

CD

0011 0-10V
0101 10-0V 1--0
0110 1-00 1-1-

Q=BCD+BCD+BCD+BCD+BD+BC+CD+AD
+AC+AB
Fig.6 Tabular example of the Quine-McClusky
method

U

'BD

until either only one group exists in a column or none
of the terms are combinable. Now for all of the entries
that have not been ticked a Boolean term must be
formed. This is done in much the same way as it is
with the Karnaugh map, but a dash means the term
is missing. 01-0 would therefore become 7035.
The Boolean expressions so obtained are called
prime implicants and some may be redundant terms.
To obtain the fully minimised 'irredundant polynomial'
we use diagrams known as prime implicant tables
which enable us to find and eliminate the redundant
terms.
These tables (see Fig. 7) are square grids with a
horizontal line for each of the prime implicants and
a vertical line for each input combination that is
required to generate a 1 at the output (taken from the
do not include the 'don't care'
original truth table
combinations).
Go through the table row by row and at each
intersection of a row and column, check if the input
combination is covered by the associated horizontal
Boolean term. If it is, then mark the intersection with

-

a cross (Fig. 7a).

The bottom two rows have no crosses, so we can
delete them as redundant.
Now select a column with just one cross (if there
aren't any then move on to the next stage). The prime
implicant associated with that cross is said to be
essential and will appear in the final minimised
irredundant polynominal, so mark it with an asterisk.
You can delete the column with the cross (Fig.
7b) plus any other columns that have a cross in the
row belonging to that essential prime implicant (there
are none of these in our example).
Repeat this procedure for any other columns
with a single cross. It is not necessary to redraw at
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every alteration unless you feel the table is too messy
for reliable interpretation.
The next stage is to take the row with the most
crosses, mark this with an asterisk as an essential, and
delete all the columns implicated by the crosses (all
these input combinations are covered by this binary

expression).
Note in our example we could have picked
several rows
it doesn't matter. As a rule pick the
simplest Boolean expression first. Note also that
picking BD leads to the deletion of the left and
right columns. This leaves two rows without any
crosses
BCD and AD. These rows can also be
dumped, leading to Fig. 7c.
Here we repeat the procedure, picking this time
BC, taking out the left two columns, emptying the top
row also, giving Fig. 7d. We choose the simpler term
and empty the table, completing the analysis.
Collecting up the prime implicants we have
asterisked as essential gives us the simplified result:
Q=BCD+BD+BC+ CD.
Checking this with a truth table proves that the
result is correct.
Having explained the process it is worth
mentioning the property of domination, particularly
useful if you intend to program a computer with
limited memory to perform the process. A row is said
to be dominated by another if all of its crosses are
duplicated in another single row. Likewise, a column
is said to be dominated if all of its crosses are
duplicated in another single column. If a row or
column is dominated then it may be crossed out
immediately. This can reduce computer array sizes,
making computation much faster.

-

-

rO

the resulting Boolean expression. Next, redraw it
replacing all of the AND and OR gates with their
NAND equivalents. Wherever two inverters are
immediately in series they may be cancelled.
Redrawing again omitting the cancelled gates will give
the final circuit.

Doing It Discretely
Other tricks can also reduce the number of packages.
These days most people leap to ICs when it comes
to logic, but discrete component logic gates can also
be useful. For instance, inverters generally come in six
packs but Sod's law states that the number required
for any design is a multiple of six plus one left over.
A common emitter stage (Fig. 10a) can be employed
to good effect as an inverter, though the savings will
probably be in space only since the cost of a 7404 is
roughly the same as that of a transistor and the two
resistors.

XOR

Li

RTER

TO MULTIPLE

lal

INPUTS

FROM

DRIVING
OUTPUT

LE)71\TEFITER
b

NAND/NOR LOGIC

Fig.8 Buffering to avoid fan -out problems

Real Gates
should be noted that all of the above methods of
logic design assume that we are using ideal gates. In
practise there is a limited fan out. When a single gate
is trying to drive too many other gates, the excessive
load pulls the output voltage towards ground and into
the illegal range between logic high and logic low.
Most logic probes will not be able to diagnose the
problem correctly and extensive voltage checks with
a high impedance voltmeter, or better still an
oscilloscope, will be required.
It is better not to try driving too many more inputs
than the manufacturers recommend. Instead use a
buffer stage consisting of two inverters to drive half of
the inputs, as shown in Fig. 8. Of course, other gates
could be used in place of the inverters, depending on
what are left over from the main design. Waste not,
It

want not!

Waste Not, Want Not
Using the 'left -over' gates to implement different types
of gates to be used in the main circuit can result in a
dramatic reduction in the number of packages
required for a circuit. Any logic system can be
implemented using NAND or NOR gates alone. All
of the common combinational logic elements are
shown in Fig. 9 and could easily be extended to

provide more inputs if required.
To implement a function using NAND logic, first
reduce it using either a Karnaugh map or the Quine
McCluskey method, then draw a circuit diagram for
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Fig.9 Making any gate from (a) NAND gates and (b) NOR gates

Need a multiple input AND gate? A fist full of
diodes (Fig. 10b) can be cheaper than using many
integrated AND gates in cascade and they don't draw
any power. OR gates can be constructed in a similar
manner (Fig.10c). One caution though, the passive
gates should be used to drive active ones or else the
logic levels will sink into the illegal region. Also, use
diodes with a fairly low forward voltage drop such as
common or garden 1N4148s, definitely not rectifier
diodes as these tend to have forward voltage drops
in excess of 1V and will almost certainly cause
problems. Diode gates were used quite extensively in
days gone by when logic ICs were still very expensive,
but the two -a -penny cost of TTL and CMOS logic
today makes the financial savings less of a
consideration except in very high fan -in applications.
An even cheaper AND gate can be constructed
if you're using open collector gates. It only requires
a single resistor, you just connect all of the inputs
together and connect them to the output, using the
resistor to pull the output up to the positive supply rail
phantom AND gates (Fig. 10d). Don't try this with
ordinary totem pole output gates or else the circuit's
life will be short if not spectacular!
So to sum up this article, although standard
procedures can help you achieve a correctly working
logic circuit, a little extra time spent trying to achieve
the best possible utilisation of the available gates can
give rise to dramatic savings.

-
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TESTING TESTING
1:
Mike Barwise returns
with a series

explaining the correct
way to handle test
gear from the humble
probe upwards

THE BASICS

In this series I will be describing electronics test
gear and how it is used, together with any
pitfalls or special techniques for getting reliable
results. Far too frequently the assumption is
made (even by highly trained specialists and
research workers) that all their equipment is 100%
accurate, reliable and transparent to their experimental
data. WRONG!!!
and last point to note is that
The first, second
no test gear is infallible. If there were letters gleaming
gold twenty feet high on the front, this could not be
emphasised enough. It is not sufficient to be able to
take readings when using instruments, you must know
how to interpret the readings. Time and time again
we will come across situations where the test gear contributes to an error in your results and it is vital to be
able either to quantify the error or to find a way of
cancelling it out.
The generic name for experiment -induced error
is artefact. This term will crop up with boring regularity
as we proceed to discuss measurement techniques.
artefact can
However I don't mean to put you off
be cancelled out very successfully using a wide variety
of techniques. Most of them are tricks of the trade
which you won't find in the majority of textbooks.
which are biased towards theoretical principles. The

...

-

Defining Terms
Before we start, there are two or three terms we must
define: resolution, accuracy and precision. These all
relate to sources of error inherent in even the very best

instruments.
Resolution is the number of divisions on your scale.
It is normally expressed as a percentage: 100 marks
between zero and maximum equals 1% resolution.
Good resolution has nothing inherently to do with
high accuracy or high precision.
Accuracy amounts to how much of the resolution you
can ignore: if your needle wobbles a total distance
equal to two divisions at 1% resolution then it is
accurate to 2%, more normally expressed as ±1%.
Precision is a measure of how reliably your instrument
reading accords with the truth. If your meter reads
99mV when the input voltage is 100mV, its precision
is -1%, so long as it always reads 99mV. Precision
is the least troublesome of the three sources of error
in instrumentation
so long as it is constant and not

grossly deficient.

-

You will commonly find these terms used at
in mail order adverts: the most common
being the use of accuracy where resolution should be
used. This tends to make very ordinary gear sound
more attractive, so watch out!
Common among cheap and bad instruments
(not always the same thing!) is variability of any or all
of these parameters with age, temperature and other
outside influences. You are lost if the variation is
significant, as your results will always be unpredictable.

random

general assumption in theoretical work (in order to
simplify problems) is that components are perfect and
test gear transparent. This is right and proper when
you are learning background theory for exams and
so on. but in the real world things are never quite that
neat.

Maplin's range of multimeters
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Thus, rule one: never assume new test gear is
good. Check it! Neither should you assume that
borrowed test gear is good
even if the guy you
borrowed it from tells you so, even if he is an incredibly
experienced engineer. He is most probably just used
to its idiosyncrasies and automatically compensates
for them mentally. This is one of the tricks am going
to show you.

-

1

Nothing For Nothing
Step two in understanding test gear artefact is the
fundamental principle that you get nothing for
nothing. Detection of signals is detection of energy,
and you can only detect energy by stealing a bit of it.
The amount you steal and how you steal it determines
whether you significantly alter the signal you are
testing or not.

Remember that every time you apply a test
probe, even a non -contact probe like a compass
needle beside a wire carrying a current, you draw a
bit of energy from the thing you are investigating.
Let us take a very crude example (perfectly
realistic though!) to demonstrate how things can go
wrong. The gear in question is the automotive
engineers' test prod. This consists of a 12V lamp
(about 2W or 180mA consumption) connected to a
pair of flying leads (Fig. 1). It is used to test for open
circuits and live terminals among the guts of your car:
you connect one lead to either the battery positive or
negative and then the lamp lights when the other lead
contacts a point of opposite potential. The mechanic
is very happy because his test probe is reliable, robust
and simple to use.
Now you come home to find that your computer
won't talk to your modem and you can't get onto your
favourite bulletin board service. OK, whip round to
your friendly mechanic and borrow his test probe.
After all, you have a hazy memory (head, not micro!)
that RS232 works at 12V. You disconnect your
modem cable, connect one lead of the test probe to

your hard disk controller in this way, you would have
finished up with a bit of smoke and a very big bill
indeed.
What does this silly example tell us? Quite simple:
when you take your measurements, you must take
out much less energy than is in the system. Quite apart
from any consideration of damage, a 10% drain into
your test gear will produce at best a 10% error in your
reading (probably more). It is normally considered
reasonable to draw not more than a thousandth
(10-3) of the power in the circuit under test. As most
affordable general purpose test gear resolves to about
1
you are always one order less intrusive than you
will notice. In special cases this criterion can be
tightened. In many modern instruments, tested signal
drain (probe current) is vastly less due to advances in
technology.
Your next step is to give the lamp back to your
mechanic and look for a more suitable test probe. You
can cheat a little, because have just told you that
RS232 works at ±12V and can deliver about 50mA
without problems. Yes an LED! If you substitute an
LED for the lamp, you just might be on the right lines.
An LED will light up at a current of 5-25mA
depending on the flavour: lime and lemon mostly
need more current for a given brightness than cherry.
50mA will blow most of them up, so a series resistor
will be needed (say 1k0) which will pass about 10mA.
A refinement would be a second LED back to
back with the first (Fig.2) as LEDs are diodes (they
only conduct one way round). This would indicate
whether the RS232 line was high (LED1 on), low
(LED2 on) or dead (neither on). This is in fact the basis
of the majority of cheap (here mean overpriced)
RS232 testers. Well done! However ..
The functional RS232 tester we have just
developed has a major limitation. It only registers topnotch signals as it is a representative RS232 load. A
good output (insufficient voltage swing, low current
or a host of other faults) just registers as dead. You can
go further: in order to establish what is wrong in more
detail, we must think up something a little more
sophisticated!
A first line of attack could be to design a monitor
which shows at least approximately the voltage swing
of the RS232. An obvious solution would be a set of
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zener diodes (defined reverse breakdown
characteristic) and a set of LEDs (Fig.3). This circuit
has just one minor problem. It doesn't work.
The zener diodes are fine
not very accurate,
but fine. What screws up the performance is the LEDs.
An LED has a threshold voltage (minimum for conduction and light output) called Vt of about 1.2 to
more than 1.7V, depending again on the type (this
is a very variable value from device -to -device). The
Vt of each LED would have to be added to the zener
voltage, and each pair would need individual testing
and tuning. Also, even if you got this right, the higher
the RS232 voltage the more LEDs are on, so the
higher the current drawn from the circuit under test,
the greater the voltage drop at the point under test (the
old problem again).
A much better solution (it actually works) is
shown in Fig.4. Here, the zener diodes drive transistors
which carry the LED current when they are in
conduction. Only half the circuit (the positive -going
detector) using npn transistors is shown for simplicity
but obviously a similar circuit using pnp devices
(conducts when base negative) would be included for
testing RS232. This test probe will show not only
whether the RS232 is functioning but also how good
its voltage swing is, with limited precision.
Furthermore, the probe draws less than 1/100th of
the power from the circuit under test compared with
the simple LED of Fig.2.

-

a good ground point and probe around the RS232
connector with the other. Nothing
nothing ..
nothing at all! You are convinced your RS232 port has
blown up and you go out and spend lots of hard
earned loot on a new one. However ..
The real problem lay with your choice of test
gear. It's perfectly true that RS232 works at 12V
(+/-12V nominal to be precise), but any output can
only supply about 50mA and still remain at + 12V or
-12V. Drawing any more current than this causes the
output voltage to fall towards OV. By the time the
output is trying to cope with the 12V lamp (about 30R
cold thus a little over 300mA) its voltage is very low
indeed and the output is just incapable of lighting the

...

.

lamp.
This does not mean that current is not flowing:
just that you can't detect it. Fortunately, although you
have not done any good, you have done no harm
either (this time). RS232 outputs are designed to withstand continuous short circuit. Now, if you had tested
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This is about as far as you can go with simple
probes with lights on. Mostly people build probes
themselves, but the next step in test gear is the meter
(multimeter, DVM, DMM and soon). These, you buy.
There are two main categories: the analogue and the
digital. It is a common idea that since the invention
of the digital meter, the analogue meter is dead and
useless. This is not so. Each has its uses, and the
experienced electronics engineer usually has a couple
of each to hand.

CIRCUIT
UNDER
TEST

(a) AMMETER

(b) VOLTMETER

Icl
r

The Analogue Solutions

CIRCUIT
UNDER
TEST

In the old days, before the advent of cheap A to D
converters (the guts of the DVM), people used moving

coil and moving iron ammeters and voltmeters and
valve voltmeters. Clever engineers still use them
sometimes.
They all work on the principle of electromagnetic attraction and repulsion between a coil of
wire and a piece of magnetised iron against the
restoring force of a small spring: in some the coil, and
in others an iron armature, moves. Over the years, a
considerable level of sophistication has been reached

dl
le)
Fig. 5 la) ammeter lb) voltmeter lc) ammeter

series connection (d) voltmeter parallel connection
(e) resistor for range selection

will be multiplied by 10. The advantage of this
approach is that it is much easier to produce a reliably
sensitive delicate mechanism than one chunky
enough to carry the whole current you are measuring
once you get above about 100mA or so. The best
ammeter movements have full scale ranges in the
region of 50-100µA.
Moving coil volt meters are classified in terms of
the current they draw in ohms -per -volt. This is a
measure of the total resistance of the meter and its
series resistor in terms of the full scale deflection of the
meter. Thus a typical value of 20,000 R/V (a good
quality general purpose voltmeter) would have a total
resistance of 20k for a 1V range, 200k for a 10V range
and so on. The current drawn by the meter will vary
over its range with the applied (measured) voltage but
this specification assures us that the maximum current
which can be drawn from the circuit under test is
50µA.
Simple moving coil meters have one drawback
you can only use them to obtain sensible readings
of DC systems. If you apply AC, the needle will jitter
about, changing direction with the AC polarity, and
you may shake the movement to pieces. There are
solutions using additional external components (more
later) but for general purpose chunky AC signals
(power supply monitoring and soon) the moving iron
movement is most suitable.
This consists of a fixed electromagnet formed of
the coil wound on an iron core and an armature made
from magnetisable material (carbon -free iron) which
does not retain its magnetism well. This, like the
keeper on a toy magnet, is attracted to the
electromagnet in proportion to the strength of the
field, but it does not care about the polarity of the fields
the armature has no north or south pole. Even in the
presence of an AC magnetic field, the armature will
be attracted in proportion to the field strength.
This has an interesting spinoff. In the presence
of an AC field, the moving iron voltmeter will tend to
display the AC RMS voltage (a measure of the average
power capability) rather than the peak -to -peak swing
of the AC. For a sine wave, RMS is about 0.7 times
the peak voltage and is actually a more useful
parameter in many cases. It amounts to the theoretical
DC potential you would get if you integrated the AC
via a lossless full wave rectifier.
Moving iron meters are, however, rather crude.
They are much less linear than moving coil meters,
and are remarkably insensitive. In order to improve
measurement at low AC signal levels, the valve
voltmeter was invented. This is what we shall start by
examining next month, in the second part of this

-

Fig. 4 Zener-transistor-LED probe
in their design and they are remarkably accurate under
the right conditions.
Firstly, let us look at the difference between an
ammeter (Fig. 5a) and a voltmeter (Fig. 5b). The
ammeter measures current passing through it and so
does the voltmeter. The only difference is that the
voltmeter has a very precise known resistor in series
with it, and its scale is calibrated in terms of the voltage
required to pass specified currents though it. The
resistance of the ammeter has to be negligible in
comparison with the circuit it is connected in series
with (see Fig. 5c) and the resistance of the voltmeter
plus its resistor must be very high compared with the
circuit it is connected across (Fig. 5d).
Both these requirements fulfil the rule we have
take as little energy from the system
just learned
as you can. The ammeter in series with the circuit
dissipates energy proportionally to its resistance, and
the voltmeter in parallel with the circuit, in inverse
proportion, to its resistance.
Moving coil ammeters are sold as 0-5A,
50-0-50mA and so on but in most cases, the actual
coil in the meter has quite a high resistance and a
significant needle deflection is caused by quite a small
current passing through it. The range selection is
accomplished by adding a substantial wattage resistor
in parallel with the meter coil (Fig. 5e). If the coil
resistance is N ohms, and the resistor has a value of
0.11N ohms (N/9), the current range of the ammeter

-
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PHONE

P. M. COMPONENTS LTD

0474 560521
FAX
0474 333762

Ind

TELEX
966371
TOS -PM

SELECTRON HOUSE, SPRINGHEAD ENTERPRISE PARK
SPRINGHEAD ROAD, GRAVESEND, KENT DA11 8HD

selection from our stock of branded valves

A

VALVES

572B

59.00

7119

9.00

EF804S

19.50

5R4GY

4.95

805

59.00

7247

8.50

EF805S

25.00

5U4G

4.50

811

15.00

7551

8.50

EF806S

25.00

6CA7

3.50

812A

35.00

7581A

11.95

EL34

3.25

6CG7

4.50

813

27.50

7586

15.00

EL84

0.95

6CW4

8.50

845

59.50

7587

19.50

EL86

1.75

Over 3 million valves available from stock. Please
phone for a competitive quote.

6DJ8

1.35

872A

20.00

7591A

8.95

EL519

6.95

6DK6

1.50

5636

5.50

7868

8.50

EY88

0.95

6EJ7

0.85

5642

9.50

8417

8.95

EZ80

0.75

We offer: specially selected pre amp valves; a wide
range of matched power valves; high quality CV
and ruggedised valves; transmitting, receiving,
industrial and rare vintage wireless valves and
sockets.

6F07

4,50

5751

2.95

E81CC

5.50

GZ32

4.50

6GK6

3.95

5814A

3.25

E82CC

4.50

GZ34

4.50

6JB6A

9.50

5842

11.00

E83CC

4.50

KT66

5.00

6JS6C

9.50

5881

9.95

E88CC

3.50

KT67

9.00

6KD6

10.50

5899

4.50

E88CCO1

6.95

KT77

15.00

6L6GC

3.50

5963

1.75

E182CC

9.00

KT88

15.00

6LQ6

9.50

5965

2.15

E188CC

7.50

M8136

6SN7GT

1.95

6057

3.75

EC8010

12.00

M8137

7.95

6U8A

1.50

6136

2.50

ECC81

1.50

M8162

5.50

6Y6GT

2.50

6146B

9.50

ECC82

0.85

M8195

6.50

6X4

1.50

6189

4.50

ECC83

0.95

PL504

1.25

12AT7

1.50

6201

6.45

ECC83.SP

3.50

PL519

12AT7WA

2.50

6267

5.00

ECC801S

6.95

TT21

-

---

BRIMAR
HIVAC

SIEMANS

- --

-- - -

FEPAND
GEC
COSSOR
RCA
MAZDA
MULLARDS
ETC
TEONEX
SELECTRON

We also offer: Semiconductors; Video Heads and
Belts; Integrated Circuits;n Diodes; Industrial
Cathode Ray Tubes.

How to buy: You may phone our sales desk 0474
560521 (24 hour answering service) and order by
credit card or send your order with cheque/postal
order and we will despatch all ex stock items the
same day.
UK orders p&p £1.00 per order.
Please add 15% VAT to prices shown.
Export orders welcome, carriage at cost.

TOP QUALITY
AUDIOPHILE
COMPONENTS

NEW FROM SAGE AUDIO

2A3

16.50

4.95

45.00

12AU7

0.85

6360

4.50

ECC802S

6.95

QQV0310

5.50

12AX7

0.95

6550

8.95

ECC803S

6.95

QQV03.20

25.00

12AX7WA

2.50

6550A

13.95

ECF82

1.50

QQV06,40A 27.50

12AY7

3.95

6870

11.50

ECF804

6.50

U19

9.50

12BH7A

4.95

6883B

9.95

ECF805

2.50

UCH41

2.50

12BY7A

3.50

6973

8.95

ECL82

1.00

UL84

1.95

12E1

19.50

7025

2.50

ECL86

1.50

VR150.30

211

25.00

7027A

EF86

2.50

Z759

10.00

2.50
15.00

BINDERS

HIGHEST POSSIBLE
TECHNICAL

PERFORMANCE

SUPERMOS 2

7.00

100W to 588w

FOR YOUR VALUABLE COLLECTION
OF ELECTRONICS TODAY

ottO to o150

INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINES

THE MOST ADVANCED HI-FI AMP IN THE WORLD
Following the success of the original SUPERMOS we now launch a higher powered
version with many new exclusive sound improvements not available on any other
amplifier, kit, board, module, or ready made.

£6.20
inc.

SMART EASY TO USE TOP QUALITY
To ASP Readers Services,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST (0442 66551)

P&P

Please supply
Electronic Today International I
Binders £6.20 inc. P&P
Total £
(Please make cheques payable to ASP

FEATURES:Highly efficient distortionless PURE CLASS A

throughout (low heat generation)

Years Required:

Top audiophile components inc. best SMDs.

Exclusively made matched custom semiconductors.

198

198

198

198

Minimal capacitor design (without DC servos).

Address

PSU sound colouration eliminated.
Advanced PSU feedforward ripple elimination including

internally separately regulated voltage AND current to

Please allow

ILL stages using SAGE Super -Supply circuitry.
Total reactance (difficult speaker) drive capable

SIZE 240 " 100 " 100mm

21

-

days for delivery.

THD 0.0001%, Slewrate 685v/us, f-3dB 0.5Hz-350kHz, 0/P Current 80amps.
Damping factor 940, transient power (2ohms) up to 1600W max.

BRIAN PRICE

PLUS

32 years' experience in high quality Organ and Keyboard design behind every BOHM
product.
Equipment for Home and Professional use

By innovative technical design we have

eliminated

5

individual sound colouration components

lound in all other conventional amplifiers.

ELIMINATED

- 1) Emitter resistors 2) Zobel networks 3) HF pole compensation 4) Fixed bias
Vbe multiplier and temp gen distortions 5) Capacitor sound.

Supermos £70, Supermos1 £85, Supermos2 £140 each
AND THERE'S MORE.

. . We can't possibly describe this amp fully in this ad To receive
an 8 page glossy brochure describing these modules inc description of our class A operation and all our products
send 81,50 cheque, PO, coins plus a 9"x12" 28p SAE (note we no longer send information without the above
money and SAE or 6IRC's overseas) to

IMJEJA I

Sue Wilson, Sales Dept., SAGE AUDIO, Construction House,

Whitley Street, Bingley, Yorks. BD16 4JH, England.
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BOHM ORGAN STUDIOS

389 ASPLEY LANE, NOTTINGHAM NG8 5RR

Telephone/Fax: 0602-296311

a Latest from BOHM

^`
F

Portable or Spinet
49 note keyboards. Touch Sensitive
16 Bit Sampled voices

à

Stereo Sounds
22 Sampled Rhythm Instruments
16 Live Rhythms. Fills. Intros, Breaks 8 Endings

AND THERES MORE

Sage exclusive CLEAN CLIPPING (not to be confused with soft
clipping) eliminates PSU ripple from reaching the output even when severely clipped, this together with
individual regulated supplies to all stages (Super -supplies) TOTALLY eliminates PSU component sound
colourations, (A World first!)

SPISE

1

Name

,

Tempo Readout
User Programmable voices, Rhythms

\

8.

Accompaniments
Soundcard Programming
15000 note Sequencer
Full MIDI/IN/OUT/THRU
160w Stereo Hi-Fi Amplifier

..

BOHM MUSICA FUTURA 520 Kit form Price £2230 inc. Stool. Built Price £2563
BOHM DOUBLE KEY 520(P) Kit form Price £2069 inc. Stool. Built Price £2275
Loudspeakers extra for Double Key 2x8100 £474.00 100 watts if required.

Supplied in Kit form or Built by:

THE BOHM SPECIALISTS
Part Exchange welcome

Please write or phone for full illustrated literature and price list
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In these days of high crime figures

-

T

TRANSMITTED
BEAM

\--...K
+

2

Fig.

1

RED

WIRES

Mounting the transmitter

a burglar
alarm for the home is a sound investment.
Most alarms however operate on the principle
whereby the felon has to actually break into
your home before the alarm is triggered. He
may be frightened off or a brave burglar may grab
something before he runs. Meanwhile costly damage
has been done to a window or a door, leading to
drawn out insurance claims and the hastíe of arranging for the repairs to be carried out. Your property may
be in an insecure condition in the meantime.

The intruderbeam system utilises a pulsed active
infra -red beam which is installed outdoors to monitor
the most vulnerable areas around the doors and
windows of your property.
If, during the hours of darkness, the infra -red
beam is broken by a prowler the system switches on
an internal house light to fool the burglar into thinking
he has been spotted and the householder is coming
to investigate. In addition, an audible alarm may be
sounded to scare the prowler away further. The
audible alarm channel is selected manually when
required but the internal house light channel is
arranged to self -prime at dusk
the householder
does not have to remember to switch it on.
It is highly probable that most burglary attempts
will be thwarted by the light channel in which case the
householder sleeps through the whole event. The
system is completely tamper -proof in that any
attempts to mask off the transmitter or receiver or to
cut any of the wires will trigger the alarm.

-

Fig. 2 Operating arrangement for the Intruderbeam

Transmitter And Receiver

OV

+v

Fig. 3 Component overlay for the
circular transmitter PCB

Fig. 4 Component overlay for the
circular receiver PCB

Felons should think
twice before crossing the
path of Geoff Phillips, thanks
to his active infra -red alert system
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The system comprises an infra -red transmitter and
infra -red receiver and a control unit. Short pulses of
infra -red of 900nm wavelength are used for the beam
rather than a continuous signal which would be
wasteful on energy and difficult to differentiate from
the relatively constant infra -red content of daylight.
Both the transmitter and receiver are fitted with LEDs
to aid alignment.
The control unit is designed to be mounted
indoors but as the infra -red beam is outdoors it is
essential that the transmitter and receiver are
completely waterproof. A perfect solution to the
problem was to mount the transmitter and receiver
electronics in 11/2in plastic waste -water pipe fittings on
the principle that if they are designed to keep water
in, the pipe fittings will certainly keep water out.
Small circular printed circuit boards are used for
the transmitter and receiver circuits which fit into a
pipe end blank of the type used where a kitchen sink
waste pipe emerges from the outside wall of the
house. (The end blank is screwed and allows a
plumber to gain access to the section of pipe which
leads to the gully grate if a blockage in the pipe occurs.)
The collimating lens for the transmitter or
receiver is mounted in a section of pipe which is joined
to the end blank section by an in -line pipe join (see
Fig. 1). The complete unit can then be mounted to
a wall with the operating arrangement as shown in Fig.
2.
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PARTS LIST
CONTROL UNIT

R2,3

100R

R4

10R

RESISTORS lall Y,W 5% unless stated)
R1

100k

R2

330k

R3

15k

R4

8k2

R5

820R "zW

RV1,3

1MO

RV2

100k horizontal skeleton preset

LDR1

ORP12

CAPACITORS
Cï

4µ7 35V aluminium electrolytic

C2

10046V aluminium electrolytic

SEMICONDUCTORS

horizontal skeleton preset
IC

CMOS 7555 timer

1

BC640

01
L =D

1

IF:1

5mm red LED
TIL31

IR

transmitter

CAPACITORS

Cl

4.7µ 35V aluminium electrolytic

C2

2.2µ 35V aluminium electrolytic

C3.4.6

100µ 16V aluminium electrolytic

C5

220µ 25V aluminium electrolytic

MISCELLANEOUS

plastic pipe fittings. Bland end. Pipe Íapprox 80mm).
Straight coupler. Watchmaker's eyeglass 31mm focal length.
PCB. 1.5in

SEMICONDUCTORS
ICI

LM324 quad op -amp

RECEIVER

IC2

4011 quad NAND gate

FESISTORS (all '4W 5%1

C3

7812 12V regulator

F1

2k7

01

BCY71

F2

1kO

Q2,3

BC107

F3

10k

BR

W01 lA bridge rectifier

F4

2M7

D1-4

1N4148

R5

820R

ZD1

BZY88 C5V1

LED1

5mm red LED

CAPACITORS

LED2

5V flashing LED

C1,4

22µ 16V aluminium electrolytic

C2

100n polyester 5mm lead pitch

C3

100µ 25V aluminium electrolytic

MISCELLANEOUS
T1

3VA transformer 12V, 12V

RL1,2

Vertical format 12V DC relay dual changeover

SEMICONDUCTORS

contacts

Ci

78L12 12V 100mA

switch

C2

741

Plastic case. Mains plug and socket. 3 -pin 180° DIN plug and chassis

11

TIL81

socket. Audible alarm.

_ED1

5mm red LED

SW1

DP toggle

TRANSMITTER
RESISTORS (all Y;W 5%)
R1

100k

Control Unit
The control unit is designed to supply the necessary
DC power to the transmitter and receiver and to
process the voltage pulses from the receiver. The unit
is powered from 240V AC and must be mounted
indoors away from rain and moisture.
The unit constantly monitors the voltage pulses
from the receiver and if the pulses disappear (the
beam is interrupted) then one or two alarm channels
may be activated
the light channel and the audible
alarm channel.
The light channel may be used to power an
outside floodlamp to really throw light on the scene
of the crime or the channel may be used to turn on
an internal house light to fool the burglar into thinking
someone is coming to investigate.
During the hours of daylight a light dependent
resistor senses the ambient light level and inhibits
operation of the light channel. This has the advantage
that the householder does not have to remember to
turn on the alarm at night and off next morning. When
24 -hour protection is required, the audible alarm
channel may be activated by means of a switch. Either
a mains powered alarm may be used or a 12V DC
piano sounder. (The weirder the alarm sounds the
better. If the brain does not recognise a sound it is
thrown into confusion and this adds to the deterrent

-
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receiver

MISCELLANEOUS

'CB. 1.5in plastic pipe fittings: blank end, pipe (approx 80mm),
straight coupler. Watchmaker's eyeglass 31mm focal length.

aspect of any burglar alarm.)

The control unit is fitted with an LED which
indicates when the beam is established so that the
householder can confirm that there is nothing blocking the beam before he activates the audible alarm
channel. A flashing LED is also fitted to remind the
owner that the audible alarm channel is set to avoid
him accidentally setting off the alarm himself.

Construction

- Transmitter

Ensure that the circular PCB (see Fig. 3) will fit into
the plastic pipe blank end before fitting the resistors,
capacitors and semiconductors. Solder the positive
and negative supply leads to the rear of the PCB. The
leads should be of a suitable length to run from the
required location of the transmitter outdoors to a
junction box indoors. Supply cables can then be run
from the junction box to the control unit.
Connect the leads to a 12V DC supply to confirm
that the circuit operates correctly and the LED is seen
to flash at about 3-4Hz. The circuit can then be fitted
to the blank end by drilling a hole in the rear of the
blank end, passing the leads through the hole and
then sealing the whole blank end assembly with
silicone rubber or other suitable potting compound.
The PCB may be held in place with adhesive
tape while the compound is solidifying. The
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AUDIBLE
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ADJUST
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Fig. 5 Component overlay for the

IN

©

control unit PCB

completed assembly can then be screwed into the
other section of the blank end which in turn can be
inserted into the straight coupler.
A watchmaker's eyeglass of focal length 31mm
is used as the collimating lens. Choose an eyeglass
which has an outside diameter which is slightly larger
than the outside diameter of the plastic pipe (cut
according to Fig. 3) The eyeglass is secured to the end
of the pipe with sealant or adhesive and when the
adhesive is dry, the eyeglass body may be filed until
it is flush with the outside diamter of the pipe. The
whole assembly can then be inserted in the straight
coupler.
.

The position of the collimating lens with respect
to the infra -red sensor can be adjusted by sliding the
pipe/lens assembly in and out of the coupler until the
infra -red sensor is at the focal point of the lane. It may
be necessary to smear the rubber O-ring in the coupler
with Vaseline to make this operation easier. The final
position of the lens may be set when the complete
system is commissioned.

- Receiver

Construction

Construction of the receiver (see Fig. 4) is similar to
the transmitter. Only the LED is fitted so as to protrude

HOW IT WORKS
Control unit

OV,

Transistor Ql and associated components (see Fig. 6) are connected

contacts of RL2 may be used.

is

normally 0V and thus the 'beam established' LED is illuminated via

lithe pulses at Cl cease then C2 charges up to

12V via R2. When

the voltage at C2 exceeds that set at pin 2 of IC la by R3 and R4, the

output of ICI goes high. This causes C3 to be quickly charged up via

-1

0

Dl thereby triggering the 'light channel' alarm circuit.
IC1b, RV1, R6 and C3

to

a

flashing LED. This reminds the user that the audible alarm channel

has been activated. If the alarm is triggered when the householder

function as

a

monostable circuit which

switch

is

operated ensures that the alarm is quickly silenced and does not
continue for the time period set by RV3, R8 and C4.

Receiver
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 7.

dictates how long the light remains on once the alarm has been

IC1

provides

a

stabilised 12V supply for the infra -red receiver Ql.

Pulses from the receiver are AC coupled by C2 to IC2 which is

triggered.
The light is only turned on during the hours of darkness however

connected as

a

comparator. When the amplitude of the pulses

and this function is controlled by the quad NAND gate IC2. At dusk,

exceeds the offset between pins 3 and

the resistance of the LDR starts to increase. When the voltage at the

the output of IC2 goes from positive to negative saturation. An

junction of the LDR and RV2 falls below the switching threshold of
IC 2a pin 2, then pin 3 goes high and so the two logic 1s at pins 5 and

indication that

6 of IC 2a cause its output to go low and the light ìs turned on via IC2c,

align the receiver to the transmitter.

Q2 and RL1.
IC

2d prevents the light from being turned off again when its own

light falls on the LDR. The time the light remains on once triggered
If the audible alarm channel is required then SW1

the Armed position. If the infra -red beam is interrupted and

IC

la

produced by R2, R3 and R5,

pulse of infra -red has been received is given by the

facility when attempting to

Transmitter
The circuit is as shown in Fig. 8.
IC1

must be placed

a

2

LED driven by Q2. This is a very useful

may be adjusted by RV1.

in
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mains powered unit is used then the normally open

is at home, the quick discharge of C4 by SW1a when the

R5.

U
ru

a

A second pole of SW1 is used to connect the 5V supply at ZD1

as a missing pulse detector. As long as OV going pulses are being

received at Cl, C2 is repetitively discharged by Q1. The output of IC1

but if

is

connectd as an astable multivibrator which produces

narrow OV going pulses at pin
Hz.

3

of

a

repetition frequency of

a

few

Current gain is provided by Ql so as to drive the infra -red

goes high, then the monostable formed by RV3, R8, C4 and ICtc is
triggered and the audible alarm is energised via Q3 and RL2. A 12V

transmitter in series with the

DC audible alarm may be connected between the emitter of Q3 and

operation of the transmitter when commissioning the system.

in synchronism

LED. The LED gives a brief pulse of light

with the infra -red pulses and

is useful to indicate
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Fig. 6 Circuit diagram for the control unit

through a second hole in the rear of the blank end.
The receiver can only be checked by lining it up to the
infra -red pulsed beam produced by the transmitter
and checking that the LED on the receiver flashes in
sympathy with the transmitter pulses.

Control Unit
The component overlay is shown in Fig. 5.
Fit the power supply components first and test
this section before fitting the remainder of the
components. It is wise to fit sockets for the integrated
circuits so that they may be inserted one at a time.
The control unit PCB should be tested before it
is fitted in its case as follows. Temporarily connect the
receiver and the transmitter to the control unit and
align them so they point directly at each other. Insert
IC1 into its socket and check that the "beam
established" LED on the control unit is lit. Interrupt
the beam and check that the LED extinguishes.
Insert IC2 and simulate darkness by masking off
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Fig. 7 Circuit diagram for the receiver
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The Intruderbeam Active Infra -red Alarm is
available in kit form from

GP

Electronic Services,

87 Willowtree Avenue, Durham City, DH1 1DZ.
Tel:

091-384 9707.

Control unit
Full kit including PCB, transformer switch and

sockets (but excluding case and audible alarm)
£19.50.
PCB only £8.95.

Transmitter

the LDR with dark -coloured tape or Plasticene. Check
that the relay RL1 operates when the beam is broken
and remains energised for a time period adjustable
by RV1. The relay should fail to operate if the masking

from the LDR is removed and the ambient light level
is above the threshold set by RV2. The audible alarm
channel may be tested by connecting a link on the
PCB to simulate SW1 being in the armed position.
RL2 should operate when the beam is broken and stay
operated for a time delay adjustable by RV3.

house. The Intruderbeam resets after the time period
set by RV3 so incessant noise from the alarm is less
likely, nevertheless it is wise to ask a friendly neighbour
to at least have a look over the fence at your property
is they hear your alarm sound when you are away
from home.
.

NOTE:
IC1 = CMOS555
O1 = BC640
IR1 = 11131

Full kit including PCB (excluding case and lens)

£4.50.

Installation and Commissioning

PCB only £2.75.

Receiver
Full kit including PCB (excluding case and lens)

£4.50.
PCB only £2.75.

The installation should only be started when all three
units have been thoroughly tested on the workbench.
The transmitter and receiver should be sited so
that the beam covers the required area close to doors
and windows as the psychological effect is greater if
the alarm is triggered when the prowler is close to your
property.
The mounting brackets for the transmitter should
be adjusted in two planes. This is to enable the receiver
and the transmitter to be aligned for maximum signal.
The cables should be passed through holes in door
or window frames to junction boxes indoors (in case
one of the units develops a fault and has to be replaced
or repaired).
An ideal siting for the control unit is above an
entrance door in the room where the light fitting is to
be coupled up to the light alarm channel. The live
neutral and switched live will be available at the ceiling
rose of the light and these three connections are all
that is required to both power the control unit and
facilitate the light alarm channel.
Power up the control unit and align the
transmitter to the receiver by eye. Confirm that the
transmitter is functioning correctly by observing the
flashing LED through the collimating lens. Adjust the
angle of the receiver for maximum brightness of its
flashing LED at the back of the unit. It may then be
necessary to adjust the position of the transmitter,
although two people may be required for this step
one to watch the receiver LED and the other to adjust
the transmitter. If an oscilloscope is available, the
amplitude of the pulses at the control unit may be
monitored while fine adjustments are made to the
positions of both the receiver and transmitter until the
pulses are at their maximum amplitude.
Once their positions have been optimised the
transmitter and receiver should be securely clamped
so that they cannot be easily moved. Check that the
'beam established' LED is lit on the control unit and
is seen to extinguish when the beam is interrupted.
The light alarm channel may be tested by
temporarily masking off the LDR with tape. After
testing, remove the tape, turn RV2 fully anti -clockwise
and interrupt the beam with an opaque object. When
the ambient light at dusk has reached the level at
which operation of the light channel is required, turn
RV2 slowly clockwise until the room light being
controlled, illuminates. The audible alarm channel is
simply tested by throwing the switch to the 'armed'
position. By experimentation, set RV1 and RV3 to the
desired time delay periods for the light channel and
the audible alarm channel.
Remember than any burglar alarm is only
effective if someone responds when it is triggered.
Many people leave their homes protected by an alarm
system while on holiday and assume that someone
will act if the alarm is triggered. In reality not many
people can be bothered and alarms are heard to ring
for hours until a neighbour can't stand the noise any
longer and telephones the police. By then the thieves
could have made off with the entire contents of the

TIL31
PIN VIEW
2

1Wf/3

ti`

I

CATHODE
ANODE

8 Circuit diagram for the transmitter
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THE TRANSMITTER RECEIVER
When connected to 5-9V DC the transmitter gives short pulses of
infra -red light at about 900nm wavelength, collimated into

a

narrow

beam which is aimed at the receiver.
A light emitting diode gives pulses of visible red light in sympathy

with the infra -red. A quick test can thus be made by looking directly
into the lens.
The transmitter will operate satisfactorily at any DC voltage

between 4V and 10V. Ensure that the correct connections are made

otherwise the transmitter may be damaged.
The transmitter should be securely mounted on a wall or similar

rigid structure and aimed at the infra red receiver. It

is

desirable to

mount the unit at waist height so that cats and dogs do not interrupt
the beam.
The receiver will operate satisfactorily at any DC voltage between

8V and 25V. Ensure that the correct connections are made again. The
purple lead gives the output signal of voltage pulses.

The receiver should not be mounted such that strong sunlight
can shine directly into the lens aperture.
The angle should be slowly adjusted until the LED at the rear of

the casing is seen to flash at regular intervals. Make fine adjustments

of the angle in both planes (vertical and horizontal) until the flashes
are at their brightest.

The transmitter -receiver combination has been tested and proved

to be satisfactory at distances of up to 60 feet, Once the transmitter receiver combination have been accurately aligned they should be

securely clamped so they cannot be accidently mis-aligned.
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No.

1

LIST BAKERS DOZEN PACKS

MOSFETS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS AND HIGH CURRENT
DEVICES. 140v 100w pair made by the famous Hitachi Company. Reference

All packs are £1 each, if your order 12 then your are

entitled to another free. Please state which one
you want. Note the figure on the extreme left is the
pack ref number and the next figures is the quantity
of items in the pack, finally a short description.
BD2

5

13A spurs provide a fused outlet to a ring main where device
such as a clock must not be switched off

BD7

4

BD9

2

flex switches with neon on/off lights, saves leaving things
switched on
6v. to mains transformers upright mounting with fixing

3011

1

BD13

12

B022

2

8029
8030

1

2

BD32

2

BD42

5

BD45

t

BD49

5

8056

1

BD59
BD67

2

BD103A

1

BD120

2

80128

10

BD132

2

BD134

10

BD139

6

BD149

4

BD149
BD180
BD193

6
6
6

80196

1

80199

1

BD201

8

BD211

1

BD221

5

BD242

2

HI-VOLT CAPS. Not ceramic but the much more reliable foil type. Good range
from of to 35uf at voltages
Request list.
1

clamps
6'/," speaker cabinet ideal for extensions, takes your
speaker. Ref 8D137 + 50p.
30 wan reed switches, it's surprising what you can make
withethese- burglar alarms, secret switches, relay etc. etc
25 wan loud speaker two unit cross-overs
B.O.A.C. stereo unit is wonderful breakdown value
nicad constant current charges adapt to charge almost any
nicad battery
humidity switches, as the air becomes damper the membrane stretches and operates a microswitch
13A rocker switch three tag soon/off, or change over with
centre off
24hr time switch, ex -Electricity Board, automatically adjust
for lengthening and shortening day.
neon valves, with series resistors. these make good night
lights
mini uniselector, one use isforanelectnc jigsaw puzzel,we
give circuit diagram for this. One pulse into motor, moves

switch through on pole
flat solenoids
you cloud make your multi -tester read AC

-

tanks
6v 750MA power supply, nicely cased with input and output
leads
stripper boards each contains a 400v 2A bridge rectifier and
14 other diodes and rectifiers as well as dozens of condensers etc
very fine drills for p.c.b. boards etc. Normal cost about 80p
each
plastic boxes approx. 3" cube with square hole through top
so ideal for interrupted beam switch
motors for model aeroplanes, spin to start so needs no
switch
microphone inserts magnetic 490 ohm also act as speakers
reed relay kits you get 16 reed switches and 4 coil sets with
notes on making c/o relays and other gadgets
prevent those inquisitive
safety cover for 13A sockets
little fingers getting nasty shocks
neon indicators in panel mounting holders with lens
5 amp 3 pin flush mounting sockets makes a low cost disco
need cable clips
panel
in flex simmerstat
keeps your soldering iron etc always at
the ready
mains solenoid very powerful has 1" pull or could push if
modified
keyboard switches
made for computers but have many

MODERN TELEPHONE. Two-piece push-button deskorwall mounting tele-

-

-

-

other applications
electric clock mains operated put this in a box and you need
never be late
12v alarms make a noise about as loud as a car horn.
Slightly solid but 016
6" x 4' speakers 4 ohm made from Radiomobile so very
good quality

-

BATTERY OPERATED TRAVEL MECHANISM. On a plastic panel mea-

phone. Fitted with standard BT flat plug for immediate use. Standard model £8.
Our ref 8P31.Or similar but with 10 memory feature £10. Our ref 10P68. If not
collecting add £2 tor special packing.

suring approx 9in x 34in. Is driven by a reversible 12v battery motor, fined with
pulley and belt which rotates a threaded rod and causes a platform to travel
backwards and forwards through a distance of approx 5in. Price £5. Our ref
5P140.

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP. Sound

MAINS OPERATED WATER VALVE with hose connection for inlet and

and impact controlled, responds to claps
and shouts and reverses when it hits anything. Kit with really detailed instructions.
Ideal present for budding young electrician.

youngster should be able to assemble but
you may have to help with the soldering of
the components on the pcb. Complete kit
£8. Our ref 8P30.
A

DATA RECORDER FOR COMPUTERS. For playing games or listening to
music cassettes. It has a built-in condenser microphone and loud speaker
(muted if you use the extension socket. Has the following controls: pause, stop/
eject, fast forward, rewind, play and record. Also has built-in tape counter,

extension headphone and microphone socket and volume control. Built-in
power supply enables it to run from the mains but provision also for battery operation. In 'as new' condition, but customer returns so may have faut. Price only
£10 and if you order 4 you get a f ifth one free. Our ref 10P65.

BUSH RADIO MIDI SPEAKERS. Stereo pair. BASS reflex system, using

a

full range 4ín driver of 4 ohms impedance. Mounted in very nicely made black
fronted walnut finish cabinets. Cabinet size approx Ain wide, 14in high and
3',in deep. Fitted with a good length of speaker flex and terminating with a normal audio plug. Price £5 the pair plus £1 post. Our ref 5P141.

-

3'/,in FLOPPY DISC DRIVE DOUBLE SIDED, DOUBLE DENSITY,
80 TRACK. Shegart compatible, has 34 way IDC connector and will interface
with almost any computer. Made by the famous Japanese NEC Company. Price
£59.50 plus £3 insured post.

ATARI 65XE COMPUTER.

At 64K this

is most powerful and suitable for home and

business. Brand new, complete with PSU,
TV lead, owner's manual ans six games.

-

-

kv to 2.5kv. Keen prices, goad quantity discounts.

1

THE SOLID STATE RELAY. Will switch up to
10A AC load and can be triggered by very small current from photocell, computer, etc. £2 each. Our ref 2P183.

AGAIN AVAILABLE

in

amps with this
suck or blow operated pressure switch, or it can beoperated
by any low pressure variations such as water level in water

1

25K413 and its compliment 25J118. Only £4 the pair. Our ref 4P42.

f

Can be yours for only 45 plus £3 insured

delivery.
65XE COMPENDIUM. Contains: 65XE Computer, its data recorder XC12

outlet suitable for low pressure. Auto plant watering, etc. Only £1 each. Our ref
BD370.

20 VOLT 4 AMP MAINS TRANSFORMER. Upnght mounting with fixing
feet. Price £3. Our ref 3P59.
12 VOLT SOLENOID. Hasgood'/ in pull or could be madero push 4 fined with
a rod. Approx 1'/ in long by in square. Price £1. Our ref 80232A.
1

16 OHM PM SPEAKERS. Approx Tin x 4m.

5 watts. Offered at a very low
price so you can use two in parallel tope you 10 watts at 8 ohms. £1 for the two
Our ref BD684.

EHT TRANSFORMER. 4kv 2mA Ex -unused equipment. £S. Our ref 5P139
4 CORE TINSEL COPPER LEAD. As fined to telephones, terminating with
flat 8T plug. 2 for £1. Our ref BO639.

EHT TRANSFORMER. 8kv 3mA. £10. Our ref 10P56.

DOUBLE MICRODRIVES. We are pleased to advise you that the Double
Microdnves which we were offering at about this time last year as being suitable
for the 'OL','OPO' and several other computers are again available, same price
as before namely £5. Our ref 5P113.

VERY USEFUL MAGNETS. Flat, about
Very powerful. 6 for £1. Our ref 80274(a).

1

in

long, ',in wide and 'fin thick.

ACORN COMPUTER DATA RECORDER. Ref ALF03. Made for the Electron or BBC computers but suitable for most others. Complete with mainsadaptor, leads and handbook. £10.00. Ref 10P44. Add £2 special packing.

SOLAR CELLS. Will give a good current (depending on size) from sunlight or
bright daylight. Module A give 100mA. Price £1. Our ref BD631. Model C gives
400mA. Price £2. Our ref 2P199. Model O gives 700mA. Price £3. Our ref 3P42.

SOLAR POWERED NI -CAD CHARGER.

4 NI -CAD batteries AA (HP7)
charged in eight hours or two in only 4 hours. his complete, boxed ready to use
unit. Price £6. Our ref 6P3.

METAL PROJECT BOX. Ideal size for battery charger, power supply etc;

and its joystick, with ten games. for £62.50 plus 14 insured delivery.

sprayed grey, size 8" x 414' x 4" high, ends are louvered for ventilation other
sides are flat and undrilled. Order ref 2P191. Price £2.

AGAIN AVAILABLE: ASTEC PSU. Mains operated switch mode, so very
compact. Outputs: +12v 2.5A, +5v 6A, 35V .5A, ±12v .5A. Size: 7'4ín long x
4'4in wide x Ain high. Cased readyfor use. Brand new. Normal price £30+, our

4 -CORE FLEX CABLE. Cores separately insulated and grey PVC covered
overall. Each copper core sized 7/0.2mm. Ideal for tong telephone runs or similar applications even at mains voltage. 20 metres £2. Our ref 2P196 or 100

price only £10. Our ref 10P34.

metres coil £8. Order ref 8P19.

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTOR. '/rd Horsepower. Made to drive the
Sinclair C5 electric car but adaptable to power a go-kart, a mower, a rail car.
model railway, etc. Brand new. Price £20 plus £2 postage. Our ref 20P22.

PHILIPS LASER

FLEX CABLE. Description same as the 4 -core above. Price 15
metres for 12. Our ref 2P197 or 100 metres £9. Order ref 9P1.
6 -CORE

13A PLUGS. Good Bntish make complete with fuse, parcel

of 5 for £2. Order

ref 2P1 86.

This is helium -neon and has a power rating of 2mW. Completely safe so
long as you do not look directly into the beam when eye damage could
result. Brano new, full spec, £30 plus £3 insured delivery. Mains operated
power supply for this tube gives 8kv striking and 1.25kv and 5mA running.
Complete kit with case £15. Ditto for 12v battery, also £15. Our ref 15P22.

13A ADAPTERS. Takes

2 13A

plugs, packet of 3 for £2. Order ref 2P187.

20v -O. 20v. Mains transformers 2'4 amp (100 watt) loading, tapped primary.
200-245 upright mountings £4. Order ref 4P24.

BURGLAR ALARM BELL 8 -gong OK for outside use if protected from rain.
12V battery operated. Price £8. Ref 8P2.

beautifully made,
has full sue (piano size) keys, has gold plated contacts and is complete with ribbon cable and edge connector. Can be used with many computers, request
information sheet. Brand new, only £15 plus £3 postage. Our ref 15P15.

- 4700uf a 25v Jap made. Normally

panostat, controls output of boiling ring from simmer to boil
mains
must for hook ups
leads with push on '4" tags
50
connections etc
BD263
2
oblong push switches for bell or chimes, thes can mains up
to 5 amps so could be foot switch it fitted into pattress
t
mini watt amp for record player. Will also change speed of
BD268
record player motor
standmild steel boxes approximately 3' x 3" x 1" deep
BD283
3
ard electrical
mixed silicon diodes
50
80293
tubular dynamic mic with optional table rest
80305
4.7uf, non -polarised block capacitors, pcb mounting
2
BD667
4
Books. Useful for beginners. Describes amplifiers, test
BD400
equipment and kit sets
Miniature driver transformers. Ref LT44. 20k to 1k, centre
2
BD653
tapped
BD553a
2
3.5 volt operated relays, each with two pairs CO contacts
Most other packs still available and you can choose any as your free one.

ORGAN MASTER. Ise three octave musical keyboard.

CAMERAS. Three cameras, all by famous makers. Kodak,
etc. One disk, one 35mm and one instamatic. All in first class

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN. Japanese made. The popular square shape
4'4ín x 4'4ín x t$in). The electronically run fans not onlyconsume very little current but also they do not cause interference asthe brush type motors do. Ideal for
cooling computers, etc., or for a caravan. C8 each. Our ref 8P26.

less capacitance switches giving long trouble free life and no contact bounce.
The keys are arranged in two groups, the main area field is a OWERTY array and
brand new
on the right is a 15 key number pad, board size is approx. 13" x 4"
but offered at only a fraction of its cost namely £3, plust £t post. Ref 3P27.

MONO RADIO CASSETTE RECORDER. AM/FM with all the normal con-

'4TH HORSEPOWER 12 VOLT MOTOR. Made by Smiths, the body length

trols. In 'as new' condition but customer retums or shop rejects, so may need
attention. Price £10. Order 5 of these and get a sixth one free. Our ref 10P66.

of this is approximately 3m, the diameter 3ín and the spindle'/th of an inch
diameter. lt has a centre flange for fixing or cna be fixed from theend by means of
2 nuts. A very powerful link motor which revs at 3,000 rpm. We have a large

BD252
BD259

1

-a

-

1

-

1

condition, believed to be in perfect working order, but sold as
untested. You can have the three for £10 including VAT,
if only for the lenses, flash gear,
which must be a bargain
etc. Our ref 10P58,

-

675 VOLT MAINS TRANSFORMER. PCB mounting, 20va. A very well
made (British) transformer. Ideal for raster power supply, etc. Price £4. Our ref
4P38

PRETTY CASSETTE PLAYER. In handy carrying pouch with silk type
shoulder cord. Ideal present fora young girl. New, tested and in perfect order.
Just needs headphones and batteries. Price £4. Our ref 4P35.
EXTRA SPECIAL CROC CLIPS. Medium size, just right for most hook-ups.
Normally set for around 10p to 15p each. These are insulated and have a length
of wire connected to them but this is very easy to snip off B you do not need it. 20
for £1. Our ref B0117Á.
IONISER FOR YOUR CAR. Experts say that positive ions predominate in a
car and can cause you to feel sleepy so we now offer a car ioniser to counteract
this. It plugs into the cigarette lighter socket. Price £12 for the complete kit. Our
ref 12PB. Our famous transformer operated room ioniser is still available a
£12.50. We claim this to have ten times more output than the ETI, the Equaliser
and in fact most other popular kits and ready built ionisers.
COPPER CLAD PANEL. For makeing PCB. Size approx 12in long x 8.4i
wide Double -sided on fibreglass middle which is quite thick (about i.,in( so thi
would support quite heavy components and could even form a chassis to holds
ref
BD683.
Price
£1
each.
Our
mains
transformer,
etc.

POWERFUL IONISER
Generates approx. 10 times more IONS than the ETI and similar circuits.
Will refresh your home. office. shop workroom etc. Makes you feel better
complete mains operated kit. case included C12.50 +
and work harder
C2 P&P. Our ref 12P5/1.

-
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FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS. At very keen prices are available from
our associate compnay SCS COMPONENTS. You may already have their catalogue, if not request one and we will send it FOC with your goods.

HAND-HELD VIDEO LAMP. Mains operated and will enable you totake professional standard videos. Made by the famous Ferguson Company, this uses a
1000W halogen lamp in afan cooled, hand-heldand hand -switched metal housing. Comes complete with optional barn -door assembly and camera bar. Obvi-

ously intended to retail at over £60, we offer these at C30 each plus C3 insured
delivery. Our ref 30P3.

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9in black and white, used Philips tube
M24/306W. Made up in a lacquered frame and has open side. Made for use with
OPD computer but suitable for most others. Brand new, £16 plus £5 post. Our
reference 16P1.

F00 BARGAIN

Ain

made by Chinon of Japan. Single sided, 80 track. Shugart compatible
interface. interchangeable with most other 3',in and 5'4drives. Completely casedweh 4 pin power lead and 34 pin computer lead. f40 plus £3

CAPACITOR BARGAIN. Axial ended

50p each, but you will get 4 for £1. Ref 613.

SINGLE SCREENED FLEX. 7.02 copper conductors, pvc insulated then
with copper screen, finally outer insulation. In fact pine normal screened flex.
10m for £1. Our ref 130668.

M.E.S. BULB HOLDERS. Circular base batten type fitting.

4

for £1. Our ref

DB127s

SPRING LOADED TEST PRODS. Heavy duty, made
company. Very good quality. Price four for
3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN

U.

by the famous Burgin

Ref BD597.

No.1. Core

size 5mm so ideal for long extension
leads carrying up to 5 amps or short leads up to 10 amps. l5mm for £2. Order ref
2P189.
3 CORE FLEX BARGAIN No. 2. Core size 1.25mm so suitable for long
or short leads up to 25A. 10m for £2.
extension leads carrying up 10 13 amps
Order ref 2P190.

-

ALPHA -NUMERIC KEYBOARD. This keyboard has 73 keys with contact -

-

quantity of them so if you have any projects in mind then you could rely on supplies for at least two years. Price £6.Our ref 6P1, discount for quantities of 10 or
more.

VOLT MOTOR. Very low current so should be very suitable for working with
solar cells. £1 each. Our ref 80681.
3

ins del. Our ref 40P1.

MINI MONO AMP. on p.c.b. size 4" x 2' (app). Fitted
volume control and a hole for atone control should you
require it. The amplifier has three transistors
and we estimate the output to be
3W rms. More technical data will be
included witn the amp. Brand new, perfect condition, offered at the very
low price of £1.15 each or 13 for £12.00

MINI SPEAKERS. To use instead of headphones with your personal stereo

-

simply plug into earphone socket. Excellent sound quality, only £4 per pair. Our
ref 4P34.

INNER EAR STEREO HEADPHONES. Ideal for lady listeners as they will
not mess up your hair do! Come complete in a neat carrying case. Price £3. Our
ref 3P56.

STEREO HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER. Very sensitive.

A

magnetic cartridge

or tape head will drive it. Has volume control and socket for stereo headphones.

J & N BULL ELECTRICAL
Dept. E.T.I., 250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE,
BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 5QT.
MAIL ORDER TERMS: Cash, P.O. or cheque with order. Orders under C20 add
C1.50 service charge. Monthly account orders accept from schools and public
minimum C5. Phone
companies. Access & Barclaycard orders are accepted
102731 734648 or 203500.

-

3v battery operated. £1 each. Our ref 80680.

FETCAPACITOR MICROPHONE EAGLE CI.200.Outputequwalentto a
high class dynamic microphone while retaining the characteristics of a capacitor
microphone. Price £1. Our ref BD646.

SUB-MAN TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size 8mm x 4mm x 7mm SBOT with
chrome dolly fixing nuts. 4 for £1.00. Order ref BD649.
SUB-MIN PUSH SWITCH DPDT. Single hole fixing by hexagonal nut. 3 for
Cl. Our ref BD650.
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POLYBEL TUNEWARE
HOW TO SERENADE IN HEX
Trevor Skeggs
explains the Polybel
Operating System
PBOS and teaches
his polyphonic
programmable
doorbell to sing
a new tune

-

The September issue of ETI saw (heard?)

your Polybel Programmable Music Generator built and tested (1 hope) and now
you find you're no longer inviting people
around on any excuse merely so that they
can press your door -push and go gosh. You're bored!
Or perhaps the music is too square/hip/sedate/
brash? Time to re -program!
There will be three categories of owner amongst
you. Firstly those who, as long as it plays a 'toon',
couldn't give a damn ... these may as well proceed
to the next article. Then there is the EPROM owner
who wants to 'have -a -go
you may either skip to
the encoding section. or read the next bit jealously.
Lastly there is the lucky EEPROM owner, anxious to
find out why he's paid extra for it ..

-

-

.
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Procedure
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CONTROL
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IC5-CPU

Transferring data from computer to Polybel

Printing to Polybel!
As stated last month, Polybel accepts data over an
8 -bit bus from a home computer. This means that
Polybel must try to impersonate a printer. This
masquerade is exposed in Fig. 1.
The data from your computer arrives at the
Centronics socket over a standard cable (Fig. 2). Here
the 8 -bit data bus is wired (via the rotary switch
which must be open -circuit
and the DIL header
SKT1) to the Programmable Sound Generator
(PSG). The active -low strobe is taken via a separate
wire to the Non-Maskable Interrupt of the Z80 (test point near C11 on supplied boards or if not fitted then
on the lower -end of R12).
The acknowledgement busy is taken, via a
separate wire, from test -point TP1 near SKT1.

-

-

How you enter programming mode on the Polybel
is dictated by the characteristics of your computer.
Most computers will check online, no paper and
error via the fault line. Sometimes this will float high
(no fault) if not connected whilst others may require
sourcing to + 5V. This may be checked by attempting
to print a character with the printer disconnected. In
the event of an error, it may be possible to link this to
+5V at the computer socket, else to +6V at SKT2
via a diode and resistor.
Similarly, most computers will check busy, and
this may or may not require an active current. If it
does, then the printer will appear 'ready' when disconnected
when Polybel is off it will accept the first

-

byte. Again, you can test this (having solved the 'fault'
problem) by seeing if you can print into free space.
Polybel enters programming mode by either a

negative -edge on NM1 after having powered -up (that
is printing to it when it is active), or by a zero byte on
Port B at power -up (that is sending a null byte before
it becomes active).
Here then is a possible procedure. Firstly write
a data file by any means available to your computer,
using the codes detailed in the next section. Preface
this file with:
(a) One or more null bytes.
(b) Start -code byte, &AA.
(c) The start address in hex divided by 8 (eg &BO for

&580)

.

(d) The length, from
bytes.

1

to 256 (represented by zero)

The operating system in pages 0 and 7 must not
be overwritten, so keep the address code between

&20 (buffer

PIN

.

1

PIN
PIN

2

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

N

3

-

-

5

-

6

-

7

S9
10
11

12

-

-

-

-

STROBE
DATA o

PIN

DA FA

5
PIN
PIN
PIN
7
PIN
8
PIN
9
PIN 20
PIN 21
PIN 22
PIN 23
PIN _A

1

DATA 2
DATA 3
DATA
DATA N
DATA 6
DATA 7
-'.

!.ACE

BUSY
NOPAPEH

PIN

SELECTED

3
'.
-

GND

I.

-

(OV)
(OV,

-

t0\'t

-

'0V)
(0V'

-

[OVI

PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN
PIN

25
26
27

-

-

_B

-

29

-

t0Vt
(0V,

(OVI
t[VI

'10

31

32
33

FAULT

PIN 34
PIN
PIN

35
36

Fig. 2 Connections on the Centronics socket SK2 (rear
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1) and &CO for safety.
Connect the printer cable to Polybel, which
should be off. Set all switches open -circuit (position
C). Send the first (null) byte of the data file, probably
with PRINT CHR$(x). Trigger the unit. Polybel should
respond with a 'peep'. Send the data file. Polybel
should respond with a 'peep' if the start and address
bytes are acceptable, or a raspberry if not.

Tuneware
The operating system interprets buffer codes and
manipulates the PSG accordingly. Like a microprocessor instruction set, these codes may be one, two
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or three or more bytes in length. Again like a micro,
most instructions are single -byte and explicit. The
tinted box of instructions lists them all and what
they do.

Pitch
The AY-3-8910 PSG chip has one major shortcoming:
the clock is pre -scaled by 16 before being divided by
the divisor of our choice. In practice this renders the
top octaves (smallest divisors) too inaccurate for
serious work, especially at 1MHz.
To circumvent this problem, the unusual step of
using the dust scale' has been taken. This means that
all notes have a relatively simple numerical ratio to
each other and some musicians do not like this
because, for example, the note `G' would contain the
same frequency as the 3rd harmonic of `C'. The lookup table at &ODO-ODF (Listing 1, September) may be
such tables are often
replaced by any scale you wish
to be found in home -computer BASIC manuals.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the codes for setting the most used pitches. They are not called 'notes' here because
they do not necessarily by themselves create sound
(the channel volume or envelope must be enabled).

-

Sharps, flats, higher and lower octaves are obtained
by direct manipulation of the PSG registers.
Channel A is usually reserved for the bass
because of its extra filtering. Channel C therefore
carries the treble or melody line, and Channel B the
alto (stop me if I get too musical for you). Although
Channel B can descend into the bass regions (codes
&30-&3A), these tend to sound raspy because of
insufficient filtering.

0

Timing
Benefitting from experience of other music programs.
where tempo is a matter of trial -and -error and triplets
are out of the question, Polybel's Operating System
(PBOS) has very precise timing.
The tempo is expressed as beats per quarter
minute (converted to hex) if the meanings of Fig. 5
are to be used (where 1 beat = code &57, &67 or
&77). Thus the code for a tempo of 60 beats/minute
is 60/4 = 15 = &OF (preceded by &FE, the 'set
tempo' byte). One beat will then give a precise delay
of one second.
In practice this is too slow even for a death march.
A more practical list of tempo codes is given in

INSTRUCTIONS
nt

Amplitude decay on channel

B.

&F2 nt

Amplitude decay on channel

C.

Strangely enough, this makes them invaluable

&F4 nt

Frequency sweep on channel

for EPROM users as the NOP code I&FFI can be

«F6 nt

Noise -frequency sweep (flange).

SINGLE -BYTE CODES

&00 and

&F1

These do precisely nothing

&FF

-

they are ignored!

The PSG has only

liberally sprinkled throughout your code wherever

&70-&7F

can control the decay of any or all channels together

Then when changes are required, the original code

(for a chord). For polyphonic (non -chordal) music the

can be rubbed -out (&00) and the blank codes reprogrammed without erasing the PROM under UV

software must provide additional envelopes. This is
done by decrementing the volume register after each

light. (Do remember, when apparently getting the
wrong tune played that the operating system will

minimum time interval

&

&60-&6F

B

&F50r

amplitude. Cancel with &F5 80.

tremolo (mandolin -like) version of code 7x
)only for channels enabled in auto -envelope model.
Initiates auto-envelope then behaves as delay -code
A special

&F7 as

Next buffer -code to be interpreted is at address as

&FB 76

within the same page. A sort of 'jump' instruction.
all buffers must end with this code if you
Stop

&AO -&AF

Manual volume of channel

C.

&FC as

forces volume from off

181x

tt

open, this

Set tempo. See Timing section in main text. Caution:
if deleting a tempo, ensure both codes are deleted --

0) to maximum l&xF!.

a

tempo of zero will hang you up forever!

restricted range from short clunk I&C11 to

medium (pianolguitarl. Longer envelopes are obtained

MULTI -BYTE CODES

by manipulation of register 14.

&F3 as bb

Define User Function (advanced users only).

Initiate certain attack/decay envelopes. See

&FD as bb

'Recall'. Repeat the buffer -passage from address as

AY-3-8910

up to and including address bb within the same page.

data manual for full details.

The passage recalled cannot itself contain

Set the bits of Port A which control the filters. For
example &E2 sets pin 20 high to turn on the bass
filter. Codes &E4 and &E8 are free for you to

experiment with (setting spare pins 19 and

181.

or
&FB 21 aap

a

a

recall,

'jump'.

'Leap'

- the next buffer code to be executed is at

address as within page p I&0paa where p =1-71.

or C into auto -envelope mode. The

Code &FB actually causes the CPU to quit the

envelope is triggered by delay -code 6x, provided that

Operating System and to start executing Z80 code.

Put channels A,

a

B

suitable envelope period has been set.

Advanced users only! Thestop command &FB 76
in

Put data byte dd

into PSG register r. Direct

manipulation of any PSG register serves as a generalpurpose fill-in when no shorter code will suffice. The
AY-3-8910

is

fact the Z80's halt instruction.
The monitor mode uses this technique to break

DOUBLE -BYTE CODES

nt

is

&F7.
&FE

Sets the envelope period for the auto -envelope
a

Optional 'jump'. If the option switch

command is ignored; else behaves like 'jump' code

Cancels auto -envelope mode for that channel and

Has

-

value your batteries!

B.

&FO

any two of the above

functions together, such as a rising pitch of decaying

Manual volume of channel

&Br dd

second register to be simultaneously

Produces one of sixteen tempo -related time -delays.

Manual volume of channel A.

&F8 -&FA

a

decremented, allowing

&90-&9F

&EO-&E3

This specifies

or C. See Pitch in the main text.

&80-&8F

&DO -&DF

beat) for the duration t

for codes &50-&7F.

These codes select various notes for channels A,

7x.

&CO &CF

We

specified. Function nt takes any of the forms defined

See Timing in the main text.

50-& 5F

single auto -envelope, which

uncertainty exists (tempo or envelope period etc).

scan through blank buffers!)
&O1 &4F

a

C.

handbook is essential for this.

Amplitude decay on channel A.

ETI OCTOBER 1989

out of the buffer and increment the 'number of callers'

location in EEPROM.
Similarly, the tell -tale mode breaks out to check
this location before deciding whether to sound

number of peeps or

a

a

raspberry!
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Fig. 6, where 112 beats/minute is represented in
'normal tempo' as &FE 1C. If the music we were
transcribing had an awful lot of 'tails' on the notes we
could just as easily use double -tempo (&FE 38) and
let code &67 represent one half -beat.

Triplet Timing
A triplet is a group of notes with the number '3' over
them. They are to be played at the rate of three notes
per two beats. Whereas other music programs give
up on this problem, PBOS has three solutions.
1. Use the approximation for a tripleted beat (&66 in
Fig. 5)

.

2. Use the normal codes for a beat or half -beat (&67,
&63) to represent the tripleted notes. Use code
&6B or &65 for their 'normal' versions (see 'Among
Triplets' in Fig. 5).
3. Temporarily up -rate the tempo to one -and -a -half
times (Fig. 6).

- Making Music

Method

First catch your music!

Legally one should be careful of pinching
copyright music, but since The Performing Right
Society has, as yet, no special tariff for charging
polyphonic programmable doorbells and is on the
whole more concerned about rounding up Britain's
coach companies and breweries, it is unlikely you'll
get a licensing officer appearing on your doorstep!
So, pick your tune. It should ideally have no
sharps or flats in the key signature. Else the scale will
not sound right (one sharp is acceptable). The music
chosen should not be chordal (clumps of notes), but
one voice should move with another stationitry. The
relevance of this was discovered when the original

Channel
Channel
Channel

40
20

C:
B:
A:

41
21

22

ill

(1_

,2

43
'_'+

03

1.11

G.+

A.

83

C,

D,

1,4

F4

F!

G,

A4

0y

44
24
04

45
25

46
26
06

47
27
07

48
28
08

49
29
09

4A
2A
OA

4B
2B
OB

4C
2C
OC

413

4E
2E
OE

4F
2F
OF

115

2D
OD

Fig. 3 Treble pitch codes

recipients could hardly tell that Polybel was
polyphonic!
A dummy example is shown in Fig. 7. This will
be allocated as Tune 5, Bank 2, so at start address
&580. Divide the music up into horizontal events
bar -lines are irrelevant.
Event zero starts by setting -up control register 7.
Your should always use the code as given, until you
can learn not to output to the switches! Event zero
continues with setting tempo, pitch, channel modes
and so on until the first code that produces sound.
The tempo is given here, which we look -up in
Fig. 6. If it is not given then you hum the tune whilst
counting (in hex) the number of times you tap your
foot in 15 seconds!
The 'rest' of event 2 implies sudden quiet, so we
kill everything by allocating all channels a manual
volume of zero for one beat.
Event 3 shows that we need separate envelopes,
since the channels take -on different timings. Here we
will arbitrarily allocate channel C to the automatic
envelope of the PSG. We will 'assign' register 9
(channel B volume) as the second register for software
decay and use the timing -codes that control decay of
channel A (& FO 5x or FO 6x).
Event 4 shows a requirement for a note not
shown in Fig. 3. This is 'between' codes &4D and
&4E. Listing 1 (last month) shows the look -up at
&ODD and &ODE to contain &50 and &48; we
average these and inject the value directly into register
4 (frequency control for channel C).
At event 7, we end if the 'option' switch is set.
Events 7, 8, 9 are the same as events 2, 3, 5 and so
we use the 'recall' function before ending.
Best wishes as you encode into the wee hours
send me your best masterpiece and I'll send you
the current library!

-
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EVENT

:

2

1

3

4

6

5

7

8

9

10

1

I
C1

D1

hi

El

G1

FFS1

Al

A:
B:

F,

E2

FZ
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G,

B2
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-
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Channel
Channel

0

Cÿ

B1

)'

10

11

12

13

I'.

15

It.

17

18

19

lA

1B

IC

ID

1E

IF

111

31

32

33

34

-35

3t.

37

38

99

3A

3B

3C

3D

3E

3F

Event.Addr

Hex Code

0580
0582
0584
0586
0589
0588
058E
058F
0592
0593
0594
0596
0597
0599
0598
059D
059E

B7 78
FE lE
FF FF
F8 F9 FA
CF E3
lE 28 4A
67
80 90 AO
77
FA
F5 09

0

1

Fig. 4 Bass pitch codes
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xH (Note
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78 7F
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-
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1NOte
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5
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use multiple code-.

6
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Fig. 5 Useful timing codes
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I

11

NM

92

46

100
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6F

(Double Tempo, 2C

2f.

30

32

34

21
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24

-
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Tempo, 16

17
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-

OC

Beats Por Minor,

4

108 112 116

120 124 128

O5A1
05A4
05A7
05A9

O5AB
05AD
05AF
0582
0584
0587

67

(Tempo x

1j.=

67

tNortnal

IL:

63

(Halt

1

.

5

Tempo)

,

OH

38

3A

3C

3E

40

ZA 4F

9E
65
4C
61

9A 9E

FC

FO 63
9E
73
B2

17

8F

.

All

3

decays continue

Optional jump to Event 11
Else new Bl bass, otherwise
Repeating 3-6 ($597-$5AA)
All Channels auto again.
Final chord
2 beats, then shut -down.

FD 97 AA
FB F9
16 28 4E
6F FB 76

132 135

42

..

2A

--

2D

--

10

--

33

1A

IB

IC

ID

IE

IF

20

21

__

OD

--

OE

--

OF

--

10

-

for one beat
Channel C on Auto again
B allocated so
Bass E2 for Channel A
E4,84 for Channels B 8 C
Volumes for Bass 8 Alto
Auto attack 8 Soft decays
G -sharp In Channel C
Re -start Auto envelope
G3. New soft envelope
E4. Restart Auto envelope
83
New soft envelope
Ch.

lA

8F
FO
B4
FO
82
4A
27
FO

Event.Addr. Hex Code

ul

36

Comment
Configure ports. Noise oft
Tempo - 120
Spare for tempo change
All channels on Auto
Medium decay. Filters on
Notes A2,C4,E4
One beat with attack
Silence....

.

Comment

tl

Fig. 7 A worked example of Tuneware

Fig. 6 Tempos
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MIDI MAPPER
In an ideal MIDI world I suppose there would
be no need for add-ons such as a MIDI
mapper. In the real world there are plenty of

MIDI instruments and other MIDI equipped
equipment which have what is only a fairly
basic MIDI specification. These days manufacturers
of electronic music equipment give most of the current
equipment a fairly comprehensive specification
mode 4 operation with multi-timbrality is now the
order of the day even on budget synthesisers and
samplers. There is usually a great deal of control over
which voice of an instrument operates on which MIDI
channel.
This contrasts with many instruments of the past,
including some of the most popular ones. A common
failing of these is the ability to transmit data only on
MIDI channel 1, which can be a bit limiting especially
if your setup contains more than one instrument of
this type. A simple way around this problem is to feed
the output of the instrument through a MIDI mapper
such as the unit featured in this article. The basic action
of this device is to pass most MIDI data unaltered.
However, data received on a certain MIDI channel can
be retransmitted on a different channel. Both the input
and output channels are user selectable via a couple
of switches. In our example of a synthesiser restricted
to transmission on channel 1, by setting channel 1 on
the input selector switch, the data would then be
output on any desired channel. as set on the output
selector switch.
There are other ways of using the unit, but a
certain amount of care needs to be exercised as things
might not always work out as you might expect.
The unit can be used in what is effectively the
opposite way to the one described above, where it is
added at the input of an instrument which can only
operate on channel 1, so as to make it respond to data
sent on a different channel. Bear in mind though, that
this unit only provides channel switching, it does not
give MIDI filtering (which is a rather more complex
function than one might think). Although it will
convert messages on channel to any other desired
channel, messages received on channel 1 will be
passed straight through to the output, still on channel
1. This might not matter, but it could prevent the
desired action from being obtained. If, for instance,
you have two mode 3 instruments which are restricted
to operation on channel 1, adding this unit ahead of
one of these instruments would not permit them to
be sequenced separately. However, building a
doubled -up version of the unit with two mappers
would permit independent operation of the units on
any desired channels, except channel 1 which would
become a `no-go area'.
The lack of filtering could be used to good effect
with a little ingenuity. With two instruments on

-
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channel 1, and the mapper being added ahead of one
of them, both instruments would respond to messages
on channel 1. If the mapper was set for channel 2 as
the input channel, then messages sent on channel 2
would only be received by this instrument. This would
permit solo operation using channel 2 or layering of
the instruments by using channel 1. Not fully
independent operation but a definite advance on
having only layered operation of the instruments.
There are other possible ways of using the unit.
As explained in the How /t Works section, it can be
set up to effectively filter out certain types of MIDI data.
However, it would be naive to expect a simple device
of this type to provide all the functions as a highly
sophisticated micro -based design costing hundreds
of pounds.

0
Robert Penfold can
change channels in
mid data stream with
his MIDI mapping
rack unit

Construction
Refer to Fig. 5 for details of the printed circuit board.
Apart from IC4, all the DIL integrated circuits are
CMOS types and require the usual anti -static handling
precautions. l would recommend the use of a socket
for IC4 as well
it is not a static sensitive device but
it is not particularly cheap either. 6 -pin DIL holders
can be a bit difficult to obtain but it is not too difficult
to saw an 8 -pin type down to size.
When fitting the integrated circuits, note that IC8
has the opposite orientation to the other DIL devices.
FS1 is mounted on the board via a pair of fuse -clips.
Use plenty of solder when fitting the clips into place
so that they are given a very firm mounting. Note that
FS1 should be an anti -surge type and not a quick-blow
because of the initial surge current as C7 charges up
at switch -on.
A number of link -wires are required and for most
of these trimmings from resistor leadouts are perfectly
adequate. Some 22 swg tinned copper wire will be
needed for the longer wires though. The wire must
be quite taut on these longer links, or else insulated
with PVC sleeving so that there is no risk of them short
circuiting together. Crystal XTAL1 must be a miniature
wire -ended type (such as an HC -49/U cased crystal)
if it is to fit into the layout easily. Printed circuit pins
are fitted to the board at the points where connections
to off -board components will be made later, so that
these connections can easily be made once the board
has been installed in the case.
I used an inexpensive 19 -inch (one unit high)
rackmount case. This is actually somewhat larger than
is really necessary and it could easily accommodate
two or three boards if necessary. Even if a single board
is used, a 19 inch rackmount case is still a good choice
as this should make it easy to fit the unit into an existing
MIDI system with the minimum of fuss. A light -duty
type is perfectly adequate for this application (heavyduty types can be extremely expensive).

-
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Block diagram of the MIDI Mapper

HOW IT WORKS
The block diagram of Fig.

functions.

It is

1

helps to explain the way in which the unit

produces an output pulse that triggers a monostable. This controls

Asynchronous

two tristate buffers, one from its Q output and one from its Q output.

based on

a

UART (Universal

Receiver/Transmitter) which converts the incoming serial MIDI signal

Normally the upper tristate buffer of Fig.

into parallel form and then retransmits it in serial form again. However,

passed through to the output unprocessed. When the monostable

on appropriate bytes the signal is retransmitted in slightly altered form.

is triggered, its outputs momentarily swop states and the other

The MIDI standard calls for opto -isolators at all inputs. This is

tristate buffer is activated. It then couples through to the transmitter

necessary in order to eliminate any problems with high voltages

UART the binary code set using the output channel selector switch.

causing damage to equipment, to reduce the risk of hum loops and

This code replaces the channel nibble of the received byte on the

to prevent digital noise from being coupled into the audio stages of

transmitted signal.

instruments. MIDI outputs are a form of current loop stage and must

provide

a

Figure

in Fig.3 and the mains power supply circuit appears in Fig. 4. Transistor

Q2 generates the clock signal to be divided by eight in ICI (where

a

- one start bit, eight data bits,

only three of its seven binary counters are used).

the output

Q1 is

stage.

one stop bit and no parity. This word format is programmed into the

IC4 and Q3 provide

a

high speed opto -isolated input. The TIL111

UART by connecting certain of its inputs to the appropriate logic

specified for IC4 is nota particularly fast device but by using its output

levels. Unlike many serial interface chips, UARTs are perfectly suitable

transistor

for simple stand alone units and do not have to be programmed via

amplifier (Q3) it can handle the relatively high frequencies involved
in a MIDI application. Q4 is used to reset the data received flag of

the data bus and suitable software.
In order to understand how the

unit provides channel switching

you need to understand a few basics about the nature of MIDI signals.

in the

emitter follower mode together with an external

UART IC2, and it also produces

a

pulse to initiate transmission of

received bytes.
IC3 and

Each MIDI message consists of a header byte which contains the code

IC 5 are

the two tristate buffers. These are 8 -bit types

for the type of message concerned (most significant nibble) and the

but in this circuit only four buffers of each one are used. SW1-4 plus

channel number (least significant nibble). These channels messages

R12 to R15 form the output channel selector circuit.

include such things

as note

onioff instructions, pitch bend

IC6 is the magnitude comparator,

a

74HC85 four bit type. SW5-8

information, and so on. There is another form of MIDI instruction in

plus R16 to R19 are the input channel selector circuit. IC8 is the 5 -line

the form of system messages. With these the most significant nibble

decoder, actually

has the system message code

11111 in

binary) and the least significant

a

74HC138

3 -line type. The extra

two input lines

are provided by the positive enable terminal and one of the negative

nibble contains the code for the particular type of message involved

enable inputs. The latter is driven from

(clock signals, system exclusive, and so on). Many of the header bytes

one gate of IC7.

IC 6 via an inverter

formed by

The positive enable input of IC8 is fed from the most significant

are followed by one or more data bytes.

The unit only needs to process header bytes for channel

data bit. The other three most significant bits of data drive the normal

messages that are on the appropriate channel. System messages

inputs of IC8. Seven of its outputs are ANDed by a simple diode gate

must not be altered. Similarly, data bytes for channel messages must

circuit and any one of these (active low) outputs going low will trigger

not be changed

- their channel number is that of the header byte

the monostable. The latter is based on IC9 which is

a

40478E

that precedes them and they do not carry any channel information

astableimonostable connected in the negative edge triggered

themselves. As the channel number is contained in the least

monostable mode. SW9 can be used to disconnect the gate circuit

significant nibble, only this nibble is ever processed. The most

from the monostable so that the channel shifting is disabled.

significant nibble is always passed straight though to the transmitter

section of the UART without undergoing any changes.

Output

7 of IC8 is

not connected. This is activated when

a

system message header byte is received. (these must not be altered).

The least significant nibble is checked for the right channel

A form of MIDI filtering can be obtained by removing some of the

number using a magnitude comparator which compares the received

diodes in the gate. Some classes of message would then be passed

nibbles with the binary code set using the input channel selector

through unaltered while others would be shifted to an unused channel

switch. If a match is detected, the comparator sends the appropriate

and effectively filtered out. Each output of 108 represents a different

other four lines of this

class of message. For example. output 5 (pin 10) is the channel

logic level to one input of

a

5 -line decoder. The

circuit are fed with the most significant nibbles. The decoder only
provides an output pulse if it detects that the correct logic level is

pressure output. By including

significant bit

is set to
a

1

(which means that the received byte

is a

data byte) lit will not provide an output pulse

if all four bits of the most significant nibble are set to

1, a

system

message header type).
If a

channel message header byte is detected, the decoder

a

diode on this output but not the

others, channel pressure messages could effectively be filtered out.
The power supply circuit is unspectacular, just

being provided by the magnitude comparator and that the most
header type and not

54

shows the main circuit diagram for the mapper the

clock signal at sixteen times

word format is used for MIDI systems

O

active and the signal

The MIDI baud rate is 31250, set using a 4MHz crystal oscillator

the required baud rate which is what the UART requires. Only one

L]

is

comparator, decoder, and monostable circuits are shown separate)

nominal output current of 5mA.

and a divide -by -eight circuit. This gives

E-

2

1

a

standard

regulated 5V supply using push-pull rectification. As the current
consumption of the circuit

is

only

a

few milliamps it is quite in order

to use battery power if preferred. Omit T1, D8, D9, FS1 and C7, then
connect the battery across C8, fitting one pole of the on/off switch
in

the positive battery lead.
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<
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<
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<
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r
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IC1 - 40248E
IC4 = TIL111
BC559
IC2 - 6402
Q1
IC3,5 = 74HC245 02,3,4 - BC549

OV

G

H

1

5V 4

-

Fig. 2 The main circuit diagram of the MIDI Mapper

The general layout of the unit is not critical but
position everything sensibly so that there are a minimum of crossed wires. SKI. and SK2 should be 5 -way
180° DIN sockets, the standard type for MIDI equipment. Switches SW 1-8 could be two sets of four miniature toggle or slider switches but you would then need
to set up the right binary patterns in order to select the
desired input and output channels. The extra expense
of hexadecimal switches is probably worthwhile, and
it is switches of this type that I used on the prototype.
A lot of hex switches are printed circuit types which
are only intended for preset use. Switches of this type
can be wired in if the unit will always be used with the
same input and output channels. A few wire links are
much easier and cheaper if preset operation is all that

required.
If selection of the input and output channels via
the front panel is required, thumb -wheel style hex
switches are probably the best option. I used the
miniature RS type. These require one pair of end
cheeks if the two switches are to be clipped together
to form a single unit, or two pairs of end cheeks if they
are to be mounted separately.
The panel cutout can be made using a fretsaw
or similar implement. A good way of getting it really
accurate is to cut just inside the line marking the
boundary of the cutout, and to then carefully file out
the hole to precisely the required size. The correct size
for the cutout is 31mm x 17mm for a single switch.
or 31mm x 24.5mm for a twin switch assembly.
is

PARTS LIST
D8,9

1N4002

R1

470R

Q1

BC 559

R2

6k8

Q24

BC549

R3,R12-19

3k3

R4

330k

R5,8

1k0

R6,20

2k2

RESISTORS (all Y,W 5%)

R7

220R

R9

4k7

R10,21

10k

R11

5k6

MISCELLANEOUS

CAPACITORS
C1,2

33p ceramic plate

C3

47µ 16V radial elect

C4

1n0 polyester

C5

4n7 polyester

C6

100µ10V radial elect

C7

1000µ 16V radial elect

C8,9

100n ceramic

FS1

20mm 100mA anti -surge fuse

NE0N1

Mains panel neon

SK1,2

5 -way

5W18

Hex thumbwheel switch

SW9

SPST miniature toggle

SW10

rotary mains

T1

Mains primary, 9-0-9V 100mA secondary

XTAL1

4MHz (HC -49/U or similar case)

180° DIN chassis socket

PCB. Case. Knob. IC sockets.
16 pin DIL holder (2

off)

20 pin DIL holder (2 off)

40 pin DIL holder
Pair of 20mm fuse -clips

Stand-offs, mains lead and plug, wire, solder, etc.

SEMICONDUCTORS

BUYLINES

IC1

4024BE

IC2

6402

C3,5

74HC245

IC4

TIL111

IC 6

74HC85

and end cheeks are 337-093 and 338-406 respectively.

IC 7

40018E

IC 8

74HC 138

opto isolator

The hex switches used on the prototype are RS components (available

from Electromail tel (0536) 204555). The order code for the switches

IC 9

40478E

The 19 -inch rack mount case is a Rackz Products (lei 102751
8239831 type U1, which is an inexpensive light -duty type which is
perfectly adequate for this project. Any other one unit high rack -

IC10

µA78L05 (+5V 100mA reg.)

mount case should be suitable but many of the alternatives are

Dl -7

1N4148
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prohibitively expensive.
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-
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Fig. 3 The comparator, decoder and monostable circuitry

SW10a

ON/OFF
OUT

LO-I

5V

NEON1

240V
AC

MAINS
N

OUTPUT

SW/ob
NOTE:
IC10
uA78L05
08,9 - 1N4002

FS1

100mA

0V

E

Fig. 4 The mains power supply circuit

0P[
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Mount the PCB on the base panel of the case
using stand-offs or use long spacers over 6BA
mounting bolts. Most of the hard -wiring is straightforward but the wiring to the thumbwheel switches
and IN/OUT sockets needs to be completed with care
if everything is to work first time. 'Rainbow' ribbon
cable is probably the best type to use for the point-topoint wiring.

Note that there is a link wire from pin 2 of SK1
to the chassis tag of this socket but this link must be
omitted from SK2 (otherwise the opto -isolator at the
input of the unit will be effectively bypassed) Take due
care with the mains wiring. The case must be earthed
to the mains earth lead and a soldering fitted on one
of Ti's mounting bolts is an easy way of providing a
.

suitable connection point.
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In Use

transmit on MIDI channel 1, simply connect the OUT
socket of the synthesiser to the IN socket of the
mapper. The OUT socket of the mapper is then used
to drive the other items of equipment in the system,
and the output channel selector of the mapper is used
to effectively select the output channel of the
synthesiser.
Unfortunately the hex switches are calibrated
from 0 to F, whereas MIDI channels are conventionally numbered from 1 to 16. Obviously a little
mental arithmetic is all is needed in order to convert
switch settings to their corresponding MIDI channels.
SW9 can be used to switch out the channel shifting
if desired, (setting the same input and output channel
provides the same effect). In either case the unit will
only pass the MIDI signal if it is switched on.

Assuming you use the specified type of socket connected in the manner shown in Fig. 5, standard MIDI
leads can be used to connect the unit to the other items
of equipment.

The main point to bear in mind when fitting the
unit into a system is that it must not be connected
ahead of any item of equipment which must receive
the undoctored MIDI signal. For example, if you are
using the MIDI THRU method of connection and only
one piece of equipment must be fed with the doctored
signal, then the processor should be the penultimate
unit in the chain of connection, and the equipment
to receive the doctored signal connected as the final
unit. If the unit is used with a synthesiser that will only

o

T
p
R9

n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n

F-

R6

V O V

J

V

O

V V V V

V V V V
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1

T

CC2
(

xTnL1

{

R4

I

)
--

1

T

--i
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-I R16}R 17
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ro 10

R18

Vo

Fig. 5 Component overlay and off -board wir.ng for the MIDI Mapper
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SPECIAL OFFER

Oscilloscopes
_.:eep Dual TB£400
£500
--OONIx465DualTraci 100MHzDeiaySweep
£400
-HONIx 454 Dual Trace 150MHz Delay Sweep
_
LtOliLDIADVANCE 0S3000A Dual Trace 40MHz Delay Sweep 000
£250
TRIO
ay Sweep
TraceMHz
0
0Mz
PHILIPS PM3233 Dual
£275
TELEOUIPMENT D75 Dual Trace 50MHz Delay Sweep
1250
540501 5530A Dual Trace 35MHz

HEWLETT PACKARD
OSCILLOSCOPE TYPE 1740A
. £575
Sweep Trigger
Dual Trace 100M": --

-2..:

-E{-RDNIx2212

HP 1220A Dual Trace 15MHz
£200
£210
-,-,:.D ADVANCE 0Sn00 Dual Trace 30MHz
£210
- L3 ADVANCE 0S255 Dual Trace 15MHz
Solid
State
Trace
Delay
Sweep
Dual
35MHz
ZCSSOR CDUt50
£180
Portable 8.10cm Crepe

Optional front cover containing
SE TABS SM111 Dual Trace

2

£10

probes HC

l8MHz Sole State Portable AC or
£150

external DC operation 8xtocm Display
SCOPEX 4D1OB Dual Trace 10MHz

£150

1

HAMEG MODULAR SYSTEM
HM8001 Man Frame min HM8032 Sine Wate Generator
20Hz-20MHz HM8030 2 Function Generator 01"1MHZ Srnehq
Triangle and HM8011 2 Digital Mubimeter a Dgo

ONLY £400
RACAL.NORSK Keyboard CASED ASCII Coded k Function
£5 each (P6P C3)
keys Unused Some into
FARNELL SWITCHED MODE PSU 5V 40A B ter- 12V 5A
£30 each (P&P £4)
Please
enquire
available
OTHER SWITCHED
horn LSO
DS/DDPS
50 US
DISK
5

MULTIMETERS
10-520MHz Sig Gen with
osso
Synchroniser TF2171
f425
MARCONI TF2015 without Synchroniser
MARCONI TF2016 AM FM 10MHz-120MHz with Synchroniser
y

MARCONI TF2015 AM FM

fí00

TF2173
MARCONI TF2016 without Synchronise,
MARCONI SANDERS SIG SOURCE 60558 850.2150MHz
DVMAR 1525 AM FM 01.18MHz Sig Gen

THE VIRTUOSO POWER AMPLIFIER

H P

964 SWEEP OSCILLATOR 7124GH7

H P

620 Signal Generator 711GHz

H P 614A

X00
£500
£200

£600
£400
£450
£275

Signal Generator 500-2100MHz

AUDIOKITS top of the range power amplifier kit and still the number one power amplifier in terms
of sound quality and ease of construction and testing. At £325 complete, the standard 100W/
Channel version is excellent value for money whilst the 3U upgraded version at £840 offers the
kind of sonic performance expected of the world's best power amplifiers.

FERROGRAPHRT52 Recorder Test Set
WOELKWE Wow 8 Flutter Meter ME108

THE VIRTUOSO PRE -AMP

C150
Measures down to 001%
MARCONI TF2700 UNIVERSAL LCR Bridge Battery Operated

The ideal constructors preamp. Excellent sonic performance and simple but effective circuitry
make it one of the most popular preamp designs published. And its modular construction.
including separate power supply regulator board makes it ideal for anyone requiring an MC
Stage. Disc Amplifier, Tone Control or Basic Low Level Amplifier on its own. Now even further
sonic improvement are possible through better components. For details send now for:
THE SECOND UPGRADE £5.00
ACN19 VIRTUOSO PREAMP
£1.50
ACN20 REMOTE PREAMP POWER SUPPLY

-

AUDIO DESIGN POWER AMPLIFIER
Many ETI readers have substantially improved the sound quality of the original audio design
power amplifier by fitting higher grade recommended and supplied by AUDIOKITS. Whether
you are building the latest version as published or making your own version in your own case,
AUDIOWTScomponent note and price list offers many useful ideas on improving sound quality
at low cost. Send now for:
£2.00
ACN 22 AUDIO DESIGN POWER AMPLIFIER

For further details of Audiokits, Audio Amplifier Kits, Electronic Components and Cables,
send 9"x4' SAE (overseas 3 IRCs) to Audiokits Precision Components. 6 Mill Close.
Borrowash. Derby, DE7 3GU, England. Tel: 0332 674929.

(P&P All AVOs £10)
horn £50

AVO 8 Complete with Batteries B Leads
AVO 8 MkV Complete min Batteries 8 Leads
(Military version of AVO Al
AVO TEST SET No

£90

1

£65
TEST LEADS suitable br AVOMETERS Rad 8 Black with
£5 (P&P C3)
Res 8 T
2 Croc-Clips
[15 (P&P £q
Black Ever Ready caseidsfor AVOs Unused

Compete elm Batteries 8 Leads

BATTERIES

15

volt

C3

each.

ANALYSIS Mk2

AVO TRANSISTOR

complete wnn batteries

¡WU,

10

off C25 (P8P extra)

CT446 Suitcase style

and operating

instructions
ONLY £25 each

NEW EQUIPMENT

£100

LEADER LMV 186A Two channel Mitlwoltmeter 5Hz-50kHz
£100
100u530o5
£125
LEVELL TG200DM 1Hz-1MHz Sine/Square
MARCONI Automtic Distortion Meter TF2337A 400Hz or 1kHz

.

L._ _ .., `;_. v.."-_ _...u. Sweet)
£575
Component Teste- . 2 Probes
HAMEG OSCILLOSCOPE 2036. Dual Trace20MHz Component
0314
Tester 8 2 Probes

HAMEGOSG--.,'.L.--

All Omer Models Available

BLACK STAR FREQUENCY COUNTERS PAP £4

From £150

Ce9
C95
PHILIPS PM6456 FM Stereo Generator
£129
£45 (PEP £7)
ADVANCE SG628 AM t50kHz.220MHz
£178
Meteor 1000-10Hz
£325
TEKTRONIX CURVER TRACER type CT71
BLACK STAR JUPITOR 500 FUNCTION GENERATOR
£75
TRIO SG402 AM Sig Gen 100kHz30MHz Unused
£110
1KHZ PEP £4
MARCONI ATTENUATOR TF2162DC.1MHz600 Ohm 0.111dB inSine/Square/Triangle 0
BLACK STAR ORION PALTVNIDEO COLOUR PATTERN
£7)
£35
(P8P
0108 Steps
C209
GENERATOR
MARCONI RF POWER METER TF1152A/1 DC 500MHz 0525W
ONLVC45 (PEP £7)
HUNG CHANG DMM 7030 3': digit Hand neld 28 ranges
501/Ohm with manual
including 10 Amp ACIDC SIN Complete wnn batteries 8
£39.50
leads. POP £4
£33.50
above DMM 60100.25Áo
As
TELEPHONES- YES' REAL DIAL TYPE TELEPHONES -that
C3
Carrying Case for above
dont Nee around the desk Type No 746 supplies wnn stand
v1 .'0
Ctt
each
PROBES
Switched
OSCILLOSCOPES
and ET plug lusedl Only Beach (P&P f3). Quentitydiscount

Meteor 100-100MHz
Meteor 600-600MHz

-

-

with 30 days guarantee. Manuals supplied if possible
Used equipment
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists. Please check availability
before ordering. CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods & Carriage

STEWARTS OF READING
110

WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS RG6 1PL

Â

Thur.)
Tel: 0734 68041. Fax: 0734 351696. Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Mon.F. (until 8pm

19" RACK MOUNTING EQUIPMENT CASES
This range of t9 rack equipment cases nave been designed With economy ana versatility as their
objective. These cases are supplied as a flat pack kit with assembly instructions.
The * NEW IMPROVED DESIGN * now features a black powder coal 16SWG (1.5mm) steel front
panel with the rear box constructed from 9mm PVC coated steel
All units are 10" (254mm) deep and are available In the following popular sizes..

PUT YOUR
AGENT ON
THE TRAIL

TYPE
U1

U2
U3
U4

You need the facts. just the
facts man. You need a
steady source to feed you
information. Don't settle for
a second-rate squealer. You
need ETI and you need it

HEIGHT
1" (44mm)
3" (88mm)

PRICE

5" (133mm)
7" (178mm)

21

í

19.55*
23.00

85*

24.50*

*Special Offer Price
DELIVERY INCLUDED (UK ONLY)
All prices INCLUDE VAT

Blanking Panels. Racking Consoles
and Rack Cabinets are also available.
Please send S.A.E. for details.

* TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME *
TEL: 0275 823983 FOR ACCESS/VISA SALES
OR CHEQUE WITH ORDER TO:-

good. Put your newsagent.
clip the
on the trail
coupon and hand it to your
neighbourhood shop.

-

RACKZ PRODUCTS
PO BOX NO. 1402, MANGOTSFIELD, BRISTOL, ENGLAND BS17 3RY

P

19" RACK CASES

ETI

p

am.

EC
a'AYINREC'RONICN1ASi

Dear Mr Newsagent
Please order me a copy of ETI
and reserve deliver me a copy
ELECTRONICS
every month.
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

LAW

Note this magazine is available to your wholesaler through:
SM Distribution. 6 Leigham Court Road. Streatham. London
SW16 2PG. Tel: 01-677 8111.

Panel Size Rear Box
Price
Wei ht
Order Code W H (inch) W
H
D
g
£
0101
19x1 75 17x1.5510 2.4kg 26.95
19.5.25 17x50. 10 35kg 29.95
U103

19.3.5

19.525
19.70

17.3.0x12
17.5.0012

3,3kg
4.0k9

17.6.5.12 4,6kg

£29.75
£31.95
£34.95

Please add £300 POP for the first item and £1.50 for each additional rte,
Please add VAT to above prices. Overseas orders welcome.

Address_.
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assembly flat package.

U212
U312
U412

Nahte

L-----

Suitable for instrumr , high quality amplifiers and many other applications that demand strength and
New 'mproved construction and finish w Black anodised aluminium Iront panels * Separate
professional finish
front mounting plate, no fixing screws visible on the front and the side of the enclosure w Heavy gauge front panel
isof brushed aluminium finish enhanced with two professional handles * With ventilation slits and plastic feet
w Rear box manufactured from 11mm steel finished in black Rack mounting or tree standing Comes in quick

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
40 CRICKELWOOD BROADWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET
.

J

Tel: 01-452 0161

Fax: 01-208 1441

SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS
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THE MULTIMETER

0
]d

The humble multimeter is the fundamental
piece of test gear in every workshop.

Without it, most people would not dream
of setting out to mend anything, let alone
build something. This does present a problem when presenting a project to build such a meter.
Dare one build the project without a multimeter to test
it? And if you have one, why build one?
You can sort out such arguments for yourself.
This simplest answer is to borrow a meter for the
weekend. Happily this project is reasonably simple
and there isn't too much to go wrong.
It was originally designed as an Industrial Skills
class project for BTEC/C&G students. The design
criteria were that it should measure a limited range of
DC volts, current and resistance with a reasonable
degree of accuracy, that it should use low-cost and
readily available components. Plus it should be easily
put together with a minimum of tools and equipment.
There are four DC voltage ranges with full-scale
deflections of 100mV. 1V, 10V and 100V. Four DC
current ranges have FSDs of 100mA, lmA, 10mA
and 100mA. There are also four resistance ranges
with ranges up to 1k0, 10k, 100k and 1MO.
Multimeters manufactured with only passive
components usually have a non-linear resistance
scale. However, this project includes an active device.
The friendly LM358 dual op -amp provides the
measurement of voltage. current and resistance using
a linear scale (ETI March and April 1986 contain more
information on the LM358).
The multimeter with its high impedance input
has negligible loading effect on the circuit being
this is essential when, for example,
measured
measuring transistor base voltages.
Zero resistance on most analogue multimeters is
on the right-hand side of the meter scale. With this
multimeter, voltage, current and resistance have their
zero positions on the left-hand side of meter scale.

-
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The multimeter should zero automatically on all
ranges once adjusted and calibrated.
The accuracy of the multimeter relies on the close
tolerance of resistor values.
Off the shelf 5% tolerance (gold band) are listed,
these will give surprisingly good results. However 1%
tolerance (brown band) resistors are easily obtainable,
except perhaps the 10M value.

Douglas Kennedy
presents some wideranging ideas with this
simple budget piece of

test gear

Construction
you are using the PCB from the ETI PCB Service
(see centre pages) then construction is very
straightforward. Those wishing to etch their own board
can find the foil pattern at the back of the magazine.
The component overlay is shown in Fig. 1
Integrated circuits are notoriously fickle things when
it comes to soldering and you may prefer to solder in
an 8 -pin IC socket to take the LM358 rather than
fixing it directly to the board.
If

Solder in the resistors and diodes first.
Remember the diodes need to be orientated correctly.
Leave enough distance between the red LED and the
board so that you can mount it through the case later.
The prototype made use of a transparent case made
out of something similar to Perspex so that it didn't
really matter if the LED protruded from the case or
not!
To mount the preset resistors RV1.2 you may
need to enlarge the PCB holes slightly the legs are
a bit thicker than those on resistors.
The meter and rotary switches are mounted
directly on to the PCB. This improves mechanical and
electrical terminal connection. You'll need to cut the
eyes from the rotary switch tabs unless you want to
make huge holes in your PCB.
The on/off switch and the sockets do not go
direct onto the board. They are connected with
lengths of 1mm tinned copper wire, although you may

-
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The component overlay for the multimeter

PARTS LIST
RESISTORS lall

'/W

SEMICONDUCTORS

5% unless stated)

IMO

IC1

R2,13

100k

D1,2

1N4148

R3,12

10k

LEDI

0.2in red LED

R4-7,11

1k0

R8

1R0 1/2W

MISCELLANEOUS

R9

l OR

BATTI

9V PP3 battery

R10

100R

METER1

1000A meter

R14

10M

SK1-4

4mm sockets:

R15

910k

SW1

4 -pole 3 -way rotary

R16

2k2

SW2,3

3 -pole 4 -way rotary switch

RV1

pre-set 10k

SW4

single pole single throw switch

RV2

pre-set 220k

PCB. Knobs 13). IC socket. Battery clip. Case. Test leads.

1/2W

ELECTRONIC DC
MULTIMETER

40

y

80

./

y50

40

fa4
60

Fig. 2 The front panel template

prefer to wait until you've prepared the front panel and
fixed the components on that before you connect
them in. It will depend on the case you use and how
conveniently things will fit together.

The Front Panel
neatly arranged front panel with
the holes and switches in the right place for the PCB,
So that you can get

a

2

red, 2 black

switch

there is a template for drilling shown in Fig. 2. Place
this over your case firmly and scribe the hole positions
with a knife or bodger. Then drill all the holes with a
2mm bit and enlarge them to the sizes shown on the
template.
The hole for the meter is pretty big and the ideal
tool for the job is a 38mm hole -saw. However, panic
not if you haven't got one, you can make several small
holes around the circumference and then blast your
way through with a sharp knife (shortly to become a
not so sharp knife) Happily the meter itself covers the
edges of the hole so a disastrous botch job will be quite
sufficient!
With everything wired in you can finally put the
case together. Poke the stems of the switches through
the holes you've made and trim them for the knobs.
Mark up some dials on the case with the ranges shown
in the photograph. Now connect up the PP3 battery
(with the on/off switch off), fit that somewhere in the
case with tape if necessary, and close the box. Now
you're ready to test the meter.
.

50
Y

so

O

LM358

R1

Setting Up And Calibration
Calibrate the voltage and current ranges first. Switch
on the multimeter and set the VmA switch (SW2) fully
anticlockwise to the 0.1V position. Get a small
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HOW IT WORKS

SK30
VI

The complete circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Depending on the

SK4 O

function selected by the 4 -pole selector SW1, the circuit operates as
follows.

81

IMO

<
<

82

R3

100k

R8!

R4
1k0

Ok

180

R9

812k

Rk1

108

r

107

3

Voltage Measurement

12

SW3a

Figure 4 shows the arrangement for voltage readings. The meter

SWITCH POSITIONS

display is proportional to the input voltage which

SW1

is

sampled at the

junction of the switched potential divider network and the non
inverting input terminal (pin 5) of IC1a. The op -amp is connected as
a

unity gain DC amplifier.

1
VOLTS
2 = CURRENT
3 = RESISTANCE

Figure

5

7

1

=

2
3

=

=

lOomV 100uA

SW1b

1V 1mA

10V

shows the arrangement for current readings. Again IC1a is

1

=

ICI

2 -_
3 =
4 =

1k0
10k
100k
1M0

SWITCHES ARE SHOWN
IN NUMBER '1' POSITION

11.

NOTE

potential difference of 1V6 is produced across the LED which
performs a similar function to a zener diode. This reference is used

ICI = LM358
01,2 = 1N4148
LEO = 0.2in RED LED

A

a

METER1

stable voltage at the non -inverting input of IC1b.

The op -amp gain is set by resistor

R1, 2, 3 or 4

switched into the

circuit plus the resistor on test, connected to the output terminal and
the inverting input terminal of the op -amp.
Therefore

a

SW1a

6

lomA

100V 1640Me

Resistance Measurement

to generate

3c

-r

SW3

used in non -inverting mode. The input current is sampled through

either R8,9,10 or

10

SW2b

SW2

4

Current Measurement

SW2c

full-scale meter reading on each switch position

100uA

R-

O
SKI

0
SK2

Fig. 3 The complete circuit diagram for the multimeter

should equal the value of resistor switched in by SW3.
R14

R15

10M

910k

screwdriver and tweak the slot adjustment on the
meter until it reads exactly zero. Then click SW2 over
to the 10V position. Connect a 10V DC supply across
the voltage and current input sockets 3 and 4. Adjust
RV1 to give a reading of exactly 10V FSD on the
meter. And that's it. The multimeter should now give
accurate measurements of up to 100V or 100mA in
a linear manner.

NOTE.
1C1

-

LM358

R16

2k2
R16

2k2

Resistance Ranges
calibrate for resistances, set the V&l switch SW1
over to the 'ohms' position. The meter needle should
shoot off the scale as you are presenting it with an
open circuit
more or less infinite resistance.
Set SW3 to the 10k position and get the closest
tolerance 10k resistor you can find and connect across
the resistance input sockets SK1,2. Adjust RV2 to give
you the full 10k deflection.
No further adjustment should be necessary. Of
course calibrating like this does depend on the quality
of the supply or components you are using. If you
don't have a DC supply (and there's little excuse since
ETI published one not so long ago), you could check
on the exact voltage of a spare PP3 at a friend's house
or at work/school, then rush home and calibrate with
that (making sure not to' heat it, freeze it or use it in
your stereo on the way!). Similarly it might be wise to
get a second opinion on the 10k resistor you use to
calibrate with, it would be a terrible shame to calibrate
with a dud.
To

-

Other Things
The multimeter

is

also useful for basic testing of

components. To test a silicon diode simply insert the'
test leads into the resistance test sockets and put the
range on 1k. Connect the positive lead to the anode
(no band) and the negative to the cathode (banded).
you get low resistance you're OK, if you get high
resistance then the diode is open circuit (which it
shouldn't be). Swap the leads over. You should now
get a high resistance. If you get a low resistance then
your diode is short circuit. Note that germanium
diodes normally indicate a small resistance when
reversed biased.
If
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NOTE'
ICI - LM358

RV1

R12

R13

R8
R9
1R0 10R

10k

100k

Fig. 4 Circuit operation for voltage measurement

R3 84
10k 1k0

NOTE'
1Cl =. LM358

R11

140

Fig. 5 Circuit operation for
current measurement

E

R1
R2
1M0 100k

R10
100R

P

N

N

P

P

N

E

Fig. 7 Testing transistors
as back-to-back diodes

Fig. 6 Circuit operation for resistance measurement

You can also check transistors by regarding the
silicon sandwich as a pair of diodes and testing
accordingly. Figure 7 shows which way the diode
equivalents are orientated for NPN and PNP types.
To test a thyristor, connect the positive test lead
to the anode and the negative to the cathode. The
meter should read high resistance. Momentarily short
the anode to the gate and the resistance should go low

- even when the gate voltage has been removed.

BUYLINES

Al components for the multimeter

are easily obtainable from Maplin

(tel: (07021 554161), Rapid Electronics (tel: (02061 751166), or

Electromail Itel: (05361204555).
The PCB is available from the ETI PCB Service (see centre pages).
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PCB FOIL
PATTERNS

rr151:Eirl !If rli00:231

it C1 tc=7ier072
c

11:21

:149411-0
The Intruderbeam Control Unit foil pattern

Field Power Supply for the Spectrum 3 (September 1989)
In last month's issue, a design error led to the component overlay being published with
the printing densities reversed, rendering it rather difficult to interpret. The board is
reproduced here with the error rectified.

N2
FEEDBACK
PL1 P

15

Coil Winding Data
Coil

Turns

SWG

Ll

30
100

22

HEATSINK
BOLTED TO
CHASSIS

L2
L3
Tlprim,
T25ec
(COPPER
SIDE)

62

15

30
096

18
18
18

22

Gap in inches
0.013
0.013
0.013
0.013

-

Inductance at IoC
2001.4H at 700mA
2mH at 50mA
4011H at 2.5A
200µH at 2.5A

-

Another omission from the Field Power Supply was the coil winding data, which

is

shown

here.
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The Intruderbeam receiver foil

The Intruderbeam transmitter foil

The Multimeter foil pattern
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The MIDI Mapper foil pattern
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CLASSIFIED
CAS GILROY
0442 66551 Ext 314

Send your requirements to:

ETI Classified Department, ASP, Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.
Lineage: 50p per word (+ VAT) (minimum 15 words)
Semi Display: (minimum 2 cms)
£13.50 per single column centimetre + VAT
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts

ELECTRONICS

All advertisements in this section must be prepaid.
Advertisements are accepted subject to the terms and conditions
printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request).

TODAY INTERNATIONAL

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-115MHz, 500 metre
range, sensitive electret microphone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL
OFFER complete kit ONLY £5
POST FREE. Access orders tele-

MAKE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
More than 8 million students throughotu the world have found it worth their while! An ICS
home -study course can help you get a better job, make more money and have more fun out of
life! ICS has over 90 years experience in home-study courses and is the largest correspondence
school in the world. You learn at your own pace, when and where you want under the guidance
of expert 'personal' tutors. Find out how we can help YOU. Post or phone today for your FREE
INFORMATION PACK on the course of your choice.
(Tick one box only!)

r

Radio, Audio
and TV Servicing

Electronics
Basic Electronic

D

Engineering (City & Guilds)

Car Mechanics

Electrical Contracting/
Installation

Computer

i

40'0'

over

ICS

phone 021-411 1821, cheques/PO's
to: Quantek Electronics Ltd, (Dept
ETI), 45a Station Road, Northfield,
Birmingham B31 3TE.

E

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER
SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT
WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY
TOP QUALITY

SURVEILLANCE
AND SECURITY
EQUIPMENT

Radio Amateur Licence
Exam (City & Guilds)

Electrical Engineering

GCE

SURVEILLANCE

KITS

COURSES

Including VHF Transmiters
Automatic Telephone

D

Recorders. Recording

MISCELLANEOUS

D

Programming

Briefcases. Bug
Detectors.

/

and 'A' level subjects

HEATHKIT U.K. Spares and

Name
Address

P

Wr aise offer

1

.

(HR), Unit 12 Station Drive, Bredon,
Tewkesbury. Glos. Tel: 0684-73127.

-

FOR SALE

0626 779398

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

A&G ELECTRONICS LTD

ESKAN ELECTRONICS LTD.
DEPT ET. 172 CALEDONIAN ROAD. LONDON. NI

1-2781768

(Ref ETI 9/89)

you are buying Electronic Components
elsewhere you are almost certainly paying
too much! Write to us for a free 1989
catalogue and start saving money.
If

Telecomms
Tech C&G 271

Radio Amateur
Licence C&G
Micro-

WANTED

(Please send two 19p stamps towards postage)

100 Park Avenue,
Tel: 01-552 2386

processor
Introduction to

London E6 2SR
Turn your surplus
transistors. ICs etc, into
cash. Immediate settlement.
We also welcome the
opportunity to quote for
complete factory clearance.

Television

SWITCHES

Radio & Telecommunications Correspondence School
12 Moor View Drive, Teignmouth, Devon TQ14 9UN

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED

103 South Brink
Wisbech, Cambs.

SWITCHES easy to follow did

FOR SALE
100 WATT POWERAMPS £7

JPG Electronics
Res,srv,s'.a 5', cart,,

film

,E12r

,E24,

3i.

Resistor Peck BS deferent E12 values . zero ohm ,in k total
Le .95
content 1000 resistor
IIp each
Fp each. Yenned
LED sred or green 3mm or Sinai
Cable ties 75mm 1p each £595 per 1000. ca950 per '0.000
75
£69s
motor
4
phase
12v
step
SOonms
Stepping
£395
S.1027 slapping motor Oro'," crop
£794
M,n,alure FM rrans,sror kes
m,
58000u160v £4.
Compute. grade cepacap s e ,h screw 1ernais
a70Uul 63v CI 50. 38000u1 20v £195 ernoOo1 10v n 50
C045
7 segment C anode LED display 12..
LM2931050 low drop out 5v regulator T0220 package £055
£045
BS250 P channel MOSFET
100
£395
per
T092
POP
8C5591,ans,st,
n000 per 100
7aLSO5 nee inverter
C150
OM27502IDC memory
Sim Le MNIFM tuner.oeamp amento, venOele vM wlurllelxle
mNdabllavgscele Brand nee n vW-r scarlorr£595. Farxry n95
descreten and seinng op procedure for tuner
Cecue deg
Sop
assenMe described above
Lim
Motor sia capacitors t Sul e40vac
£195
0595, our 250.ac
40u1 370vac
£055
LNE mains suppressor 2.5n1.100n1
n 95
5 418,16v etectro ,agnery counter
£O60
Oval corm speakers 136.70mm
£095
Hour counter (used) 7 dgo 240vac 50no
£750
LCD display 16 digs/ rots cols dot morn,
Owen,' keyboard 58 key uncased good qualify switches E500
CMOS TTL 74 HC 74F linear irans,slo k,ls rapacllors. resistors.
arc

a, .-.5i,,,,, oar

r,ncmdea

JPG Electronics.
276 Chatsworth Road. Chesterfield S40 2BH
Callers welcome
Access orders (02461 211202

-
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NEW!
leads

...

comput.

Write or phone for a detailed catalogue ro

Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure
without obligation or Telephone us on

SPECIAL OFFERS

a

service centre Cedar Electronics.

Code

International Correspondence Schools. 3121314 Nigh St Sunny. Surrey SMI 1PR
Tel 01.643 9568 or 041.221 2926124 hrsl Deal E8S89

Name

Telephone
Coumer.Tap Unes

assembled
Directions

Fully

-

grams and uses only £1.00. Components and P C B s available.
Herrington, 63 Home Farm Rd,
Hanwell, London W7 1NL.

NOW ESTABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Number: 0945 588844

+

KIA-8 Cuncliffe Road, Ilkley
Free Demo -cassette
Hear itl

EQUIPMENT

...,£1.50P&P

WOULD YOU BUY A CAR
WITHOUT A TEST DRIVE?

PLANS

THEN WHY BUY A MIXER

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
and
wind
solar
designs,
generators, high voltage teslas,
devices,
surveillance
pyrotechnics and computer
graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For
SAE
to
catalogue.
Plancentre Publications, Unit 7,
Old Wharf Industrial Estate,
Road,
Ledbury,
Dymock
Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.

WITHOUT

A

TEST DRIVE?

--

Thinking about a new project
from a small
Miner to a large studio complex
come and talk
over ideas with the people who offer manufacturing and user experience at our new premises.

PARTRIDGE

Unit D. 318 High Road,
Benfleel, Essex SS7 5HB
TO

TAKE THAT TEST DRIVE
PHONE 0268-793381

(Weekend Committee visits

elcome by poor arrangement)

-

_-

?` e

ELECTRONICS

Head

Office

56 Fleet Road. Ocnfleet. Essex SS7 5J6
Telephone

0268793256
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E
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YOUR REGION
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E

C

AND ATTRACT
MORE CUSTOM

T

BIRMINGHAM

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONICS COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

627 ROMFORD RD,
MANOR PARK
LONDON E12 5AD
Tel: 01-553 1174
Mon -Sat 10-6 pm/Thuns 10-1pm
We stock a large range of TV & VIdeo spares

PROGRESSIVE RADIO

Speakers, components and test equipment
(new and used) at very competitive prices
Come and see us at

87/93 Dale Street

Whitechapel. Tel: 051 236 5489
Liverpool 2
'THE ELECTRONICS SPECIALISTS'
47

BIRMINGHAM

O

65 HURST STREET,
BIRMINGHAM B5

M

A

TEL: 021-666 6504
9-6pm

Open. Tues -Sat 9.30-5.30

EDINBURGH

TO ADVERTISE
YOUR RETAIL

OUTLET IN
ELECTROMART

OMNI ELECTRONICS

R

stock

a

wide range of electronic components

at

Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EH16 5DX
174

T

TELEPHONE:

0442 66551

Tel: 031 667 2611
Open. Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-5pm,
Send 2x18p stamps for latest catalogue.

TODAY

CLASSIFIED COUPON

r

Tel: 051 236 0154

ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL, CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT
DEPARTMENT. ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

PLEASE DEBIT MY ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD No.

PIR

DA

E

Or

I

FOR SALE

SURREY

T

Central Road,
Worcester Park,
Surrey KT4 8HZ,
Tel: 01-330 6540.
Programmable device specialists.
(PAL's, PROM's, PLO's etc). Many
other components in stock.

WOLVERHAMPTON

I_
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M

A

WALTONS OF
WOLVERHAMPTON
Established since 1947

-

Offering a complete range
ICs. transformers
switches, pots. capacltors.resistors kits. speakers
test equipment, books and lots. lots more'
Come and see us at

55A Worcester Street, Wolverhampton
Mon -Sat: 9-6 pm Tel: 0902 22039

R

T
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No. of insertions

£
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R

16
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he

NEXT
MONTH

-

the city. He adjusted the elastic of his undies over his latex
laggings. Things weren't the same anymore. he thought. Business
was bad. Seems no-one wanted a superhero unless he was
psychologically disturbed and sinister -looking, rubber bathood and
all. Whatever happened to a friendly smile, a cheery quip and that
all-important cute hair -curl? The fist -fights and the superpowers?
Where were you when the good guys gave you worse wobblies than
the bad ones? Standards were definitely slipping in the superhero
business.

NOVEMBE

ETI

superhero sat on the ventilation shaft and looked out over

1

OUT

OCTOBER

6th

He sighed and adjusted the volume in his superhero listening
device. adapted from one of the surveillance circuits in the October
issue of ETI. Just because Batman was mega -rich. it didn't mean
he had all the best equipment. For just £1.50, ETI provided all the
technical innovation that this superhero required. Why, he had
already successfully used October's Intruderbeam to capture the
legendary arch -criminals the Pelican. the Jolly Green Giant and
Bonnie Langford. as they worked together in a sinister plot to make
a new series of The Hot Shoe Show. What a publicity coup that
but strangely the city media baron
capture should have been
Bruce Wayne had refused to run the story. People wanted more
bats. he had said.

-

Dawn broke through the clouds, filtering down through the
smog and lighting the packed skyline with an eerie orange glow.
October 6th! Publishing date
The superhero checked the date
for the November issue of ETI! He leapt from the parapet into his
Superheromobile and headed to the newsagent.

-

Inside the November issue he found Paul
Chappell's study of counter -surveillance, how to
spot the bugs and have you watching them
watching you. He found an in-depth explanation
of neural networks and their development to the
cutting edge of computing. A project to make a
serial logic scope for stand-alone data stream
monitoring. A smoke -alarm to protect the citizens
from harm. The next installment of the Testing
Testing series. Plus more projects and features than
any superhero had a right to expect.

Together with the latest news, reviews and
comment on the worlds of audio, computing,
music and communications, the November issue
of ETI is indeed a superhero among its fellow
magazines.

ETI

ELECTRONICS
TODAY INTERNATIONAL

The above articles are in preparation but circumstances (or the Pelican) may prevent publication

ADVERTISERS INDEX
AUDIO ELECTRONICS
AUDIO KITS
BK ELECTRONICS
BRIAN PRICE ELECTRONICS
CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
DISPLAY
EMINENCE
GREENBANK ELECTRONICS
GNC
HART ELECTRONICS
HOBBYKIT
J&N BULL
M&B RADIO
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KITS

COMPONENTS

at

ELECTRONIC GUARD DOG

SUPER -SENSITIVE
MICROBUG KIT

VOICE RECORD/PLAYBACK KIT
RECORD

VOICE

LED

MICROPHONE

PROCESSOR

128K

VARKAP TUNEO PRIMED CIRCUIT
TRATwM,T TEw
AERIAL COIL

SEMI T IVE

MEMORY

ELECTRET
CROPr.0

One of the best burglar deterrents is a
guard dog and this kit provides the barking. Can be connected to a doorbell,
pressure mat or any other intruder detector and produces random threatening
barks. All you need is a mains supply,
intruder detector and a little time.
XK125
£26.00

DISCO LIGHTING KITS

wlR11.

roc..
.RP IEIER

SPEAKER

SCS

AUDIO
HIGH

,-,IOr. OUALIiv
R3REOLABS PCB wITR
DER RESIST ISO - OR.,1

45x25x15mm, including built-in
mic. 88-100MHz (standard FM radio)
Range approx. 300m depending on terrain. Powered by 9V PP3 (7mA). Ideal for
surveillance. baby alarm etc
£5.50
Only

AMP

QUALITY

PCB

This simple to construct and even simpler to operate kit will record and playback
short messages or tunes. It has many uses-seatbelt or lights reminder in the
car, welcome messages to visitors at home or at work, warning messages in
factories and public places, in fact anywhere where a spoken message is announced and which needs to be changed from time to time. Also suitable for
toys -why not convert your daughter's £8 doll to an £80 talking doll!!

VERSATILE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT
I

Size
Message time

78x60x15

1-5 secs

normal speed,

2-10

mm
secs slow speed

£22.50

XK129

QI
TEN EXCITING PROJECTS FOR BEGINNERS
L100K 8 -way sequencer kit will built into
opto -isolated sound to light input. Only
requires a box and control knob for
£34.60
complete
DL -000K 4 -way chaser features bidirectional sequence and dimming 1kW

£21.00
per channel
DLZ1000K Uni-directional version of the
above. Zero switching to reduce
interference
£11.80
DLA/1 (for DL & DLZ1000K) Optional
opto input allowing audio 'beat'/light
response
80p
DL3000K 3 -channel sound to light kit.
zero voltage switching, automatic
level control and built-in mic. 1kW per
channel
£17.00

POWER STROBE KIT
Produces an intense
light pulse at a
.\.4.
variable frequency of
to 15Hz. Includes
high quality PCB,
components, connectors, 5Ws strobe tube and assembly
instructions. Supply 240V ac. Size
1

80 x 50 x 45.

XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT

£15.50

This kit contains a solderless breadboard, components and a booklet with instructions to enable the absolute novice to build ten fascinating projects including a light operated switch, intercom, burglar alarm and electronic lock.
Each project includes a circuit diagram, description of operation and an easy to
follow layout diagram. A section on component identification and function is included, enabling the beginner to build the circuits with confidence.
XK118
£15.00

MULTIMETER BARGAINS
high accuracy Autoranging meter with
Display Hold, Memory features.
AC volts
0-2-200-750 1.2%
DC volts
0-0.2-2-200-1000 0.8%
AC current0-2m-200mA 1.2% 0-10A 2%
DC current
as for AC
Resistance. O -200 -2K -20K -200K -2M 1%
Continuity.. Buzzer sounds at /20 ohms
127x69x25mm
Size
£31.75
405 207
A

range Autoranging multimeter with
4AC, 5DC and 6 resistence ranges. Only
Bx55xt08mm. Complete with wallet.
£19.50
405 206
A 15

Ask for

a

leaflet on our range of meters

SIMPLE KITS FOR
BEGINNERS

police/ambulance/fire-engine siren and
machine gun
£3.90

0w1,.010,1.$1s1n

-

could also be made.
ES1

£7.20

XK121

£15.95

Don't lock yourself out! This high security lock kit will secure doors
to sheds, garages or your front door and the built-in alarm will deter
would be prowlers. Scores of uses including area access preventing
unauthorised use of machinery or even disabling your
KEYBOARD
car. One correct 4 digit
code (out of 5000) will
PROGRAM PLUG & SOCKET
open the lock. Incorrect
LOCK CHIP
entries sound the alarm
OUTPUT DRIVER
and disable the keyboard
PIEZO
for up to 3 mins. Kit
BUZZER
includes 12 -way keypad,
and operates from 9 to
15V (50uA) supply. Will
HIGH
QUALITY PCB
drive relay or 701 150
lock mechanism,

TK ELECTRONICS
13 Boston Road
London W7 3SJ
Tel: 01-567 8910
Fax: 01.566 1916

ELECTRONICS

ur

contains a single chip microprocessor, PCB, displays and all electronics to produce a digital LEDreadout of
weight in Kgs or Sts/lbs. A PCB link
selects the scale bathroom/ two types
of kitchen scales. A low cost digital ruler
Kit

ply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA,
Size (exc. transformer) 9x4x2 cms
Companion transmitter is the MK18
which operates from a 9V PP3 battery
and gives a range of up -to 60ft. Two
keyboards are available MK9 (4 -way)
and MK10 (16 -way).
MK12 IR Receiver
(inc transformer)
£17.00
Mk18 Transmitter
£7.80
Mk9 4 -way Keyboard
£2.40
Mk10 16 -way Keyboard
£7.00
601133 Box for Transmitter
£2.60

ELECTRONIC LOCK KIT

Kits include all components (inc. speaker
where used) and full instructions.
SKI DOOR CHIME play a tune when activated by a pushbutton
£3.90
SK2 WHISTLE SWITCH switches a relay
on and off in response to whistle command
£3.90
SK3
SOUND GENERATOR produces
FOUR different sounds, including

SPECIAL OFFERS ON KITS FOR
SCHOOLS AND TRAINING CENTRES
-contact Sales Office for discounts
and samples

ELECTRONIC WEIGHING
SCALES

Includes all components (+transformer) for a sensitive IR receiver with 16
logic outputs (0-15V) which with
suitable interface circuitry (relays,
triacs, etc -details supplied) can switch
up to 16 items of equipment on or off
remotely. Outputs may be latched to the
last received code or momentary (on during transmission) by specifying the
decoder IC and a 15V stabilised supply is
available to power external circuits. Sup-

-

MICROPROCESSOR TIME
Kit controls 4

outputs independently
switching on
/off at 18

preset times
over a 7-day
cycle. LED display of time/day easily
programmed. Includes box.
49.50
CT6000K
Relay kit for CT0000 includes
PCB, connectors and one relay. Will
accept up to 4 relays. 3Á/240V d o
X1(114

contacts
701115 Additional relays

ORDERING INFORMATION. All prices exclude VAT.
Free p&p on orders over £50 (UK only), otherwise add
£1+VAT. Overseas p&p: Europe £3.50, elsewhere £10.00.
Send cheque/PO/Barclaycard/Access No. with order.
Giro No. 529314002. Local authority and export orders
welcome. Goods by return subject to availability.

ORDERS: 01.5678910

£4.75
£1.80

VISA
Access

24 HOURS

AMAZING LOW PRICE

SOLDERING IRONS

. r-i¡fMr

FLAME MASTER
HOT GAS SOLDERING TOOL
Superb Pocket Size Portable Gas
Soldering Iron

* Interchangeable
*

Tips

*

Powered by Butane Gas

* Simple to Refill
* Temperature up to 400°C (750°F)
* Up to 2 Hours Continuous Use

FLAME MASTER
5

IN

1

RIOT GAS TOOL KIT

Complete with tough moulded to measure case and including:

MULTI -PURPOSE TOOL
* 4 Interchangeable Soldering Iron Tips
* Soldering Iron
* Hot Cutting Knife

* Wide Area Flame Torch
* High Temperature Flame Torch
*

Hot Air Blcwer

GREAT FOR

*

Electrical and Electric Work

* Cutting Plastics and Fibres

* Sealing, Bonding and Shrinking
* Removing Paint and Putty
The Flame Master hot gas tool kit has many uses. It can be a soldering iron,
a pencil flame torch, a hot air blower or a wide (flat) flame torch.
You can fit the soldering head with a selection of soldering tips and the hot knife, or you
can fit the flame head, onto which you can attach the hot blower or the wide flame unit.
The choice is yours!

Post Your Order Now .. .

Order Coupon
Quantity

ELECTRONICS

Send this coupon to P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR
Description

Code

Price

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE
MAP
MAP

..

esesea

Add Carriage

Name
If

Address
Post Code
I

50p

order below £5
please add 50p

Delete as required.

Credit Card please sign

Expiry date of Credit Card

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

VISA

PHONE BEFORE 5PM FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

Credit Card No.

If ordering by

Access

Ó7Ó2 554161

Total

authorise you to debit my Credit Card account for the cost of goods despatched.

Access Amex Visa

1

ETI

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
All items subject to availability, both items will be on sale in our shops in

Birmingham, Bristol, Leeds, Hammersmith, Edgware, Manchester, Nottingham,
Southampton and Southend-on-Sea.

